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ABSTRACT
These Proceedings present the papers given at the First
Semi Annual Distributed Receiver Systems Program Review. The Review
was held in Lubbock, Texas on January 22-24, 1980. Tt was sponsored
by the U.S. Department of Energy, Jet Propulsion Laboratorv, Sandia
Laboratories, Albuquerque, and Texas Tech University.
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rOPENING SESSION
INTRODUC'TOR'Y MARKS
G. W. Braun
United States Department of Energy
Good morning! I am pleased to be here speaking to you on behalf of our
division director, Dr. Howard Coleman, at the first Semi-Annual Distributed
Receiver Systems Program Review. I hope that this review is not only
successful, but is the prototype. In a series of reviews that will provide
improved communication among all participants in the present Solar Thermal
Distributed Receiver Systems Program.
I would like to express my personal appreciation to those at the .let Propulsion
Laboratory who assisted in the organization of the Review and those at Texas
Tech who provided arrangements and on
--site coordination,
Looking back over the past few years, it is easy to gain a very positive per-
spective of the overall Distributed Receiver Program. Less than three years
ago in the area of linear concentrators there was only the beginning of a test
facility, the Willard Irrigation System had not yet been placed in operation,
and the recently dedicated system. at Coolidge Arizona? was but A gleam in the
eye of those leading the Program at that time. Now, Coolidge is in operation
and two new linear concentrator projects are underway in connection with solar
enhanced oil recovery applications. The progress in parabolic dish technology
has been even more impressive. Three years ago not only was there no program
in the United States related to this technology, but there were no immediate
prosrects of having one. Now, two major projects are underway using this tech-
nology, and a fine test facility is in. preparation and about to be placed in
operation. Overall, the Distributed Receiver technology efforts in the United
States have come from a position of clearly second priority in funding to a
point where our fiscal 1981 Solar Thermal, Program budget will provide more
funds for Distributed Receiver Programs than any other mayor program element,
including central. receivers.
Of equal importance to budgetary consideration, we are rapidly approaching
implementation of management plans for both the Distributed Receiver Program
and related efforts in the area of advanced development. The critical issues
now relate to our headquarters organizational relationship to the Albuquerque
Operations Office and the Solar Energy Research Institute.
Much of what I have to say by way of conclusions is driven by the fact that we
now have new goals which derive from goals for National Energy Programs that
accordingly have national visibility. Our Solar Program goals must be adjusted
accordingly. And, the new goals are more ambitious by several steps than any
we might have set for ourselves. We are now talking in terms of quads per year
by the turn of the century, when a few short months ago such comments would
have been greeted by a high degree of incredulity. Indeed within my memory,
the goal for solar thermal, that is three quads per year was viewed as not only
unrealistic for solar thermal, but perhaps impractical for solar at all,
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Let me now briefly discuss our organizational arrangements and plans as they
relate to these new goals. As you know, the reorganization of solar programs
is underway at DOE. The general trend is to bring technology development and
commercialization functions, which had been separated during the early days of
DOE, back together.
My personal hope is to see programs aimed at getting systems qualified for pro-
duction and user acceptance more closely coupled with aggressive market devel-
opment and stimulation programs, as well as legislative, incentive and
regulatory initiatives. The latter initiatives I believe are needed to take
the embryonic concentrator industries and assist them through a natural birth
and a healthy childhood. For each concentrator program, I expect to see long-
term programs geared to the activity necessary to establish an adequate
industrial base for each concentrator system. The plans should be consistent
with the idea of assisting companies involved in qualifying systems for major
near-term markets, particularly for those markets where there is an opportunity
for early sales in a strict economic competition with conventional alternatives.
Relative to each major near-term market, I expect to see complementary plans
develop to overcome institutional barriers, maximize the receptivity of poten-
tial industrial and utility customers to solar thermal systems, and generally
focus and engage the full resources of our society on programs, tasks and
initiatives that support our goals. We hope to use the capabilities of
industry, universities, laboratories and government at all levels in this
commitment.
In all of this I see the Department of Energy as a catalyst, a source of funds
for activity that only accelerates what would be done in response to future
conditions of energy supply in economics later.
Likewise, we should and will support programs of advanced research and develop-
ment undertaking those tasks which pave the way to the broadest possible adap-
tation of solar thermal concentrator systems to our energy needs. As with the
market development programs, this Advanced Research and Development Program is
to be founded on the assumption that efforts to establish viable concentrator
industries will have met success.
Finally, multiple system prototypes and applications projects will be conducted
in relation to the major near-term markets for solar thermal systems. These
will be managed by DOE so as to provide users and suppliers alike with the
experience that is truly representative and instructive relative to later com-
mercial commitments and investments.
These will include central receiver repowering projects totaling four in the
next phase of the central receiver program aimed at both utility and :industrial
plant applications. Smal;.er-scale experiments related to cogeneration will
also be undertaken.
For parabolic troughs, low to mid-temperature industrial heat applications based
on modular system packages will be undertaken and enhanced oil recovery appli-
cations will be vigorously explored and encouraged.
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Parabolic dish systems will be deployed in applications with potential
customers who would install diesel and gas turbine electric generation plants
if the latter were economically Justifiable.
The fixed hemispherical bowl concept will continua to be evaluated In rt-lation
to near-term markets and the economio characteristics of competing concepts.
Clearly, all of the solar programs must shift gears in response to the goals
established by President Carter and a clear untional need•. I Lhink the criti-
cal portion of what must be done can be accomplished over a period of five
years. It is not unrealistic to contemplate the need for a Federal Investment
in necessary technology development and market related programs on the iicalv
of two billion dollars over such a period. Nor is this a Staggering -?-;m when
viewed in terms of what is at stake (i.e., half or more of the energy dlsplaco-
ment to be expected from direct collection of sunlight at the turn of the
century). Indeed, the Solar Thermal Energy Association (a division of the
Solar Energy Industries Association) has outlined such a need related solely to
product qualification activity. Imaginative plans and programs would have to
be laid down. These must allow prudent and cost conscious implementation of
industry proposals.
Clearly, exciting times are ahead for those, of us privileged to occup y
 posl-
tions of decision and influence related to allocation of federal fun ,14. Much
depends on our ability to apply these funds at the points of highest l(werage.
Generally, this will involve helping Industrial firms to acquire all of the
necessary expertise to proceed on their own. The efforts of federal program
managers and federal laboratories will be evaluated not based on what they
developed but on what they helped others accomplish. Our laboratories will
learn the role not as leading actors competing for the spotlight, but rather
as patient and thoughtful stage mothers for the industries they = effectively
assist.
Thank you for your kind attention, and I wish you a succe ssful and productive
meeting.
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PRIXI DING PAGE BLANK 140T FILMED
OVERVIEW OF DISTRIBUTED RECEIVER PROGRAM,
Jades E. Rannel s
Solar Thermal Branch
Deaartment of Energy
As we enter the 80 1 s t a transition from solar thermal resecrcK and cevelo pment to
deployment of hardware in user environments is occurring, The eery stcges of a corn rercial
structure are beginning to emerge, and, as we move towards the post goals of l°°0, solar
thermal systems demonstrate great potential for relieving much of the energy c rrce^ in the
J.S. below, a brief description of how we arrived where we cre, cnd wnere we're Laing ire
distributed receiver solar thermal technology development is riven.
Solar Thermal Historrr
The earliest recorded use of solar thermal rnr qv was by Archimedes for militar y purposes
in 212 B.C. A fleet of the enemy's ships ^vs set on fire .vita large, focused -ni rrors. 1, ^;.
Haitom and Roger Bacon, in 1000 and 1263 respectively, burned various substances with
curved mirrors and glosses, as -art of their experiments in uptles. And Lavoisler, the famous
French chemist, experimented with solar furnaces in the late 700's, achieving temperatures
high enough 0 760 0 C) to melt platinum and other materials.
The Reverend Doctor Stirling invented the hot air engine in 1816 (later versions of which
now bear his name) anti, together with Watt's steam engine, provided a base for further
development of solar collectors with engines to provide power. During the period of 1864-
1878, Mouchot built and operated several solar powered steam engines, at least one of which
was a truncated cone made of copper with an inside coating of silver leaf. Unlike modern
day disirlbuted receiver systems, this tracked the sun "manually," and was reported to have
a maximum calculated efficiency of .854. 1 Ericsson, an engineer well-known for his
'Abbot provides the following data on testing tMouchot's "solar plant" and expicins the nigh
value for the maximum calculated efficiency:
Cal.	 Max. Cal.	 Date
Direct heat received	 616.1
	
945.0	 April 25
Heat utilized	 258.8	 547.5	 June 15
Efficiency calculated	 0.491	 0.854	 June 14
As for the column of maxima, it is obvious enough that one would not expect to
get the maximum efficiency value on June 14 by dividing the heat absorbed on
June 15 by the heat received on April 25. Very likely the maximum heat
absorbedorbed on June 14 was nearly equal to that of June 15, but the heat received
on June 14 was for inferior to that received on April 25, thus yielding the
surprisingly high efficiency stated.
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development of the Monitor and similar battleships during the Civil Woe, constructed severs
solar hot air engines using paraboloidal callectors between 1870 and 1884. The first design
produced steam in a metallic tvw4 which was placer longitudinally above o trough shaped
reflector. Pifre demonstrated his solar engine in Paris in 1878 with a parabolic reflector
(cone-shaped), operating a steam engine which ran a printing press. The largest solar
irrigation plant of that period was constructed in 1913 on the Nile, south of Cairo. Shuman
and Boys built 13 0000 square feet of parabolic reflector troughs which were used to operate
a 75-kW (100 hp rated) engine.
Charles Greeley Abbot, the fifth Secretary of the Smithsonian institution (1928-1944)
published many articles on solar energy from 1926 until his death in 1973 at the age of 101.
At the International Power Conference in Washington, in 1930, he displayed a 112 hp sonar
steair engine, and in 1938 in Florida on improved version of the solar engine, rated at 1/5 hp
with a flash boiler. In his book, The Sun and the Welfare of ,Ulan, published in 1929 by the
Smithsonian Institution, he analyzes the potential of existing solar collector systems.
With these points in mind, it will be appreciated that on account of their high
concentration of the solcr rays, and the resulting high temperatures, the conical
reflectors (parabolic dish), especially if parabolic, like that of Pifre, give
maximum theoretical possibilities of engine efficiency. On the other hand, the
hot-box principle (flat plate collectors) of de Saussure, as used by Wilisie and
Boyle, must necessarily give low engine efficleicy, The cylindrical-mirror(parabolic trough) type stands between them in this respect, On the other hand,
the cheapness of installation and operation of heat collectors of the ;hree types
runs in the opposite order. What coo^ld be simpler than a glass-covered, black-
bottomed pond, like Willsie and Boyles, or ghat more cumbrous than an immense
conical mirror, driven with the march of the sun, like that of Eneas? Cylindrical
mirrors, horizontally mounted, as is possible at the equator, unite some of the
nigh temperature possibilities of the conical collector, with some approcch to
the cheapness of the black-bottomed pond.
From this period to about 1970, little attention was focused on solar energy, due to the
cheapness aid abundance of fossil fuels. One highlight was the creation of the Association
for Applied Solar Energy ( later renamed the Solar Energy Socety).
Evolution of the Federal Program
In 197 I, the National Science Foundation (NSF) awarded severcl grants to investigate solar
energy utilization in buildings, and biomass and solar thermal conversion systems. Thus
began the sequence of events leading to the present day DOE solar thermal program. The
result's of these first studies were sufficiently attractive to warrant further increases in
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funding for work that was more diversified and broader in scope. Other studies were funded
and panels of experts were farmed to evaluate the use of solar energy, including solor
thermcl, OTEC, photovoltaics, blomo,ss t and renewable fuels synthesis. One such study
authored by the NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel, "Solar Energy as a National Resource,"
eventually became the keystone of the Federal solar program.
In 1973, Federal laboratories became involved in solar research. As part of this effort, the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) funded the Solar Total Energy Program at Sandia
Laboratory In Albuquerque (SLA).
During the Arab oil embargo of 1973-74, America became aware of the need for alternative
energy sources. This eventually led to the creation of the Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) in 1975. Programs sponsored both by NSF and AEC were trap-(erred
to the newly formed Division of Solar Energy within ERDA. Under ERDA's aegis, Sandia
Laboratory at Livermore (SLQ began the Central receiver Program, and the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory QPL) initiated g hp Small Communities Project.
In 1977, the Department of Energy was officially chartered, and the Thermal Power Systems
Division (later to become the Solar Thermal Branch) emerged. within this Division the Small
Power Systems Program (to be renamed the Distributed Receiver Program) was organized in
1977, combining the Solar Total Energy and Small Communities Projects. At the some time,
the Advanced Technology Program was initiated.
The Distributed Receiver Program
Today, the Solar Thermal Branch emphasizes two major technology development efforts: the
Central Receiver Program and the Distributed Receiver Program. Advanced Technology is a
separate Nit critical element within the Distributed Receiver Section and supports high
technology (i.e., materials, components, etc.) development for both central and distrib,Jted
receiver applications. Figure i shows the decentralized program organization.
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Solar Thermal Branch
Distributed Receiver
Program
Central Receiver
Program
Systems	 Technologyand
Applications
1	 i
1
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Technology	 Systems and
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SERI	 — Projects (ALO) — Projects (ALO)
— Troughs (SLA) — Dishes (JPL)
-- Bowls (SLA) — POTS (JPL)
- MSSTF (SLA)
Figure I. Decentralized Program Organization
Management of projects involving both linear and point systems within the Distributed
Receiver Program is the responsibility of ths , Albuquerque Operations Office. Development
of linear systems, including parabolic trough and hemispherical bowls, is directed by Sandia
Laboratories at Albuquerque (SLA). Point focus (parabolic dishes) systems development is
managed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California {JPL also manages
an effort investigating the use of naturally occurring salt ponds as a means of collecting
solar energy). Responsibility for operation of the Parabolic Dish Test Site (PDTS) and the
Mid-Temperature Solar System Test Facility (MSSTF) has been assigned to JPL and SLA,
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respectively. The Solar Energy Research institute in Golden, Colorado coordinates all
Advanced Technology efforts.
Overview
The ;President stated in his message to Congress on June 20, 1979 that solar energy and
renewable resources must satisfy one-fifth - 20% • of our energy needs by the year 2000. In
addition, the Domestic Policy Review (DPR), prepared under the President's direction,
estimated that solar thermal systems could displace up to three quads per year of primary
fuel by 2000 (0.4 quads electric, 2.6 quads industrial process heat). Other analyses have
indicated that a market of 17 quads/year may exist in 2015.
In pursuit of these goals, the specific solar collector technologies being developed within the
Distributed Receiver Program are: parabolic troughs, parabolic dishes, hemispherical bowls,
and naturally occurring salt ponds. These collectors c;;e modular, allowing their use in any
size application, but are best suited for smaller (under 10 MWe or 100 MBtu/hr) onsite
applications.
These systems can provide heat and electricity for use in the industrial, commercial,
residential, and small utility markets. Potential applications include industrial process heat,
enhanced oil recovery, total energy systems for industrial, commercial, and residential
buildings, irrigation pumping, and remote and small community electric generation.
Proximity to the energy load these systems serve will enhance their economies by reduced
transmission costs and losses. Total energy will be more, feasible than in central electric
utility applications which are often distant from thermal loads. And local environmental
standards requiring decreased emission of pollutants favor their deployment because of the
"clean" energy from the sun.
Early market opportunities exist in the repowering or retrofitting of dispersed onsite
applications. Electrical, mechanical, and thermal energy can be produced by small solar
thermal energy systems to substitute directly for or augment the combustion of petroleum
or natural gas. The long-term market penetration rate is dependent on the technology
development of the solar thermal collection, storage, and power-conversion subsystems, the
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costs of competing fossil fuel aid alternative energy systems, collector cost reductions
achieved after the initial early opportunity market penetration, industrial acceptance. and
the development of a solar thermal industrial base.
The overall objective of the Distributed Receiver Program is to provide a sound technolo-
gical and industrial base on which a viable industry can be founded, thus reducing our fossil
fuel dependence. More specifically, parabolic troughs are to be ready for commercialization
by 1985 and parabolic dishes by 1987. In pursuit of this objective, funding for distributed
receiver technology development has grown from $20.1 million in FY 77 to $33.5 million in
FY 80. In comparison, initial funding in FY 71 for solar thermal R&D was a mere $60,000,
Table I shows the Federal funding levels of solar thermal (FY 71-76) and distributed
receiver (FY 77-80) R&D from the inception of the programs.
FEDERAL FUNDING OF SOLAR THERMAL(FY 71-76) 1 AND DISTRIBUTED RECEIVER(FY 77-80) R&D(Millions of dollars)
FY 71 FY 72 FY 73 FY 74 FY 75 FY 76 FY 77 FY 78 FY 79 FY 80
Solar Thermal 0.06 0.55 1.43 2.20 13.2 26.9*
Distributed	 20,1 28,1 28,0 33.5'*
Receiver
Technology
'Data for FY71-74 from Solar Energy Research and Develop-
ment: Program Balance, Annex, Viol, I, February 1978. (HCP/';
M2693-01). Includes funding for all solar thermal efforts.
*Includes transition quarter.
"Includes Capital Equipment Construction Funding.
Table 1. Federal Fur, ^.;g of Solar Thermal (FY 71-76)
and Distributed Receiver (FY 77-80) R&D
lQ
A
Steps being taken to insure fulfillment of the Distributed Receiver Program objectives are:
I.	 Improvement of the efficiency, durability, and reliability of distributed collec-
tors through SLA development activity,
2. Improved system designs based on exper;vru , gained 'n early experiments, which
will lead to reduced costs,
3. Survey and assessment of industry to iaentffy the most promising early market
opportunities,
4. Providing user operating experience through system experiments, and
5. Encouragement of mass production of distributed receiver systems through cost-
shared engineering experiments.'
Although distributed energy systemp have proven their technical feasibility and no funda-
mental scientific breakthroughs are needed for their deployment, substantial cost reductions
and improved reliability/durability must be realized before these systems become competi-
tive with conventional energy sources and achieve user acceptance. The success of the
program hinges on attaining sufficient reductions in collector costs through a combination of
marketing efforts (volume production) and improvements in performance of the system. The
1990 energy cost goals ($1980) for small solar thermal energy systems are between 72-180
mills/kWhe for electric applications and 20-23 mills/kV/ht ($6.00-6.60/MBtu) for process
heat applications. Beyond 1990, the goal ($1980) is to reduce these costs to 50-60 mills/kWhe
and 14-17 mills/kWht ($4.00-5.00/MBtu) by 2000,, These cost goals represent levelized life
cycle energy costs. It is estimated that the 1990 energy cost goals will be achieved with
parabolic troughs of $108/m 2 ($loft/ 2 ) and parabolic dish costs of $129/m 2 ($11.90/ft2).
Table 2 shows DPR and program goals for 1990 and `2000.
Energy Cost'
o Thermal
Electric
Collector Cost
• Parabolic Trough
• Parabolic Dish
GOALS(5 1980)
1990
20-23 mills/kWht($6.00-6.60/MBtu)
72-180 mills/kWhe
$108/m2
$129/m2
2000
14-17 mills /kWht{54.00-5.00/NlBtu
50-60 mills/kWhe
25-50% Less
25-50% Less
Fuel Displacement2
llectric	 .4 quads
• Industrial Process Meat	 2.6 quads
'Based on levelized life-cycle costs.
2From Domestic Po Rem; These are for all solar thermal
systems.
Table 2. DPR and Cost Goals for 1990 and 2000.
Status of Technology: Within the Distributed Receiver Program four collector technologies
are under development: parabolic troughs and hemispherical bowls under SLA management,
and parabolic dishes and naturally occurring salt ponds under JPL management.* The status
of each is briefly given below.
-----------------------
*Other technologies are also under consideration, e.g., point focus fresnel lenses, etc.
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JParabolic troughs are the furthest along, developmentally, of the distributed receiver
technologies which DOE is pursuing. They have been technically demonstrated, are commer-
cially available, and are being utilized In a number of experimental projects. Em phasis is
upon upgrading the thermal performance of these systems and sponsoring engineering
development, which will reduce costs, increase lifetime, and improve o peration and
maintenance characteristics. In conjunction with this, mass ptoducibility studies are being
undertaken. Troughs are being used for applications In the 2120-000 0 F range, with higher
temperatures being investigated. Their use is planned in electric, mid-temperature IPH, and
industrial total energy markets. Currently, activities are centered on exploiting near-term
trough potential in enchonced oil recovery, Irrigation, and process heat applications.
Several parabolic trough systems are in operation, the most notable of which are the
Willard, New Mexico and Coolidge, Arizona projects. The former was first operated in 1977,
while the latter, dedicated in November 1979, is currently the largest solar thermal system
in operation in the U.S. A 500 kWe plant is being built in Almeria, Spain under the auspices
of the international Energy Agency. This plant will use both UtS. and German supplied
collectors. Under investigation is the use of parabolic troughs for supplying steam for
enhanced oil recovery. Also under investigation is the development of a modular trough
system to provide heat for industrial processes. This activity would culminate in the solar
equivalent of a packaged boiler.
Parabolic dishes are point focusing collectors which will be applicable in the 750 0-2000 0 F
and above temperature range. Subsystem and component activities are divided between
concentrator and receiver development, Design and fabrication of two Test Be(: Concentra-
tors, for use in concentrator performance testing and as test beds on which other subsystems
will be evaluated has b.en completed. Development of a low-cost concentrator has also
been initiated. On the receiver side, no commercial products are currently available in the
required temperature ranges. First-generation dish receivers are in the final design stage
and will go into test at the Parabolic Dish Test Site in mid-FY 80. ,9oth air and steam
receivers Ore being developed.
Complementing these subsystem activities, three systems using parabolic dish technology
are under development: a total energy experiment which will generate 750 0 F steam to
provide electricity, heating and cooling, and industrial process heat for a knitwear factory in
13
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Shenandoah, Georgia; a I MWe small community electric application for which a site
solicitation has been released; and a 100 kWe modular military power experiment.
Hemispherical bowl development is proceeding on a much smaller scale than the other
distributed receiver options. A conceptual analysis of the performance and cost of these
systems was completed in FY 77. Conceptual designs for a 20 m (05 ft) diameter module ha,
been completed in March 1979 and construction has been completed. Test and evaluation of
the module is scheduled for completion March 31, 1980.
Solar ponds can be an economically attractive source of collecting heat, especially in a
naturally occurring site such as the Salton Sea. JPL has recently initiated a feasibility study
of using the Salton Sea to produce electricity. In addition to being an economical source of
electricity, this could serve to reduce the salinity of the Salton Sea, thus solving a major
environmental problem.
Conclusion
From a modest beginning in 1979 with a budget of $60,000, solar thermal R&D has grown and
evolved. New concepts such as hemispherical bowls and solar ponds are now being evaluated
and tested as parabolic dishes and parabolic troughs approach commercialization. Evaluation
of trough prototypes as well as commercial collectors will continue at the MSSTF. Testing
on dish systems has been initiated at the PDTS, while tests of early dish prototypeswere
conducted at the tASSTF. Certification of independent laboratories for testing of commer-
cial collectors has also begun.
industry's interest in the program is growing, and their participation is welcomed. Both
existing commercial system suppliers and potential suppliers are involved in component/sub-
system development, and in projects at the system level. An important thrust of the
Distributed Receiver Program is to'continue to encourage this industrial involvement, with
an exchange of ideas on both technical and commercialization considerations. Projects now
planned for the 80's will emphasize providing user operating experience and gaining system
confidence. As fuel prices rise and the industrial infrastructure changes, market studies will
continue and expand, in order to identify the most promising early market opportunities.
Through these efforts, mass production of distributed receiver systems will be promoted and
collector costs gradually reduced to be competitive with conventional energy sources.
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APPENDIX
For more detailed information on technology development of the various solar thermal
systems, please contact the individuals listed below.
Central Receivers/Systems and Applications
Mr. Robert W. Hughey
Department of Energy
San Francisco Operations Office
1333 Broadway
Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: 415-273-7111
Central Receivers/Technology Development
Dr. Richard C. Wayne
Manager, Solar Department
Sandia Laboratories, Livermore
Livermore, CA 94550
Telephone: 415-412-2711
Distributed Receivers/Linear Focus (Parabolic Troughs and Hemispherical Bowls)
Dr. Virgil Dugan
Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque
P.O. Box 5800
Albuquerque, NM 87115
Attn: 5711
Telephone: 505-264-3312
Distributed Receivers/Point Focus (Parabolic Dishe q and Naturally Occurring Salt Pc-.nds)
Dr. Vincent Truscello
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91103
Telephones 213-577-9367
16
Advanced Technology
'sir. Bim Gupta
Solar Energy Research Institute
1536 Cole Boulevard
Golden, CO 80401
Telephone: 303-231-1104
.
Ms. Margaret Cotton directs the Technical Information Dissemination Office at SERI am
will provide price and product information, technical reports, and resources on "general
program activities.
Ms. Margaret Cotton
Technical Information Dissemination Office
Solar Energy Research Institute.
1536 Cole Boulevard
Golden, CO 80401
Telephone: 303-231-1135
The Solar Energy Industries Association can supply additional information on current
commercial activities of solar systems manufacturers. For use of experimental facilities in
testing collector components, the Solar Thermal Test Facilities Users Association should be
contacted.
Solar Energy Industries Association
1001 Connecticut Ave., NA
Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: 202-293-2981
and Solar Thermal Test Facilities Users Association
Suite 1507
First National Hank Building, East
Central and San Mateo, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87108
Telephone: 505-268-3994
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HEAT AND ELECTRICITY FROM TH . SUN IJSINC
PARABOLIC DISH COLLECTOR SYSTFMS*
Vincent C. Truscello and A. Nash Williams
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
ABSTRACT
This paper addresses point focus distributed receiver (PFOR) solar thermal
technology for the production of electric power and of industrial process heat, and
describes the thermal power systems project conducted by JPL, under DOE
sponsorship, Project emphasis is on the development of cost-effective systems
which will accelerate the commercialization and industrialization of plants up to
10 MWe, using parabolic dish collectors. The characteristics of PFOR s ystems and
the cost targets for major subsystems hardware are Identified. Markets for this
technology and their size are identifled, and expected levelized bus bar energy
costs as a function of yearly production level are presented. Pinally, the present
status of the technology development effort is disecussed.
INTRODUCTION
The solar thermal power systems work at .IPL is sponsored by the Department of
Energy, Thermal Power Systems branch, for the purpose of developing systems
capable of competitive-priced thermal and electric energy for utility, industrial,
and Isolated applications. Program responsibility resides with DOE Headquarters
and project management with JPL, with engine and power conversion suoport
provided by NASA Lewis Research Center.
Three principal configurations for thermal power systems being developed by DOF
are the central receiver (CR), the line focus distributed receiver (LFDR), and the
point focus dittributed receiver (PFDR). The JPL, work Is based on a PFDR
system with paraboloidal dish and integral. receiver. This technology Is expected
to be Initially apptied to relatively small power systems (up to a few megawatts)
made up of identical modules (each a few tens of kilowatts In ca pacity). Each
module is capable either of generating electricity, or of supplying heat for
Industrial purposes, dependinq on the type of receiver used. A representative dish
configuration is shown in Figure 1.
For elev uric applications the module consl3ts of three subs ystems; the
concentrator, the receiver, and the power conversion unit. An automatic control
system enables each module to track the sun. In the simplest configuration of the
system, the power conversion unit is located atop the receiver, at the focus. The
optical portion of the concentrator Is a parabolic reflector, although lens
concentrators are also being considered. To produce thermal energy for
Industrial, commercial, or agricultural applications, the power conversion unit is
replaced with an appropriate receiver having flexible lines to conduct the working
fluid to a heat transfer network on the ground.
*The research described In this paper was carried out at the ,let propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, and was sponsored by the U.S.
Department	 of	 Energy	 through	 an	 agreement	 with	 NASA.
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Figure 1. Dish Concentrator with Power
Converter at the Focus
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Figure 2. Versatility of Parahollo Dish
Power Plants
POINT FOCUS DISTRIBUTED RECEIVER (PFDR) AD VANTArFS
The principal advantages of Nish solar concentrators are (1) the high temperatures
attainable, (2) the inherent mod!larity of dish collectors, (3) the ease of collecting
the power output of each dish in electrical form, and (4) the high percentage of
the available solar insolation which Is collected. The high temperatures available
from dish systems results from their inherently high concentration ratio.
Th:j attractiveness of the high temperature characteristic of dish systems arises
from both the higher conversion efficiency achievable from heat engines as the
temperature of the working fluid is Increased and the wide range of temperatures
achievable for thermal applications.
The ready adaptability of dishes to two-axis tracking Insures maximum utilization
of the direct beam radiation at near maximum efficiency from sun up to sun
down. Two-axis tracking combined with the high geometric concentration ratio
provides high temperatures at the focus, which in turn allows high efficiencies to
be derived from Brayton or Stirling heat engine power aunverters. PFOR systems
offer broad applicability, including both small and larqe utilities, power for
remote sites, agriculture (especially pumping), and a wide range of industrial and
commercial process heat applications.
Versatility as shown in Figure 2 is a key attribute of solar thermal systems,
especially of dishes because of their high temperature potential. Versatility can
be illustrated in terms of the end product produced: electricity, process heat,
steam, chemicals and fuels.
Dish systems can readily ba. designed to provide for hybrid operation In which
conventional fuels provide heat on a transient or steady state basis to compensate
variations in insolation. Along with the hybrid operational capability, there Is the
potential for using numerous conventional fuels. A potentially attractive hybrid
mode is the coupling of the solar plant to a biomass system to supply it with low
Btu biogas produced by a digestive process. The most appropriate fuel would be
selected for each application.
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PROJECT GOALS
The primary goals of the project are (1) to produce electricit y or heat at a cost
competitive with conventional alternatives, and (2) to develop the technical and
economic readiness of cost-effective PFDR technology necessar y to accelerate
market penetration of small power systems. Market penetration requires a
mature technology coupled with favorable preconditions within the commercial
and industrial infrastructures which govern the effectiveness of su pply and
demand forces. To facilitate the establishment of preconditions increasingly
more favorable to market penetration, the project will attempt to enter market
areas of high-cost; energy first and to enter large markets with ccrrespondinn
lower energy costs later. Figure 3 displays this overall market strateg y. The
projected size of the isolated load market (a near-term, relatively high-cost
energy market) In the 1990-2000 time period Is 300 to 1000 MTV/Year. Although
ti kes market Is small In comparison to the grid connected utility market, the graph
,., so indicates that by assuming only n 20% market penetration, up to 10 # 000 power
modules per year would be required to meat this need.
In addition to the electric market, both grid and non-grld connected, there exists
a large market for a combination of both thermal and electric power. industrial
process heat Is a typical application in this category.
In summary, it is clear that to build manufacturing volume most expeditiously, the
high cost, Isolated load markets should be penetrated first. To compete In the low
cost grid-connected market will require both experience and production volume
which can result from the successful prior pursuit of the higher cost, Isolated
markets.
CONCEPT OF FIRST AND SECOND GENERATION TECHNOLOGY
From a technology standpoint, the project strategy is to first develop hardwaral
suitable for entering the near-term isolated load market. First-Generation
equipment, based on gas turbine technology, will entail less developmental risks
and permit the early introduction of solar plants into the marketplace. Satisfyinq
the demands of the near-term market will help to mature all the infrastructures
essential to solar power plant sales, especially with regard to collectors. .lust as
importantly, this strategy will also make solar power plant technolog y more
visible and thus encourage its large-scale use In other applications.
To meet the long-term goal of the project (l.e., entering the grid-connected
market with baseload coal-steam and nuclear plants), improved system efficiency
Is needed. This will be achieved throuqh use of advanced engine (second
generation) technology. Additional cast reductions are expected from continuinq
Improvements In dish collector design, and through increased production.
Solar power plants produced from first generation technology have system goals
of 100 to 120 mills/kW hr. Such plants can compete with conventional systems in
the near-term isolated load market, and In the oil-fired, intermediate-peaking,
grid-connected market, but will need to be improved for the baseload
grid-connected power plant market. The main attraction of these plants is that
they will enter the near-term market, develop the required Infrastructure and
require only a modest R&D investment by the government to mature.
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Electric Power Generation (1978 Dollar%)
TARGETS FOR FY
1ST GENERA 2ND GENERA-SUBSYSTEM PARAMETER TION I191 12) TION 111146)
COST IN MASS $100 — 160/m2 470 —100/m2PRODUCTION'
CONCENTRATORS
REFLECTOR 909E 92'%
EFFICIENCY
COCT IN MASS $40-40/kW. S20— 40/kW.
PRODUCTiON•
RECEIVERS
EFFICIENCY SO% 85%
COST IN MASS
— 360A $60 — 200/kWiPRODUCTION'POWER
CONVERSION EFFICIENCY 25--96% 36--46%
• RANGE OF 1ST GENERATION PRODUCTION: 5,000.25,000/YEAR.
• RANGE OF 2ND GENERATION PRODUCTION. 10,000 •.1,000,000/
YEAR,
Power plants using second generation dish technology will require more time to
bring on line (3 to 4 years of additional technology development) and consequently
will require more resources to develop. Work on second generation systems has
already begun. These plants have system cost goals of 50 to 60 mills /k1Nh, which
are clearly competitive with coal and nuclear systems in the grid -connected
market. Utilizing the above costs for electricity, cost targets have been
developed for both first and second generation subsystems hardware. These are
shown in Table 1.
PROJECTED POWER PLANT BUS BAR ENERGY COSTS
Estimates of levelized bus bar energy costs from dish-electric power plants have
been
	
made	 based	 on	 projected	 component	 performance	 and
costs. The results of these studies are presented in Figure 4 as a function of the
number of dish power modules (-.,25 kWe peak) produced per year. Information is
presented in this fashion since power module cost is a strong function of the
collector and engine costs which are in turn affected by the production rate.
Figure 4 also indicates the assumed costs for the basic module components(concentrator, receiver and engine) in various production rates, and the assumed
balance of plant and 0&M costs. At a production rate of 25 9 000 units/year and
assuminq no energy storage, levelized bus bar energy costs of 75 mills/k1Neh are
projected (1979 dollars). These numbers are based on what is believed to be a
conservative estimate regarding engine-generator conversion efficiency (40 x16) for
the 1990 time period. With a more optimistic estimate of efficiency (i.e., 45°x),
the bus bar cost decreases to about 67 mills/kWeh. At very large production rates(400,000 modules/year), the costs decrease to 59 mills/kWeh. Clearly such costs
permit penetration of the grid- connected utility market.
PROJECT STRATEGY AND STATUS
The TPS project goal is to demonstrate technical, operational, and economic
readiness of PFDR technology for electric and thermal power applications. To
reach this goal in a timely manner, the project has three parallel but
complementfu-y activities or elements: Advanced Development is R&D oriented,
with emphasis on feasibility testing and component and materials development.
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on aHEr,
Advanced designs from this activity are utilized by the Technology Development
element which does the detailed engineering and fabricates and validates (tests) a
complete module (concentrator, receiver and engine). The third element of the
project, Applications Development, is responsible for developing complete power
plant systems and demonstrating the technology through a series of engineering
experiments sited in a variety of potential user environments. The status of each
of these three project elements is described below.
Technologv Development
The present thrust of this project element is to develop first generation
subsystems (including concentrators, receivers/transport and power converters)
which can be utilized in the Applications Development element for engineering?
experiments. The major products of this project element are proven hardware and
acceptably low capital equipment and production costs (Ref. 1)
First generation hardware emphasizes proven gas turbine technology for the
power conversion equipment, and an injection molding process for fabrication of
the plastic petals or gores for the dish concentrator structure. This
manufacturing technigUe already exists and is used in the production of a number
of commercial products such as refrigerator doors. It should facilitate the
attainment of mass-producible, low-cost concentrators. A first-qeneration dish
concentrator proposed by General Electric and configured for injection molding is
shown in Figure 5. 5lmilarly, existing small gas turbine technology, very much
like that developed for automobile turbochargers, cruise missiles, torpedoes, and
auxiliary power units, is being studied for the eventual mass production of power
conversion subsystems. The first-generation engine and receiver, presently being
developed by Garrett Corporation, is shown in Figure 6.
Design, fabrication and test activities for both first- and second-qeneration
hardware lead to two key events: a Brayton module on test in mid CY 1981, and a
Stirling module on test early in CY 1964. The subsystems involved are
concentrators, receivers, and power convertors. Second generation subsystems
will be selected for incorporation in the Technology Development element of the
project on the basis of the status of competing concepts emerging from the
Advanced Development element of the project
Testing and evaluation of these dish power modules are performed at the JPL
desert test site shown in Figure 7. Evaluation of early dish hardware is already
taking place at this site. A 6-meter diameter dish module purchased
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commercially from the mmnium-r, Compan y of Anaheim, r'alifomia has heen
under evaluation at the test site since earl y 197 9 . By Septemher 197 9 , an
11-,-nPter dish designed and constructed by F-Systems of r.arland, Texas will he
under test and evaluation at IPL. It is called a test hed cnncentrator /TR(-) and
will be user♦ to test and evaluate receiver and enqine units prior to installation no
either first or second qeneration concentrators for full power tests.
Advanced Development
The work of this project element is directed to the development of materials and
dish subsystems which meet the cost and performance goals of second and
suhsequent qeneration dish power plants. Example components are cellular glass
monolithic qores for concentrators; both heat pipe and non-heat pi pe hvhl id
hiqh-temperature receivers for both power conversion and hiqh temperature
thermal applications; thermal transport and huffer storage; and under I_P_Rr'
Ipchnical rnanagetnent, both free piston and kinematic Stirlinq engines for power
conversion. This advanced work is in direct su pport of the Technology
Development effort described previously.
An important part of the Advanced Development effort is the development of
secnnd-qeneration point focusing components (Ref.' ). The main thrust regarding
engine concept is the Stirlinq engine although consideration is also hPinq qiven to
hiqh temperature Brayton enqines (— ?ononF), and/or combined-c y cle enqines
(which combine Brayton and Rankine technologies). Work for .1PL on a Stirlinq
Pnqine and receiver is underway in a joint effort hetween Fairchild Stratos and
I )nited Stirlinq of Sweden hased on the USS model P-40 engine.
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Applications Development.
The third project element is concerned with market applications of fish systems
(Ref.3). Implementation of engineering experiments in various user environments
Is the major activity of the Applications work. It has the goal of demonstrating
technical, operational } and economic readiness of dish systems in both electric
power and process heat applications. The experiments are identified in terms of
market sector in Figure 8. Three series of experiments have been defined, each
related to a different market sector. These three series of experiments are
described below.
• SMALL COMMUN-
ITIES GOALGRID	 • DISPERSEDCONNECTED	 EE No.	 SITING—UTILITY	 LARGEMARKET	 UTILITIES
• BULK ELECTRIC
• REPOWERING
TECHNICAL,• ISOLATDSM LLISOLATED	 COMMU
LOADS	 EE No, 2 	 ISOLATANDOPERATIONAL
MARKET 	 MILITAECONOMIC
• DEVELREADINESSCOUNT
• PROCESS HEAT
• FUELS
INDUSTRIAL	 • CHEMICALS
MARKET	 EE No. 3 •TOTAL ENERGY
• CO-GENERATION
• ENHANCED OIL
RECOVERY
Figure	 8.	 Engineering Experiments
EE No. l is known as the "Small Community Solar Thermal Power Experiment,"
and is one megawatt in size. As noted in Figure 8, it looks toward the
grid-connected market of the continental United States. Because this market is
as important as it is difficult, work is under way through EE No. 1 to gain early
experience in that highly competitive market. It is scheduled to be on-lime in
early CY 1983. The systems contractor will select the power converter but t1he
collector will be first-generation technology as developed by the Project.
EE No. 2 is known formally as the "Isolated Application Experiment Series," and
addresses island sites, rural electricif!cation in foreign countries, and other
applications remote from the grid. Plant sizes will be about 100 kilowatts
(electrical). A joint effort is now under way with the Navy Civil Engineerinq
Laboratory on a co-funded basis. The EE No. 2a power plant will use receivers of
hybrid design, and Brayton power converters. EE No. 2a is the first of the series,
and is scheduled to be operational in late CY 1982.
The EE No. 3 series, addressing the industrial market, will initially be
implemented through a series of very small experiments (less than 20 K %Ne) for
thermal, electric and combined (cogeneration) applications. These small
experiments known as the dish module experiments will be conducted using
available hardware to the maximum extent possible. Because they are small They
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can be constructed and installed In a very short 'time. Although not a direct
product of the JPL program, an example of such an experiment is the ongoing
effort co-funded by DOE and the Southern Now England Telephone Comnany for
an industrial cogeneration application, using the Omnium-C power module. The
primary function of this power unit Is to produce electricity for a switching
center, but excess power will be used for space heating and for absorption
cooling. The unit is to be operational early in CY 1990. A number of other units
of this class are scheduled by JPL for operation In CY 1981.
Experiments in all three series will follow an improved technology path with each
new experiment utilizing the then current; state-of-the art :fish-enqine technology.
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LINE-FOCUS CONCENTRATING COLLECTOR PROGRAM
Abstract
The Line-Focus Concentrating Collector Program has been in
effect since about 1973. This program has emphasized the develop-
ment and dissemination of concentrating solar technology in which
the reflected sunlight is focused onto a linear or line receiver.
Although a number of different types of line-focus concentrators
have been developed, the parabolic trough seems to have gained
the widest acceptance and utilization within the industrial
and applications sectors. The"trough is best applied for appli-
cation scenarios which require temperatures between 140 0 and 600°F.
Another concept, the bowl, is being investigated for applications
which may require temperatures in the range between 600 0 and 1200°F.
Current technology emphases are upon the reduction of system
installation cost and the implementation of production oriented
engineering.
Introduction
During the time of a national resource shortage, there are a
number of responsibilities which the government of the United States
must exercise. These responsibilities are outlined in Figure 1.
The first of these responsibilities is to develop and disseminate
alternative energy technologies. The expediting of this responsi-
bility involves assisting industry in defining viable alternative
resource options and assisting in establishing and disseminating a
technological understanding sufficient to allow public decisions
with high confidence. A second major responsibility is the appli-
cation of economic incentives. In general, it is very important
for these incentives to be simple, that is, that they be established
at a high level of economic leverage. This tends to move energy
utilization sectors away from the resource in short supply and
toward other more abundan- resources. A third responsibility of
government is the coordination of the resource transition. This
coordination is required to ensure that technological understanding
is in place prior to the application of economic leverage or incen-
tives. The Line-Focus Concentrator Program is primarily oriented
toward the technical responsibilities of government relative to this
particular classification of solar collectors.
Program Definition and Justification
The direct thermal conversion of solar energy using concen-
trating collectors may be considered under two classifications of
receiver geometries: distributed receivers and central receivers.
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Central receivers may be considered to be either concentrating or
nonconcentrating systems. In this particular document we will be
considering only concentrating types of collectors and the dis-
tributed receiver category will be decomposed into line-focus
concentrators and point-focus concentrators.
As is outlined in Figure 2 line-focus concentrators may be
separated into a number of categories or classifications. These
classifications can be described based upon whether or not the
reflector is fixed or tracking the sun and whether or not the
receiver is fixed or in motion. The Line-Focus Concentrator Program
has considered each of the concepts outlined in " gure 2. There are
advantages and disadvantages to each one of the alternatives. In
general, systems which have fixed nontracking reflectors will collect
less energy over a year than a systei;q which has tracking reflector.
Also, systems which have higher concentration ratios of sunlight on
the receiver are more capable of generating higher temperatures at
higher efficiencies. In general, the cost of the various systems
depends upon materials used for construction and the construction
technique that is used. Some of these systems require more site
specific construction activity as compared to other systems which
can be more completely assembled within a factor environment. In
general, the systems which can be more completely assembled within
a factory are less expensive when considered throughout the instal-
lation phase.
Figure 3 outlines the possibilities for the application of
solar thermal energy from line-focus concentrating collectors. The
first and most obvious application is to utilize the heat directly.
Currently, approximately 13 quads of energy are used each year in
industrial process heat applications at temperatures below 550°C.
In fact, almost 11 quads per year are applied at temperatures below
300°C. In addition to industrial process heat, there is the poten-
tial for using process heat from line-focus collector systems for
enhanced oil recovery operations and for commercial cooling. If
desired, the heat from these systems may be used to operate heat
engines which supply shaft power or shaft power plus thermal energy
in cogeneration applications.
Program Activities
The Solar Thermal Line-Focus Concentrating Collector Program
has been broken up into six major activities. An outline of these
activities is demonstrated in Figure 4. Also shown in this figure
is a description of these various activities as a function of time.
As can be seen, most of the activities at the various levels of
integration have preceded in parallel since the early to middle
1970s. As the development and commercialization process moves into
the 1980s, the emphasis tends to shift from component and subsyst;gym
development to systems development, commercialization assessment,
and system utility and reliability demonstration.
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Major emphases in the 1980, 81, and 82 time frame will be(1) the demonstration of production prototype parabolic trough
hardware, and (2) the implementation of a Modular IPII Program.
The Modular IPH Program is oriented in its first cycle towards
reducing the installation cost and improving the overall system
reliability of current hardware. The production prototype demon-
stration effort will provide the initial technology which will
allow parabolic trough hardware to move into mass production
levels of effort as soon as markets have been established for
this alternative energy system.
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CONCENTRATOR DEVELOPMENT
,24'6
TEST BED CONCENTRATOR (TBC)
by
Vernon R. Goldberg
E-Systems, Energy Technology Center
Dallas, Texas 75266
ABSTRACT
A point focussing concentrator design was adapted from an existing communications
antenna for use in a solar test bed application. The structure design, configured
for use with JPL's spherical radius mirror panels, made no attempt toward
optimization. The key objectives of stl`fness, pointing accuracy, and timely
delivery were exceeded. The system weight is approximately 16,000 Kg (36,000 lbs)
and has a calculated 1 sigma system error of 0.03 degrees. The completed
installation of two concentrators was accepted one month ahead of schedule.
INTRODUCTION
The Test Bed Concentrator construction program required the integration of an
existing proven satellite communications antenna design, with the latest
development in mirrored panels, toward the objective of providing a high
concentration point focussing solar collector. It is planned that this device be
used to test receiver-engine systems operating on gas cycle principles as well as
on high temperature steam cycles. Thus, it was imperative that the concentrator
exhibit unusually high stiffness characteristics and pointing accuracy. 'Moreoveri
because of the increasing urgency of the overall solar programs, it was necessary
that the TBC be ready for use in a relatively short time scale.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory contracted with E-Systems to provide the collector
primarily because of the company's extensive background and inventory of applicable
structu;-xl designs. The program that ensued represented a truly cooperative effort
between client and contractor that met or exceeded all technical and schedule
goals.
REQUIREMENTS
The key contractual technical requirements for which E-Systems was responsible
included:
• The development of a concentrator structure by adapting an existing, proven
antenna structure design
• The design of the mirror panel geometry and mounting requirements (for
integration into the JPL mirror design)
• The design of an interface structure for integrating the spherical radius mirror
p anels with the concentrator structure
• The design of a sun tracking control system which interfaces with existing JPL
facilities
• The fabrication, installation, (including mirrors) and checkout of two TBC's at
the JPL Edwards AFB site.
In support of these activities JPL was responsible for:
• Monitoring and approving the design activity
• Constructing the foundation to the E-Systems design
• Fabricating the mirror panels
• Aligning of the mirror panels after installation-
• Providing site power and control system facilities and interfaces
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Within the framework of these general requirements, the key design criteria are
shown in Table_ 1.
TARLR 1 KEY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•	 PHYSICAL
Aperture Diameter 11 N (35 feet)
Rim Angle 45 Degrees
P/D Ratio 0.6
Focal Point Load 500 KG (1100 pounds)
Receiver Mounting 76 CM (30 inch) inside dim. ring
•	 TRACKING CONTROL
Azimuth
Travel _+ 178 Degrees
Slew Rate (13 N/S Wind) 2028 Degrees/Hour
tlevat_ion
Travel 0 to 90 Degrees
Slew Rate (27 N/S Wind) 166 Degrees/hour
Tracking Accuracy (Operating Wind) 0.05 Degree
Pointing Accuracy 1.0 Degree
•	 ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Wind 13 M/S (30 MPH) Gusting
Survival Wind 45 N/S (100 MPH)
Seismic 0.25 G, Any Direction
Iee 0.4 CM (1 inch) Radial
Snow 0.4 KG/M2 (10 lb/ft2)
These specifications define a full motion structure, one capable of boresight
pointing anywhere within a hemispherical envelope at rates deemed consistent with
defocussing necessities.	 With only few exceptions, the requirements are also
consistent with normal design criteria of antenna structures.
The most not4ble difference is in the anticipated focal point load. The collector
requirement of 500 Kg (1100 pounds), the expected weight of the receiver and gas
cycle engine, is an order of magnitude greater than the subreflector or feedhorn
weight of comparably sized microwave antennas. Moreover, the f/D ratio of the TBC
(0.6) is about double that normally encountered in microwave dishes. Thus, the
moments and bending loads induced 'by the focal point requirements have an unusually
high impact on the stiffness requirements of the structure and the accuracy
characteristics of the design.
Additional design requirements were imposed relative to the mirror panels. The JPL
designed mirror facets employ a thin, second surface glass mirror bonded to a
spherically contoured foam glass substrate. The maximum size of foam glass blanks
available from the manufacturer was 61 x 71 cm (24 x 28 inches). Thus the size of
the mirror panels was limited accordingly. Other requirements included:
e Minimizing the number of panel sizes and shapes for maximum manufacturing and
cost efficiencies
• A three point mount to minimize installation stresses
• Two degrees of radial adjustment to allow installation latitude
• Minimum inter panel gaps to maximize surface utilization
DESIGN
A 13 meter diameter communication antenna was selected for the TBC application. The
antenna was originally designed for the RCA Domestic Satellite System and five units
were subsequently constructed in continental U.S. Only the reflector structure was
used for the TBC since the antenna was a limited motion satellite tracker with a
maximum of 60 degrees of azimuth coverage. Therefore, an entirely new pedestal was
designed for the TBC to enable full sky coverage.
Figure l shows the completed Test Bed Concentrator. The primary subsystems
comprising the assembly are described below.
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Reflector Support Structure
The Reflector Support Structure is a structural steel space frame consisting of
eight truss beams radiating from a central hub, all interconnected with appropriate
diagonal and intercostal members. The hub, which employs shear webs, is unusually
large (it is unchanged from its 13 meter configuration) and exhibits exceptionally
high stiffness characteristics. The only major modification required to adapt this
structure to the TBC was an increase in the section modulus of the members
comprising the two vertical radial beams which form the primary load path for the
focal point mass. A parallel tube matrix serves as the interface structure for
mounting the rectangular mirror panels on the radial reflector structure. Mirror
attachment is effected by specially designed clamps which provide maximum
adjustahility for panel gapping and alignment.
Receiver Support
The receiver support structure is a tubular bipod interfacing the toroidal receiver
ring at the focal plane with the periphery of the Reflector Support Structure. It
is stabilized laterally and torsionally by adjustable rods which also attach at the
periphery of the dish. The total structure thus minimizes the amount of surface
blockage as compared to the more conventional, but no more stable, quadrapod mount.
Pedestal.
The pedestal is an elevation over azimuth, wheel and track alidade. It is a fully
triangulated, structural steel space frame, designed to transmit all loads from the
elevation axis to ground in tension or compression. The azimuth axis is defined by
the pintle bearing which is bolted to the foundation and reacts all radial and
uplift loads. Gravity loads are reacted by the three railroad type wheels which
ride on a 9 meter (29 ft) diameter track bolted and grouted permanently to the
foundation.
Drives and Control
In azimuth, a 3 HP DC servo motor drives one of the three alidade wheels through a
740 to 1 gear reducer. Since the wheel to track ratio is 23 to 1, the overall speed
reduction is over 17;000 to 1.
An identical 3 HP motor is used in elevation to drive a 20 ton screw type linear
actuator through a single helical gear box. The total speed reduction in this axis
is 160,000 to 1.
The control system provides for active sun tracking as well as program tracking.
Active tracking (auto tracking) is accommodated via two photocell sensors, one for
each axis, which generate error voltages as a function of position error. The auto
tracking mode is used only after the concentrator has been positioned by program (or
manually) to within 2.5 degrees of the sun.
Program tracking (Memtrack) employs the closed loop position control method,
"mplemented through the use of a microprocessor. Aximuth and elevation angle data
:nay be entered into memory as a function of time by recording actual sun position
when in the autotrack mode. Ephemeris data may also be entered manually.
The Concentrator Control Unit (CCU) generates motor drive commands in all modes of
operation. The motor commands are produced as a result of input commands from the
front panel rate controls, from the internal tracking routine, or from the position
commands. The closed loop output of the CCU is a low voltage analog_ signal
proportional to the concentrator position error for each axis. Identical DC motor
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controllers provide the interface between the command output of the CCU and the
high current requirements of the drive motors in both axes. The angular position
of the concentrator is reported through the use of a multispeed synchro (analog)
data package mounted on each axis and a synchro-to-digital converter within the
CCU. The converted synchro information is also used to provide position loop
feedback.
Weight Summar
A weight summary of the system is shown in Table 2. It is important to recognize
here that no attempt was made to optimize the design of the TBC. The design em-
ployed was expedient and achieved the primary purposes of stiffness and a timely
delivery.
TABLE 2 - STRUCTURE WEIGHT SUMMARY
i-Systems
• Reflector Support Structure
• Receiver Support
• Panel Support Tube Matrix and Clamps
• Alidade
• :rack
• Ancillary Equipment/Hardware
Subtotal
JPL
• !Mirror Panels i Bkts
• Vocal Point Package
Subtotal
TOTAL WEIGHT ON CONCRETE
Analysis
12,000
1,300
Soo
9,500
2,500
4,500
30,600 pounds
3.600
1,100
4.700
35,300
The structure was comprehensively analyzed using both computer and manual methods.
Several proprietary and library programs were employed of which the principal one
was SPACE. This is a finite element program which relates applied loads to
displacement and rotation at the joints, which in turn are used to calculate
internal loads and stresses in the structural elements.
The system design was predicated on stiffness consideration rather than on stress.
Thus, as the result of maintaining deflections within specified limits, the members
are relatively lightly loaded and exhibit stress ratios generally well under 1.
In Table 3 the calculated system error analysis is compared to the specified
requirements.
TABLE 3 -ERROR ANALYSIS
1 SIGMA
SPECIFICATION	 PREDICTED
Reflector Assembly
• Reflector Support Structure - .0070
• Panel Support Tube Matrix - .0248
• Receiver Support Structure - .0019
TOTAL STRUCTURAL ERROR .020 .0251F
Control System
• Servo Limit Cycle - .0001
• Servo Angular Error - .0001
• Servo Hind Gust - .0003
• Servo Bias - .0010
• -Sensor Error .0067
TOTAL CONTROL ERROR .050 .00650
Combined System Error .070 .02670
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Fig. 1 Fig,. 2
The predicted combined system error is thus only about one third of that specified.
As a result of this increased accuracy, improved performance of the TBC in the form
of higher concentration ratios can be anticipated.
Installation
The design, as well as the program plan for the TBC, ga 3 v heavy consideration to
minimizing on site installation time. To accomplish this objective it was neces-
sary to ensure that all parts fit properly prior to arrival on site. Thus, the key
acceptance criteria for the steel fabrication phase was trial assembly of the
reflector structures and pedestals at the fabricator's facility in Birmingham,
Alabama.
The reflector structure was designed so that it could be completely constructed at
ground level, including mirror panels and placed on the pedestal in a single lift.
A 45 ton, 100 ft. boom hydraulic crane was employed for a total of 3 days to place
both reflector assemblies. (see Fig. 2) This served the dual purpose of minimizing
both assembly time (construction directly on the pedestal is commonplace in anten-
nas) and costly large crane expenses. For the remainder of the installation, an
inexpensive 7 ton crane served more than adequately. It is noteworthy that the
E-Systems installation team consisted of one super 3 isior and three ironworkers full
time, supported part time by the control system subcontractor. Installation of the
TBC's, including tracking and control system operational checkout, required a total
of two months.
Acceptance of the installation by JPL on 17 October 1979 represented completion of
the entire contract one month ahead of schedule.
TABLE 4 - KEY EVENTS
DESIGN START
FABRICATION START
INS'rALLATION START
FINAL ACCEPTANCE
CONTRACT	 ACTUAL.
13 Sept. 1978	 13 Sept. 1978
5 Apr. 1979
13 Aug. 1979
13 Nov. 1979	 17 Oct. 1979
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TEST BED CONCENTRATOR MIRRORS*
M. J. Argoud
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
The Test Bed Concentrator (TBC) was designed to test components of
point-focusing distributed receiver (PFDR) systems. The reflective surface
of the concentrator was fabricated using mirror-facet designs and techniques
previously developed at JPL. The facets are made by bonding mirrored glass
to spherically-contoured substrates. Several aspects of the earlier work
were reevaluated for application to the TBC: optimum glass block size,
material selection, environmental test, optical characteristics, and
reliability. A detailed explanation of tooling, substrate preparation,
testing techniques, and mirror assembly is presented.
INTRODUCTION
In an earlier program at JPL, development work was performed on mirror
facets which were made by bonding a second-surface mirror to a
spherically-contoured substrate of a variety of materials including quartz,
plastics, honeycombs, metal weldments, fiber resins and spun epoxy.
Foamglasy ** a soda-lime cellular glass material, used for insulation, was
selected as the substrate for the mirror facets due to its coefficient of
expansion compatibility with the mirror, light weight, ease of shaping,
general stability and durability.
Rectangular blocks, 46 cm x 61 cm (18 in. x 24 in.) were the largest
available, therefore facet shapes were restricted to a maximum area of
.28 m2 (3 sq ft). Tests indicated that mirrors fabricated with a radius
of curvature of 13 m (43 ft) had slope errors less than 0.1 0 (1.74 mr).
Figure 1 shows a mirror at this early stage of development.
APPROACH
A review of existing facet designs indicated that revisions in block size,
selection of materials, and structural characterization of Foamglas were
required to adapt there designs to the TBC.
*The research described i€i this paper was carried out at the Jet ,Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, and was sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Energy through an agreement with NASA.
**Pittsburgh Corning Corporation.
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FIG. 1. EARLY nF.VrLnP'•IENT	 FIG. 2. ENVIRONMENTAL. TEST
MIRROR FACET	 CYCLE
Anal y sis showed that block sizes greater than 46 cm (18 in.) would give
satisfactor y performance. Somewhat larger sizes would be no more difficult
to fabricate and a smaller number of facets would he required for the TBC.
Pittsburgh Corning Companv produced a 61 cm x 71 cm x 5.1 cm (24 in. x
2S in. x 2 in.) block as a special run through their commercial process.
This was adopted as the maximum envelope from which to make the TBC
mirrors.	 In addition. the rectangular facet configuration was analyzed for
its structural adequac y to withstand 160 km/hr (100 mph) wind loads. A
support neometr y :•as chosen using three flexure tabs bonded to the edges of
the facet substrate.
An investigation was made of readily available materials which :could best
perform the functions required for the facet. This included the mirrors,
adhesive for the mirrors and support tabs, and sealant coatings for the
substrate edge of mirror to substrate interface. Several candidates were
reviewed for each function.
A composite test program was undertaken to select the material combination
to be used for fabrication. In addition to the important criterion of ease
of workabilit y , an environmental test program was used to screen the
materials.	 A severe temperature-humidity cycling test was used to
demonstrate the mechanical integrity of the materials. 	 This test cycle,
Figure 2, consisted of three c ycles per day, two from 230C to 650C
(730F to 150or) and one from 230C to -130C (730F to 8.60F). Hu-
midit y was maintained at over 95% during the heating cycles and ice was
formed on the mirrors during the freezing cycle. The test uncovered no
mechanical degradation. However, degradation of some mirror surf ces in the
form of black speckles began to occur after 16 da y s. This was attributed to
the adhesive system used to bond the mirror to the substrate, aggravated by
the moisture penetrating the edge to wet the mirror-substrate interface.
Laboratory tests had shown that a system having a near neutral pH caused the
least mirror degradatinn. To confirm this, eight facets were fabricated
using different adhesive s y stems. Half of the facets were edge-sealed. All
were subjected to the cyclic environmental test. Evaluation of the
s peckling degradation of the mirror and considerations of previous
experience at JPL led to the decision to use Furane 9427 with the Dow Epoxy
Resin 332 as the adhesive system.
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A short, test program w:}s also conducted to evaluate the strength sensitivity
of Foamglas to freeze-thaw cycles at a 95% humidity environment. Samples
were tested both uncoated and coated with Pittcote 404/Chemglaze. It was
concluded that the coating greatly increased the freeze-thaw resistance of
Foamglas and that the sealant must be carefully applied to prevent pinholes
in the coating through which water might penetrate.
Although hail is not expected to be a severe hazard at the Parabolic Dish
Test Site near Lancaster in the California desert, tests were conducted with
ice balls impacting the facet perpendicular to the surface. Balls 3.2 cmp
2.54 cm and 1.9 cm (1-1/4 in., 1 in. and 1/4 in.) in diameter were fired
into the coated Foamglas back side and mirror surface. All testa were at
approximately 96.6 km/hr (60 mph). Figure 3 shows the effects. The 1.9 cm
(314 in.) diameter ball caused no damage. Additional tests are planned with
impact on the edge of the facet.
ASSEMBLY
The materials selected for construction of the TBC mirror facets are listed
in Table 1 The glass for the mirrors was procured from the Corning Glass
Worksp who subcontracted Falconer Plate Glass for the silvering process.
The substrate blocks were made using special molds. However, Pittsburgh
Corning's standard commercial process was employed for the special
production run.
Mirrors with three silvering configurations were purchased and will be
evaluated on the TBCs. Most mirrors were cut to size and silveredp but some
were silvered and then cut. Some have a 4.83 mm (3/16 in.) silk screen
protective edge seal. A small number of mirrors were assembled using
Epicure 855 with an accelerator as a near-neutral pH epoxy-resin catalyst.
All materials were shipped to JPL on the same non-commercial carrier truck
to ensure minimum damage from handling and the road environment.
Precautions not withstandingg flaws were present in the materials and
significant damage occurred in shipping. The suppliers replaced all
material not meeting specification.
Tooling for the mirror assembly was arranged to produce groups of ten facets
daily. The typical flow for the assembly starts with trimming the substrate
to size. Rough-grinding to a nominal radius of curvature of 1524 cm
(600 in.) was accomplished using a fly cutter tool on a milling machine
(Figure 4). The final radius of curvature was obtained by a hand-grinding
operation on a master spherir.al mold covered with 120 grit abrasive paper
(Figure 5).
The back surface of the mirror was cleaned in preparation for bonding. A
thin layer of adhesive was applied to the painted back surface using a paint
roller (Figure 6). The mirror is placed on the contoured surface of the
substrate and vacuum-bagged and cured for eight hours (Figure 7). After
cure, the facet was inspected, dated and serialized.
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FIG. 6. ADNESIVF, APPLICATION FIG. 7. VACUUM BAGGING
FIG. 3. RESULTS OF HAIL
	 FIG. 4. MACHINE-GRINDING	 FIG. 5. HAND-CRINDIN(
TEST
TABLE 1. MATERIALS SELECTED FOR TBC MIRROR FACETS
SubstrAte	 61 cm x 71 cm x 5.1 cm (24 in. x 28 in. x 2 in.)
Foamglas High Load Dearing 136.17 kg/m3
8.5 lbs O density) - Pittsburgh Corning
Mirror	 60 cm x 70 cm x .15 cm (23-3/4 in. x 27-3/4 in. x
0.058 in.) Corning Glass Code 0317 - Silvered by
Falconer
Mirror Adhesive	 DER 332 - Dow Epoxy Resin 9427 Hardener-Furane
Plastics
Support Tabs	 0.032 Aluminum with 5.1 cm x 7.6 cm (2 in. x 3 in.)
contact area with Foamglas
Support Tab Adhesive 	 PC-88 two-part adhesive - Pittsburgh Corning
Mirror Edge Seal	 Vulkem 116 Urethane Sealant - NAMECO
Foamglas Sealant	 Pittcote 404 Acrvlic Latex - Pittsburgh Corning
Paint
	
Chemglaze II A276 White Polyurethane
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Before proceeding with asr,embly, the optical characteristics of each facet
were measured and compared to the acceptance criteria. The focal length and
slope error were measured in an optical tunnel assembled for this purpose
(Figures 8 and 9). The technique used for slope error acceptance tests is
described in the PFnR Technology Project's Annual Technical Report for FY 1978
O PL Publication 79-1). For our case, discs of varying sizes (Figure 10)
determined by the calculated aperture size of cones of 0.29 mr to 1.74 mr (1
to b minutes) slope error were mounted sequentially on the optical axis of the
s ystem. Fach disc will block light from points on the mirror with slope
errors less than that for which the disc is sized. Thus, a photograph of the
lighted image will show the area with slope errors greater than the error
represented by the disc diameter	 (Figure 11).
A technique was devised to determine the amount of light reflected from the
mirror by utili7.ing a photometer in lieu of the camera. The appropriate
spread of discs was seqtientially placed in front of the Fresnel lens and the
percentage change in energy received at the photometer taken as a figure of
merit for the mirror.
It was difficult to obtain high sensitivity in measurement of the focal
length. `1.iny mirrors were checked by measurement to the location of the
smallest image using the sun or the moon as the light source. Tests using the
moon gave good results, but the image using the sun was too bright to be used.
Reflectance measurements were made at five positions on each facet to give an
initial reference value for use in later degradation and cleaning tests.
Figure 12 shows the reflectometer equipment.
The mirror supports, consisting of three flexure tabs, were bonded to the
substrate using a fixture for accurately locating the tabs relative to the
mirror q urface. Set-up time for the adhesive permitted bonding of tabs on two
facets por r:ay in v ,!r ►, nf ren fixtures (Figure 13).
FIG. 8. TEST INST'RIMNTATION 	 FIG. 9. TEST SET-UP DIAGRAM
After a 24-hour cure of the tab bonding adhesive, substrate corners were
rounded and the mirror w:5 cleaned in preparation for application of the
sealant along the interface between the substrate and the edge of the mirror.
The Vulkem 116 sealer was applied with a syringe, forcing the sealer into the
cells at the joint and completely covering the mirror edge (Figure 14). The
excess on the mirror surface was removed and the seal allowed to cure for
eight hours.
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The final step in the assembly process was to cover the entire exposed
Foamglas with PC 404. Two coats were applied to fill the open cells and
prevent water penetration to the Foamglas through pinholes in the seal. An
eight -hour cure was used for each coat. The surface was then painted with a
coat of ChemRlaze. The mirrored surface on each completed facet was given a
final cleaning with alcohol and 3 commercial glass cleaner and the facet
serial number stenciled on the back of the facet. Figure 15 illustrates a
completed TBC mirror facet.
FIG. 15. TBC MIRROR FACET
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I41TIAL TEST BED CONCENTRATOR CHARACTERIZATION*
D. J. Starkey
;f-t Propulsinn Laboratory
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the operati^inal characterization of the Test Bed
Concentratir (TBC). The control sy g Lem respontibl- for tracking and safe
operation of the TBC is discussed in detail. The techniques used for mirror
fli p 	and
 
 verification are also described.
	 Finally, the paper briefly
addresses the p lans for future tests using the TBC.
INTRODUCTION
Two TBCs were designed, fabricated, and assembled by E-Systems, Inc. at the
Parabolic Dish Test Site (located near Lancaster, California) operated by the
.let Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).
	 (See Figure 1.) JPL retained responsibility
for the optical design and mirror alignment of the TBC. Electrospace, Inc.,
the control s y stem subcon!. • actor to E-Systems, Inc., instructed JPL test
personnel in the operation, circuitry, maintenance, and trouble-shooting of
the control unit.
This paper is limited to three areas concerning the initial characterization
of the TBCs.	 First, the operational characteristics of the control system
will he discussed. Next, the alignment technique and results, including
verification tests using the moon as the light source, will be presented.
Lastiv, the near-term testing which is planned to characterize the thermal
aerformance of the TBCs will be outlined.
:
FIGURE 1. TEST BED CONCENTRATOR
*The research described in this paper was carried out at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, and was sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy through an agreement with NASA.
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CONTROL SYSTEM! OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
The final design of the TBC control system provided one axis of fast slew
capability
 so that either the sun acquisition or emergency off-sun mode could
be obtained in a minimum. time. Due to differences in the mechanical design,
the azimuth axis has the higher rate capability. The azimuth drive is a wheel
and track system driven through a two-stage gear box by a three-horsepower, DC
electric motor. The elevation axis drive is a low efficiency jack screw which
would require a very large electric motoz to accomplish the same drive rate as
the azimuth drive. Since this drive system is based on a modified antenna
design, it was not cost-effective for E-Systems, Inr to increase the slew
rates of both axes. The slew velocities of the. wo axes are 20280/hr
(0.560/sec) for the azimuth and 1680/hr (.050/sec) for the elevation.
These rates are achieved with 48 km/hr (30 mph) wine" loadin gs; calm day
velocities are slightly higher.
The procedure for getting on and off sun is to run the elevation axis up to
the approximate elevation of the sun for the particular time of acquisition
and then slew the concentrator on sun in azimuth. This prevents the sun spot
from crossing the bipods or guy rods. The sun spot, defocused slightly, does
cross the receiver ring structure. A preliminary, worst-case thermal analysis
showed that ring temperatures could enter the 1093 00+ (20000F+) range in
seconds. The results of this thermal analysis led to the installation of 5-cm
(2-in.) thick Fiberfrax insulation material on the ring structure and over the
bipod joints. The remaining upper half of the bipods and guy rods was covered
with 3-mm (1/8-in.) thick Fiberfrax.
The TBC base, or alidade, has the capability of rotating 1780
 from south
due to its wheel and track design. Therefore, during maintenance or
malfunctions the concentrator dish can be pointed towards north. The dish can
be moved about the elevation axis between the zenith position and the horizon,
or 00-900.
The automatic sun-acquisition system 415 controlled by two sun sensors, one for
each axis. Each of the sun sensors has a t20 acquisition cone angle withir
which the concentrators are programmed to point. Pointing within *20
 is
accomplished through a memory track system. The memory track consists of a
computer memory bank device which stores ephemeris data from the prior
tracking period; the data can also be updated by keyboard or by an external
computer to provide the sun's ephemeris data for the day of interest. The
stored data is used to point the concentrator close to the sun's position.
The sun sensors then take over and point the concentrator dish to within a few
hundredths of a degree of the sun.
As the sun sensor system views the edge of the sun disk it reduces the slew
velocity rate of the drive motor. This in turn makes the sun spot track
across the receiver ring support structure at a very slow rate. The early
slow slew speed can be changed by a keyboard input from the control unit to
insert a time lag between the first acquired sun signal and the speed
reduction in the motor. 7.'his time lag allows the sun spot to track at full
speed across the ring and not slow down until it reaches the receiver.
4.
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The concentrator control units have the capability of correcting for
gravitational deflections as a function of elevation angle. The sensitivity
of the sun sensors can also be changed to compensate for seasonally variable
insolation levels or for atmospheric conditions. This feature allows the
sensors to pick up less than optimum sun intensities and diminishes their
tendency to track bright spots at the edge of clods.
roughly determine the sun sensor
the sensor sun presence signal (sun
dial.	 If the sensor mechanical
corrected electrically by inputting
The control unit can also be used to
mechanical misalignment through the use of
intensity) and the axis angle readout
misalignment is t o or less it can be
data through the keyboard.
MIRROR ALIGNMENT
Light sources considered for mirror alignment were moony sun and an
incandescent lamp. The technique chosen utilized a semi-distant incandescent
light source which produced a reflected image on the focal point target. The
target surface is composed of a series of concentric rings 2.54 cm (1 in.)
apart. The moon was not selected because of its cyclic appearance and
potential occlusion by clouds. The sun was not used due to weather and safety
considerations. Both of these discarded methods would have required the TBCs
to track which would have introduced a tracking error into the mirror
alignment.
Only one TBC mirror facet could be aligned at a time. This necessitated the
development of individual mirror covers which could be removed and reinstalled
easily. (See Figure 1.) Opaque plastic covers with Velcro fasteners were
chosen. The alignment of one entire concentrator (224 mirrors) took about two
weeks of night work.
The light source was located at a NASA facility atop a hill 5.8 km 0.6 miles)
southwest of the test site. This allowed protection for the equipment and
provided convenient electrical power, even though the equipment was designed
to be weather resistant and portable. The `light was attached securely to the
roof of the building and the rest of the equipment was placed indoors. The
light was aimed towards the concentrators until a maximum brightness could be
observed at the TBC site.
Once the light source was aimed f the TBC was boresighted to it. This was done
using two sets of cross hairs and two disks which were replaced by a series of
disks with successively smaller apertures. The cross hairs were placed at the
front (outer end) of the receiver mounting ring and at the rear of the
concentrator dish structural hub on the geometrical center. The disks with
variable size circular apertures were placed at the mirror surface plane and
at the focal plane of the receiver. By moving the concentrator while sighting
along the cross hairs and through the apertures in the disks to the Eight
sources the concentrator was boresighted to the light. The final aperture
size in the two disks was 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) in diameter, resulting in the
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maximum pointing error being within 6 - tan -1 0.5 - 259.8 or 0. 11 0 .	 The
cross hairs used in conjunction with the dish apertures and the light reduced
the boresighting error by half, or d - . 05 0 . The control system position
repeatability for the concentrator system was designed to be t.01 1 . When it
was programmed to move the concentrator to the boresighted position of the
light source, a visual alignment check was performer several times by
nhvsically sighting the light source along the cross hairs and through the two
disks. This verified that the image was geometrically centered at the focal
Plane target location.
The mirror alignment is implemented by using a three point adjustment system
(see Figure 2). Each mirror facet is attached to the concentrator structure
with three flexures (see Figure 3). The three flexure halves bonded to the
mirror facet are bolted to a matching bracket on the concentrator structure.
Both halves of the joint have slotted holes to allow for adjustment or
movement. One at a time, each of the 224 mirror facets was loos,-ned at the
flexure joint and adjusted to center its image on the focal target. When the
image was centered the three flexure joints were tightened in place (see
Figure 4).
Nor
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HARDWARE
Additional alignment verification checks were male periodically by removing a
cover frcn, a previously aligned i.irror and re-verifying its light image
position. Wo displacement was evident in these checks. After all mirrors
were aligned, the o paque target at the focal plane was replaced with a
translucent target and a p icture was taken of each individual mirror image.
All mirror covers were then removed and the resulting image was recorded on
film (see Figure 5). 	 A further alignment check was made by pointing the
concentrator at the moon and imaging the moon on the target; t'nis image was
also recorded on film (see Figure 5). 	 The moon's image was approximately
20 cm (3 in.) in diameter. Viis matched the predicted image size and further
verified that the mirrors were aligned satisfactorily. 	 On several occasions
one edge mirror was uncovered while the concentrator was pointing at the sun.
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FIGURE 4. REAR VIEW OF TBC WITH MIRRORS ALIGNED
This provided increased confidence in the mirror alignment because the sun
produced an elliptical image from these edge mirrors of approximately 20 cm (8
in.) maximum dimension, as determined by eye observation from the ground. The
edge mirrors produce the maximum elliptical image size because they are the
furthest off axis.
FUTURE. TESTING
Test preparations are underway to install a solar flux mapper to characterize
the solar s pot. It will measure the size, shape and intensity of the sun's
image.
Upon completion of flux mapper testing, cavity cold water calorimeter testing
will be initiated.	 This will provide information on the thermal character-
istics of the TBCs.	 3oth test sequences will be done using three regions of
mirrors individually and glen all mirrors at once. Testing will be done with
both clean and soiled mirrors. The reflectivity of sample mirrors will be
measured as necessary to coordinate the reflectance with the solar test
results.
Upon completion of the characterization tests, the TBCs will be ready for the
various receivers and engines scheduled to be tested.
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THE OMNIUM-G HTC-25
TRACKING CONCENTRATOR
S. Zelinger, President
OMNIUM-G
Anaheim, California
ABSTRACT
On May 3, 1978, OMNIUM-G installed its first point focusing, two axis-tracking,
high concentration ratio parabolic reflector. Since then, OMNIUM-G has delivered
and installed thirteen additional concentrators throughout the world. As
a result of these initial installations, field data has been plentiful and
the data has given OMNIUM-G the ability to invoke design refinements in several
areas. The improvements have manifested in a design that is economic in the
areas of manufacturing, packaging, delivering, installing, and commissioning
the system into operation.
OMNIUM-G's unique field experience coupled with engineering improvements is
paving the way for long life, highly reliable, and economic fields of point
focused distributed receiver solar thermal power systems.
This paper deals specifically with OMNIUM-G's model HTC-25 Tracking Concen-
trator, the initial problems and their subsequent solutions. These solutions
have guaranteed the continued success in dramatically reducing the costs of
the concentrator to the extent that large field applications may now be realized
economically and to a high degree of reliablility. The HTC-25 Tracking concen-
trator has found applications in educational institutions because of its ability
to operate at extremely high focal point temperatures in excess of 4000°P.
When the HTC-25 is operated as the nucleus of a solar thermal power system,
the ability to operate water-to-steam converters at 1.100°F and air converters
at temperatures of 1800°F has opened the door to applications as electrical
power generation, enhanced oil, recovery, and water purification and desalination
to the extent that these applications may be served more economically than
from any other means of solar thermal technology.
SOME WORDS ABOUT THE PRODUCT
In mid 1973, OMNIUM-G began design of the model HTC-25 Tracking Concentrator.
This device, a two-axis tracking, imaging, high concentration ratio reflector
is the nucleus product of OMNIUM-G. This product is embellished with two
types of converters (receivers). One is a direct water-to-steam converter
operating at 1100°F with pressures of up to 3000 psia at rates from between
47-74 pounds per hour with,a nominal thermal power input to the fluid of 21 KWt
In the case of air, air can be moved through the converter at pressures of up
^.9q^_'
to three atmospheres at temperatures from 800-1800°F at rates from between
37-85 cfm also with a nominal thermal power input to the air of 21KWt . These
converters serve a multitude of application areas at temperatures and pressures
heretofore deemed impractical and perhaps even impossible. With the innovation
of the hot-air converter, applications requiring either buffering or storage
may now be economicalV served. OMNIUM-G continues to provide thermal storage
modules, converters, and prime movers to serve customers requiring complete
turn-key solar thermal power systems.
THE CONCEPT BEHIND THE HTC-25 TRACKING CONCENTRATOR
Choice of Concentration Ratio
A peak concentration ratio of 10,000:1 was chosen for the initial design goal.
The primary reason was for the total, reduction of thermal losses due to con-
vection cooling due to wind. The only loss at this high of concentration
ratio would then be attributed to only the losses expected due to radiation.
Early studies showed that concentration ratios in excess of 3,000:1 had the
unique property of being insensitive to wind and subject only to minor radiation
losses particularly advantageous when desiring to operate at extremely high
temperatures of 1100-1800°F.
Although OMNIUM-G was confident that this design goal had been met by virtue
of being able to maintain this parameter in our factory environment, field
results indicated that such a concentration ratio had not been maintained.
As the field data was reported back to OMNIUM-G it became clear that the early
units sufferred from wind buffeting, man-handling, and misalignment. Steps
were taken within the factory to improve the wind buffeting problem and sub-
sequent systems were modified as well as those in the field. The alignment
problem stemmed from the fact that alignment was done with near field optical
techniques that introduced intolerable error. Alignment techniques are now
done swiftly in the evening using far field optical sources which has proven
to improve the system efficiency dramatically. Man-handling continues to
be the major problem and to this extent, the converters have been slightly
modified with a larger aperature of 7-8 inches from the ideal size of 4 inches.
The new generation converters now match.the proper volume to the new aperature
size. The instantaneous average concentration ratio still measures over 4000:1
which results in a performance unmatched in the commercial market place.
Choice of Reflecting Material
The reflecting material used by OMNIUM-G still continues to be ALZAK, a reg-
istered electro-polished annodized aluminum process from Alcoa. Choosing
front surface reflecting material in lieu of glass is still considered optimum
by OMNIUM-G based on the concentrators 20 year projected Life. Factors include
availability, cost, ease of handling, ease of maintaining, and its ever so
slight and graceful degradation from maximum efficiency to 90% over its
20 year life.
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Reflector Material Problems
Although several processes and materials have emerged for front surface re-
flecting techniques, ALZAK continues to be the best but does have its own
problems.
The most severe problem with the material is in the bAsic milling process.
Since this material is produced to serve a market that has very relaxed speci-
fications on specular reflectivity, the average sheet falls below OMNIUM-G's
minimum acceptable criteria. As such the rejection factor holds at about 60%.
As OMNIUM-G continues to prow, plating facilities will be installed that will
serve a two-fold purpose. One purpose will be to realize a dramatic increase
of reflector efficiency, and secondly, a substantial reduction in manufacturing
costs will also be realized.
Mirror Fabrication
In 1977 OMNIUM-G finalized its manufacturing development of the petals and
their field success has been very exciting. In 1978, refinements were made
to the process which lead to some field failures. Since petal, fabrication
is clearly the critical path of the system manufacturing process, any reduction
in man-hours and total elapsed time is a significant factor in the goal of
ultimately reducing manufacturing costs.
In experimenting with time reduction techniques and simultaneously meeting
customer delivery requirements, several petals were shipped to site that appeared
to have sustained factory testing yet failed in the field. Failures in the
field were delamination of the aluminum from its substraight and. creeping
creases. Since the factory keeps a comprehensive record of each petal made
whether shipped or not, it was an easy matter to precisely trace the location
of the fabricat.on process attributing to the petal's ultimate failure.
OMNIUM-G has gained incredible insight in the petal, fabri,catinn process and
has clear visibilty of how the ultimate costs of this process will lessen.
Since this area of the concentrator represents a significant cost factor,
it is mainly in this process that enables OMNIUM-G to offer its concentrator
today at a quantity purchase price to the end user of $14,000. In fact the
improvements in manufacturability have maintained the cost of the HTC-25 at
virtually the same cost over the last two years in view of our current in-
flationary crisis.
TRACKING
Early problems associated with tracking accuracy were attributed to relaxed
specifications on the electrical components themselves. All such electron-
ically related problems have been solved in the field in both the open and
closed loop modes of operation.
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There have been subtle tracking problems that have resulted due to installation
related activities. Though the system design is quite forgiving because of
dimensional inaccuracies in fabrication, installation, especially in level-
ness, does play a significant role in the system's ultimate operation. Sloppy-
ness of installation has the effect of causing the system to break into tracking
oscillations both in the azimuthal and elevation planes.
Host of the significant design improvements have been in the elevation gimbal
axis. The system's tolerance to high velocity wind buffeting and Its virtual
non-susceptability to mechanical gear backlash ,.has improved the overall perfor-
mance of the system significantly.
INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
Installation of the tracking concentrator has become a routine function here
at OMNIUM-G. A concentrator is deemed commissioned on Wednesday noon if in-
stallation begins on Monday morning. Installation costs and site preparation
costs are considered minimum and OMNIUM-G does foresee common labor having
the ability of completely assembling and commissioning a unit virtually in
hours. Factory attention is focusing on installation equipment and tools
to ease installation and design modifications are usually intended now for
the ultimate swiftness of installation. Maintenance of the concentrator is
minimal for perhaps periodic cleaning and lubrication. Although several, concen-
trators of been installed in extremely harsh environments, no device today
has sufferred a catastrophic failure once properly mounted and secured.
THE FUTURE
OMNIUM-G is solely dedicated to the fostering of solar energy. Without in-
centive other than self motivation, OMNIUM-G has taken the complete brunt
of having to design, build, install, and maintain what it claims to be a comm-
ercially available off-the-shelf item. Our customers have been our most valuable
asset in fostering a close working relationship and the valuable reporting
of data and problems. None of the initial systems delivered by OMNIUM-G were
without some operational problems. By our customer's dedication to the advan-
cement of solar energy, we have continued to grow and perhaps some day
even prosper. OMiJIUM-G is expanding its manufacturing facilities and is delighted
to have played a role in point focusing development.
SUMMARY
Fourteen concentrators have been installed and virtually all field related
and environmental problems encountered to date solved. As more field data
is received and improvements designed, OMNIUM-G will continue to up-grade
its systems In the field along with producing and delivering the most economic
and efficient concentrator in the world today.
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THE SHENANDOAH CONCENTRATOR
R
A. j, pooho
General Electric Company
Advanced Roargy Department
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
ABSTRACT
A 7--motor diameter, parabolic dish solar collector has
been dosignod and developed for first application at
Shenandoah, Georgia by the U.S. Department of Energy
Solar Total Energy Proleot. Key features anti require•
monno for the collector are outlined, Performance test
results for collo0or tooting at Sandia Laboratories In
Albuquorqua oro summarized, The trey foaturos, re-
quirementi; and performance of the solar collector sub-
assemblios/subsystams are uiscussod mount and
drives, reflector, receiver and collector control unit,
Problems experienced during collector testing In
Albuquerque are Identified and solutions described,
INTRODUCTION
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Tradooff studios performed during the Conceptual boy
alga Phaso (1) Idontifles the significant Inherent pe r-
formance advantages of point focusing solar collectors
over line focusing solar collectors, for the Shenandoah,
Georgia environment and Solar Total Energy System
(STES) application, Roughly twice as much energy is
colleoted per day per square foot of aperture with a
point focusing collector. With point focusing, energy
can be collected efficiently at higher operating tomper-
atures, leading to higher STES electric power convor-
Won efficiency via thermodynamic cycle.
After selection of the parabolic dish point focusing col-
lector for the Shenandoah Project, optimization studios
were performed during the Preliminary Design Phase
(2) to determine the optimum collector size, and other
key parameters. Studies considered the followings
Solar collector costs, solar collector design
and manufacturing processes and pipefield
costs, as a function of size,
Solar collector performance, as a function of
size.
Pipeflold energy losses, as a function of solar
collector size, and number of solar collectors
required.
The optimum solar collector reflector was determined to
have a diameter of 7 motors (23 foot).
Subsequently, preliminary and final solar collector
development tests and designs have been completed.
This paper gives key information and data on the final
collector design, and on development testing results,
SOLAR COLLECTOR
The Shenandoah parabolic dish solar collector, shown
to Figure 1, consists of four subassemblies/subsys-
FIGURE 1, STES 7-111E`rER PARABOLIC DISII
SOLAR COLLECTOR
teins: (1) mount and drive, (2) reflector, (3) receiver,
(4) collector control. Key features of the collector are-,
• Reflector dinmeter - 7 motors ,(23 feet)
e Receiver aperture diameter - 18 Inches (40 cm)
• Geometric concentration ratio r 234
f/D z 0.5 (focal; length to diameter ratio)
• . avity type receiver with coil-type heat
exchanger
• segmented reflector assembled from 21 (lie-
stamped petals
• Polar and declination axes of rotation
• Motor and jackscrew drives
a Hybrid pointing control (computer and optical)
r Fabricated tripod mount structure with
counter weighted, rotating yoke
• Drilled pier concrete foundations 0 per
collector).
Key system requirements on the solar collector are:
• Energy output of 40000 Btuh (13462 watts) at
200 Btuh/ft2 (630 ^V/m2) direct insclation
• I`luid inlet temperature - 500O F (2400C)
e Fluid outlet temperature - 750°F (3990C)
• Beat transfer fluid - SylthermTM
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• Operate In winds to 30 mph (13.4 m/s)
• Survive winds of 90 mph (40.2 m/s)
• Maximum direct Insolation - 325 Btuh/ft2
(1025 W/O)
• Minimum direct insolation - 75 Btuh/ft2
(237 W/m2)
• Polar axis rotation - + 900
Declination axis rotation - + 230
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Solar collector specifications lncludo the following:
• Collector overall efficiency - M min. ^►
200 lituh/ft2
• Collector opttioal efficiency - 70% min. , clean
• Receiver efficiency - 77%, min. 4 200 Atuh/0
• Parasitic power (averap) - 02.5 watts.
Four prototype Shenandoah collectors were Installed and
tested lit Sandia Laboratories to Albuquerque. Results
are summarized In Figure 2. Ono collector had a FEK
244 (3M) metal acrylic reflective surface, one collector
had it chemically brightened 5057-11241, one side bright
aluminum reflective surface protected by an anodized
coating. and two collectors had the same chemically
brightened aluminum reflective surface, but were pro-
tooted by a RTV 070 silicone coating. Results of testing
pro summarized, essentially. In Figure 2. The col-
lector with a FEK 244 reflective surface had the best
performance and met design specifications. FEK 244
was selected as the reflective surface for the Shenan-
doah collectors.
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F'IGURC 2. QUADRANT TEST SOLAR COLLECTORS
MOUNT AND DRIVES
The collector mount is a tripod structure fabricated
from standard low-carbon/steel tube sections, The
mount Includes polar axis bearings and a bearing-
mounted, concrete counters-weighted yoke structure. The
yoke structure supports the hub via declination axis
pivot points (2). The 3 legs of the mount tripod struc-
ture rest on a triangular base, which is fabricated
from standard low carbon steel wide flange sections.
The triangular base rests on and is bolted to the tops of
'	 the drilled pier concrete foundations (3).
Two, 1/10 hp, ac motor-driven jackscrows in series
provide + 000 rotation around the polar axis, and one
such jackscrew provides + 23V rotation around the de-
clination axis, Fluid supply and return lines to and
from the receiver each include 2 flexible lines. The
polar flex lines (I supply and 1 return) are in a com-
mon boot enclosure, and +,he declination flex lines are
in a common boot enclosure.
REFLECTOR
The segmented reflector assembly consists of 21, die-
stamped aluminum petals, 21 supporting alu ►nlnum
shoot metal ribs, and a fabricated xteel hub "vidnivid.
Each petal is 10,0 foot long, 41,2 incites wide at tht
outside radius, and 2.4 inches wide at the htsidc
radius. The FEK reflective film Is Applied It1 I114,t flat
shoot blanks prior to forming potato to contour, hlinn
error of the petal surface is 0. Ci dcgreo rms, Tolat
rdlectance of the FEK Is 86 4',', slid cffvV-"%'0 r'ellct
tance is 82%.
The petals, support ribs and hub are holtcd togctht t tar
form the reflector assembly. Aluminum struts (;;)
fabricated from standard low carbon steel tulle t;t•rilwr
are- then bolted to the reflector asrvmhI% to support tht
receiver,
RECE ER
no cavity-type receiver has a conc^(.^lhndvr rowigo ► .r
tion, coil-type Will, exchanger inside. 111v V1111 has ^^
turns, and is wound from 1/2 inch 0.1). x t ► , n;;°, inub
wall, Typo 400 stainless steal tubing. The coil is
coated with Fyromnrk-Black, The cannistcr is `l't ►x•
430 stainless steel, 0.017## inch thick, rolled and pot
welded into n 30-Inch high x 32'i -inch diameter cslin(1vi%
Keowood pi (4 pct) is the insulation used between the coil
and the cannistor. The aperture plate, on the bottom of
the cannistor cylinder. consists of 4, 00-degree seg-
ments of 0.120 Inch thick, type 4130 stainless steel.
These segments are covered with Astroquartz *570 and
are asaembled to form an annular aperture plate with an
18 Inch aperture. The aperture plate design, including
addition of Astroquartz, was developed to solve over-
temperature and warping problems experienced with the
first aperture plates (of different designs) tested, Tips
of fiber optics cables (4) protrude through the aperture
plate, at quadrent points near the inner radius of the
aperture plate, The mounting design of the fiber optics
tips were also changed to Increase temperature cap-
ability and solve early problems encountered In test,
Figure 3 shows an Isometric cataway of the Quadrant
Test Receiver.
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FIGURE 3. QUADRANT TEST RECEIVER
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COLLECTOR CO%"I'IK)L
A collector control unit (CCt) Is mou r►:ed on each col-
lector. It interfaces with the control room/central
control s ystern, which generates by digital computer,
pointing commands for coarse ( < 0. 6 0 ) po i nting of
each collector. The CCU contains the following
major functions:
• 4 sun energy tracking sensors (at fiber optics
terminals)
• iun tracking electronics
• 2 H'I'D signal conttitioners
2 potentiometer position signals
Control electronics and rela%s for 3 Collector
movement motors
• Serial data link communications station and
associated control functions.
The major CCU operating modes are:
• Manual
0 Computer track
• Auto- , -ack
Defocus
- Emergency, overtemperature (76001')
- Commanded
In the :nits) It-;Wk mule, oiffercnlial ^igmil^ from opi-sing
pairs of fiber optics transducers are used to cause
appropriate cotitact closures openings for each col-
lector drive motor, for fine tracking control ( < 0. 250).
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1ST GENERATION LOW COST POINT FOCUS SOLAR. CONCENTRATOR
J. Zimmerman
General Electric Company
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania
ABSTRACT
The General Electric Company is under contract to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
to design, fabricate, install and test a point focus solar concentrator that,
given a high volume of production, will optimize the ratio of performance to
cost. The concentrator design approach has evolved by a systematic process of
examining the operating requirements particular to the solar application, mini-
mizing material content through detail structural design and structurally ef-
ficient subsystem features, and utilizing materials and processes compatible
with high volume production techniques. This paper briefly describes the de-
sign approach, the rationale for the configuration and subsystem selections,
and the development status.
INTRODUCTION
The General Electric Company is currently under contract to the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory to design, fabricate and test prototype 12 meter diameter point
focus solar concentrators. Several key objectives were established at the
outset of this development program to ensure that the resultant concentrator
design represented a cost effective component and that, when coupled with ther-
mal receivers and heat engines, would hold potential for the competitive
generation of electricity from solar energy. The first of these objectives
was to establish a design that can be optimized for solar applications. The
majority of existing point focus concentrators have been derived from the
technology of communications and RF antennas where many requirements and
desirable features are not necessary for the solar application. Secondly, the
design had to maximize the ratio of performance to cost. Thus, while good
performance is certainly necessary for total system effectiveness, the cost
of that performance must be carefully examined. The third major objective was
to select approaches to the subsystem and component designs that were compatible
with and derived from accepted and commercially available manufacturing tech-
niques. Low cost can only be achieved with systems of this size and complexity
when high production volume techniques can remove much of the fabrication labor
cost and let material costs dominate.
CONCENTRATOR DESCRIPTION
The design that has evolved out of an effort to meet the key objectives is
depicted in Figure 1. The concentrator is 12 meters in diameter with a focal
length to diameter ratio of 0.5 and a geometric concentration ratio of 1800.
The concentrator dish is constructed of molded glass reinforced plastic with
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an integral structural rib pattern on the back side to provide for stiffness.
There are twelve internal truss assemblies within the d',ah to provide for sup-
port and alignment of the dish gore segments as well as added strength to the
assembled structure. The internal ribs add considerable stiffness to the de-
sign while minimizing the loads and thus weight of plastic material in the gores.
The additional blockage developed is small and the weight reduction benefits
are well worth their inclusion. The baseline reflector material selected is
an aluminized plastic film. This film is W resistant, conforms to the double
curvature of the paraboloid, has excellent specularity and very low cost.
Silvered glass reflectors are also being investigated as potential high per-
formance options.
The mount subsystem is an azimuth-elevation configuration. A significant
advantage of this mount approach is that it permits the stow orientation de-
picted °;n Figure 1. The photo does not - show the counterweight which has been
incorporated into the design. The inverted stow significantly reduces sur-
vival wind loads, provides for convenient access to the complex receiver /engine
and offers good protection for the reflector surface. The inverted night time
stowage of the reflector provides for the minimum cleaning of the reflector film.
The drive subsystem that was selected consists of a cable and a drum. The
cable is provided with a rolled guide from receiver to counterweight. Major
features of this approach are low cost, low motor parasitic power, high drive
stiffness and insensitivity to environmental factors. The drive system pro-
vides for a slow tracking rate of 0.1 0 per second and a fast defocus of 20
per second. The control subsystem is a hybrid system with a position predictive
mode for coarse control and a fiber optic based closed loop control on the re-
ceiver for final positioning.
The foundation consists of a rolled I-beam section mounted on simple concrete
pilings. The foundation has a large foot print and thus concrete is minimized.
This approach to the foundation lends itself to quick assembly and a minimum
^_f site preparation.
CONCENTRATOR DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
The concentrator, as it exists in its present configuration, is the product of
a systematic approach to maximizing the ratio of cost to performance. This
approach consists of a thorough evaluation of the design requirements, minimizing
material content through structural efficiency, and judicious choice of com-
ponent materials and processes to ensure producibility.
The first element, requirements evaluation, is a fundamental step that must be
taken to ensure that the concentrator was not overdesigned and that the require-
ments are met in a cost effective manner. Figure 2 illustrates this point.
Much of the material content is the result of the environmental loads. In-
itial studies concluded that substantial structural requirements were needed
depending on the concentrator orientation at survival load conditions. By
presenting the low profile stow position to the survival winds, the structure
then became designed for stiffness to resist operating deflections. Likewise
a careful evaluation was made to choose a realistic operating wind speed. The
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design specification, shown in Figure 2, represents the result of a relaxation
of requirements until performance became expensive.
The second element of achieving cost effective performance involves designing
the structure as efficiently as possible. Figure 3 depicts several of the
subsystem features that help provide stiffness with a minimum material content
and thus low cost potential. The internal ribs, azimuth-elevation mount and
integral gore segment ribs all provide high stiffnesd to weight ratio's.
Perhaps the most important aspect to designing the concentrator structure has
involved an in-depth structural analysis. Figure 4 depicts this analytical
approach. The concentrator has been modelled on a finite element computer
program where many load cases have been examined. The deflections are then
input into a solar ray trace program to predict the image flux intensity and
spread. The process involves minimizing structure until performance is sig-
nificantly affected.
The final element involves the careful choice of materials and processes.
Figure 5 depicts this process as it relates to the dish gore material. Molded
reinforced plastic was chosen due to its accuracy potential, ability to sup-
ply high stiffness-to-weight in one rapid, automated production operation and
its low material cost. Reinforcement was chosen due to its superior blend of
properties needed in this application. Many molding processes have been studied
with the final choice depending on the production volume.
A significant material choice involves the reflector. Evaluations are proceeding
with two approaches: aluminized plastic film and silverized glass. Each has its
own advantages and disadvantages as presented in Figure 6. The films offer
low cost and compatibility with relatively soft structures, while lower perfor-
mance and operating life present drawbacks. Glass is a proven and durable
superstrate for silver reflectors and yet it is more costly. The higher cost
is both in material and process costs as well as the costs of providing a stif-
fer structure to control stresses in the glass itself. This latter impact can
be significant with unstrengthened glass. Designs are being generated for
utilizing both reflectors. A choice is to be made based on application cost
effectivity.
DEVELOPMENT STATUS
The concentrator design discussed above is presently in its detailed analysis
and design phase. Design of tooling and production planning is in progress.
Fabrication of the prototype concentrators are scheduled for mid 1980 with
installation and test completed by the end of 1980. Units will be available
for solar applications in early 1981.
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A CELLULAR GLASS SUBSTRATE
SOLAR CONCENTRATOR
R. Bedard
D. Bell
Acurex Corporation
Mountain View, CA 94042
ABSTRACT
Acurex Corporation, under contract to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, is
developing a second generation point focusing solar concentrator. The design
is based on reflective gores fabricated of thin glass mirror bonded
continuously to a contoured substrate of cellular glass.
To date the preliminary design effort is complete and is reviewed in this
presentation. The concentrator aperture and structural stiffness has been
optimized for minimum concentrator- cost given the performance requirement of
delivering 56 kWth to a 22 cm (8.7 in) ^iameter receiver aperture with a
direct normal insolation of 845 watts /
	an operating wind of 50 kmph
(31 mph). The reflective panel, support structure, drives, foundation and
instrumentation and control subsystem designs, optimized for minimum cost,
are summarized. The use of cellular glass as a reflective panel substrate
material is shown to offer significant weight and cost advantages compared to
existing technology materials. Lastly, a design summary and key results are
presented.
INTRODUCTION
Acurex Corporation, under contract to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, is
developing a second generation point focusing solar concentrator. The scope
of this project currently encompasses three tasks, namely:
1. Preliminary design of a Cellular glass substrate advanced solar
concentrator
2. Detail design of reflective gore panels
3. Mass production cost assessment
The overall objective of this project is to develop a minimum cost per
kilowatt solar concentrator design within the constraints of 1985 mass
production technology. As the thermal output of the concentrator has been
specified, this goal can be expressed in terms of $lm 4
 of aperture area.
An installed cost of $70 to 100/m 2 in 1978 dollars is the target.
The key element of the second generation concentrator design is the light
weight, self-supporting reflective panel made possible by the use of cellular
glass as a reflective mirror substrate material. The effect of the low
weight of the panels cascades down through the other concentrator
subsystems. A light-weight, self-supporting panel allows the design of a
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light-weight supporting structure, which in turn, yields low drive and
foundation toads and low installation labor which all leads to a low cost
concentrator design.
	
Cellular glass is a desirable reflector substrate
material because of its high stiffness to weight ratio, thermal expansion
match to mirror glass and environmental durability. It is a low cost
material, selling for approximately $0.30 per board-foot in large volume
production in the self-supported insulation market.
DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The design of the cellular glass substrate concentrator is shown in
Figure 1. The concentrator is an 10.9 meter diameter, two-axis tracking,
parabolic dish solar concentrator. The reflective surface of this design
consists of inner and outer groups of mirror glass/cellular glass gores. The
gores are attached as simply supported overhang beams to a ring truss support
structure to form a complete but physically discontinuous reflective
surface. There are five structural support subsystems; the gore support a
quadripod receiver support, a counterweight support, a tripod center pedestal
and a tilted pyramid drive structure. Elevation motion is produced by a ball
Screw and azimuth motion by a chain and sprocket perimeter drive. The
foundation consists of concrete piers for the center pedestal and a raised
steel track also on concrete piers.
The reflective panel or gore design is a sandwiched mirror glass/cellular
glass/unsilvered glass configuration. The mirror glass is backsilvered 0.040
thickness Corning 7809 aluminoborosilicate fusion glass. The cellular glass
is 12 lb/ft Pitt-Corning Foamsi1075 and is specifically tailored to match
the coefficient of thermal expansion of the 7809 mirror glass. The b acksheet
is an unsilvered piece of 0.040 thickness Corning 7809 glass. The sandwich
configuration was selected as the design which resulted in the minimum weight
gore. The concentrator design consists of 40 outer gores and 24 inner
gores. The maximum gore width was limited by the allowable membrane stress
for a single panel per gore. Gore weights, less the attachments, are 49 and
32 lbs for the outer and inner rings, respectively.
The support structure design features welded steel shop subassembly
construction using standard size, commercially available, structural steel
members. Finite element analysis techniques were used to optimize the
support structure for minimum weight. The concentrator design has a total
structural steel weight of 4,335 lbs and a concrete counterweight of 10,000
lbs.
The drive design features positive traction, rugged, state-of-the-art
components. Approximately 100 different combinations of drive power,
actuation mechanism, and drive and foundation structure alternatives were
evaluated. Life cycle costs were developed for each of the alternative
'	 concepts. Chain/sprocket and cable/drum azimuth drives were found to provide
essentially equivalent minimum life cycle costs. The chain sprocket design
was selected because of its greater stiffness over a cable/drum design. A
ball screw was selected as the minimum life cycle cost elevation drive
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design. Due to the requirement for f ailsafe stowing capability, electric
motors and a fossil fuel generator were selected for drive motors and
emergency power respectively under the assumption that a single generator
set would provide power to at least four concentrators in a multi-unit
field.
The foundation design features simple installation and adaptability to
sloping or rough terrain. The foundation consists of a tubular steel
tripod pedestal which supports the azimuth bearing and a raised steel
track upon which the drive structure rides. Both the pedestal and track
are anchored to simple drilled and poured concrete piers. The pedestal
angle and number of piers were optimized for minimum cost.
The electrical subsystem consists of,off-the-shelf components providing
for power distribution and lightning and grounding protection. The
instrumentation and control subsystem consists of the tracker control and
shaft encoders. A hybrid, two-axis, image tracking system is
recommended. Coarse synthetic tracking will be achieved through a
microcomputer based control system. Accurate active tracking will be
achieved by a two-axis photodetector located at the focal plane and
sensing the position of the reflected image. Image sensing not only
provides inherent gravity compensation but also compensates for
steady-state wind deflections.
KEY RESULTS
The key results of the project, through the preliminary design phase, are
as follows.,
• Optimized Concentrator Diameter = 10.9 meters
The concentrator aperture diameter and structural stiffness
have been optimized given the performance requirement of
delivering 56 KWth to a 22 cm (8.7 inch .) diameter receiyger
aperture with a direct normal insulation of 845 watts/m and
an operating wind of 50 kmph (31 mph).
• Developed Minimum Weight Preliminary Design
Extensive design/analysis efforts have produced a minimum
weight concentrator design. In mass production, a minimum
weight design, based on low-cost materials, will provide a
minimum cost design. The use of cellular glass as a reflective
panel substrate material offers significant weight advantages
compared to alternate substrate materials
• Preliminary Cost Estimate = $87/m 2
 Installed
Cost estimates made from vendor contacts and rule-of-thumb cost
per pound guidelines indicate that a cellular glass substrate
concentrator meets the JPL cost target on a dollar per unit
aperture area basis.
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Projected Future Cost Reduction a 5 to 10 Percent
A cost reduction of 5 to 10 percent is anticipated as a result
of detailed production planning and weight reductions achieved
in detail design.
•	 Recommended Cellular Glass Reflective Panel 'technology
Development
The use of cellular glass as the structural support for glass
mirrors is not state-of-the-art technology. As such, a
development effort is required. Acurex has recommended a
specific program leading to the test demonstration of fullsize
engineering gores. This effort consists of bonding and
grinding studies, subscale gore fabrication and optical,
structural and environmental testing and fullscale engineering
demonstration.
OF
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN AIR BRAYTON AND A STEAD! RANKINE SOLAR RECEIVER
by
M. Greeven, Project Engineer.
AiResearch Manufacturing Company of California
ABSTRACT
This paper describes both an air Brayton and a steam Rankine solar receiver now
under development for the Department of Energy under contract to the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory. These cavity receivers accept concentrated insolation from a
single-point focus, parabolic concentrator, and use this energy to heat the
working fluid. Both receivers have been designed for a solar input of 85 kw-
The air Brayton receiver heats the air to 816"C (1500"F). A metallic plate-fin
heat transfer surface is used in this unit to effect the energy transfer. The
steam Rankine receiver has been designed as a once-through boiler with reheat.
The receiver heats the water to 704"C (1300 0F) to produce steam at 17.22 MPa
(2500 psi) in the boiler section. The reheat seebion operates. at 1.2 MPa (75
psi), reheating the steam to 704 °C (1300'F)4 The paper discusses the thermal
and mechanical desj,.0}n features of the Brayton receiver and reviews the design of
the Rankine receiver.
AIR BRAYTON SOLAR RECEIVER
Design Requirements
The solar input is 85 kw. This energy is used to heat the working gas (air)
of the highly recuperated open-cycle gas turbine engine from 565" to 816°C
(1049" to 1500"F). The flow rate is 0.28 Xg/sec (0.57 lb/sec) at an inlet
pressure of 0.25 MPa (36.75 psia). The pressure drop goal is 2 percent AP/PIN.
The solar input is provided by an 11-m (36-ft)-dia parabolic dish concentrator
that has an assumed slope ;rror of 1.75 milliradian, as well as a zero tracking
error. (Slope error is a measure of the surface inaccuracies of the actual con-
centrator compared to that of an ideal surface.) In addition to the performance
requirements, the environmental conditions included a 48.3-km/hr (30-mph) steady-
state wind with a 20-percent gust factor; temperature extremes of -18 to 52*C
(0" to 125"F); humidity extremes of 0 to 100 percent; and blowing dust. Survival
environmental conditions such as 161 km/hr (100-mph) winds, seismic loads up to
3 g, and snow and ice loads also were imposed.
Receiver Description
The major elements of the receiver are shown in Figure 1. The outer cylindrical
case is approximately 0.76 m (30 in.) in diameter by 1.71 m (46 in.) long.
Mounting brackets attached to the surface of the case mate to a mounting ring
that is part of the concentrator structure. A second inner cylindrical assembly
forms the receiver cavity. Approximately 0.11 m (4,5 in.) of insulation are
placed between the outer case and inner cavity. The wall of the receiver cavity
consists of a single-sandwich, plate-fin heat exchanger panel. Air from the
recuperator is ducted to a toroidal manifold at the bottom of the panel, where
it flows up the annular passage that defines the vertical walls of the cylindri-
cal cavity. It is subsequently collected in another toroidal manifold at the
top of the cavity assembly, where it is ducted to the turbine inlet.
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FIG. 1. PROTOTYPE AIR BRAYTON SOLAR RECEIVER
The single-sandwich cylindrical panel contains a high-density offset fin matrix.
This matrix has 4.72 fins/cm (12 firs/in.), which are 1.27 cm (0.50 in.) high,
0.01 cm (0.004 in.) thick, with a 1.27 em (0.50-in.) offset length. The fins
are brazed to the two metal sheets that form the cylindrical panel. The heat
exchanger is made from Inconel 625 material. The receiver is positioned so the
focal point of the concentrator is located at the plane of the receiver aperture.
The aperture end is a cone assembly made from silicon carbide, which forms a
circular opening at the bottom of the cylindrical cavity. The top surface of
the cavity is an uncooled circular ceramic plate, also made of silicon carbide.
This circular plate is supported by insulated standoffs to the outer casing.
An annular plate made of Inconel 625 is attached to the bottom of the casing and
supports the ceramic aperture cone.
Optical and Thermal Design
Analysis of concentration-type solar receivers requires that optical and thermal
properties be considered. This is because the solar receiver is directly coupled
to the optical system. The optical input to the receiver depends on the detailed
characteristics of the receiver, the concentrator, and the orientation of these
two major elements. Evaluation of the solar flux into the receiver is performed
with a model in which the sun is treated as an extended, finite-size source. The
resultant radiation transfer can be accurately analyzed by using cones, rather
than optical rays, as the basic description for energy transport.
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Incident solar flux distributions on the receiver cavity walls, as generated
by the mathematical, solar simulator, are presented in Figure 2 for the 85-kwt
design point case. In equation form, the solar concentration ratio is defined
as
CRS = Q"/p• S" . ncoll
where Q" is the heat flux impinging on the surface
P	 is the concentrator reflectivity
S" is the local solar insolation
ncoll is the aperture/concentrator collector efficiency
Collector efficiency is defined as
energy collected in aperture opening
ncoll
(2)
energy reflected by concentrator
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FIG. 2. CAVITY WALL SOLAR CONCENTRATION RATIO DISTRIBUTION
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In Figure 2, the cylindrical cavity wall solar concentration ratio is shown as
a function of cylinder lenguh, as measured from the focal point. The solar
concentration ratio for the closed end (top) is shown as a function of radial
position, as measured from the receiver centerline. Conditions used in obtaining
these plots also are indicated in Figure 2. This type of incident radiant flux
information is a required input for a detailed thermal analysis of the solar
receiver.
Thermal analysis of the receiver is performed by a finite-element thermal, anal-
yzer computer code developed by AiResearch. The cavity wall incident flux
information is input to the computer code, along with fluid flow data and
geometry specifications. Multiple reflections and reradiation characteristics
inside the cavity are calculated by the following relationship:
	
B - A-1C
	 (3)
where B is the radiosity column matrix
A is an N X N characteristic matrix
C is a temperature-dependent column matrix
Equation (3) assumes a gray body and diffuse emittance and reflections. For
solar applications, the gray body assumption is acceptable for rough metal
surfaces with high emissivities (%0.8). This is because the difference between
the solar absorption and the metallic emissivity is relatively small for metal-
lic surfaces with high emissivities.
The net heat flux lost from the ith surface is obtained from the .following
equation:
Q
„ - 1 - ei
i	 e  Bi)	 ((Ebi - 4)i
where a is the emissivity
Eb
 is the black body emissive power
Q” is the net heat flux lost from the i th surface
The cavity wall temperature distribution resulting from a steady-state thermal
analysis of the receiver design is shown in Figure 3 for the three cavity
sections--the aperture conical end (nodes 5 and 6), the cylindrical wall (nodes
8 through 15), and the closed end (nodes 17 and 18). A direct physical connec-
tion between the cylindrical section at both the aperture end and the closed end
has been avoided, thereby eliminating large localized thermal gradients between
these sections. Because the fluid is single phase and the inlet and outlet tem-
peratures  are fixed, and because a relatively high fluid heat transfer conduct-
ance (hA) exists, the wall temperature profile is controlled by the fluid temper-
ature. Thus, minor variations in the concentrator performance (e.g., slope error
= 2 milliradians) will not significantly affect the cavity efficiency for the
aperture size selected.
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Aperture convection losses are accounted for by scaling test data in the
literature for open-cavity type solar receivers. This procedure :Indicates
losses will amount to approximately 2 percent of the incident power for a
40.25-km/hr (25-mph) wind condition.
The steady-state thermal analysis includes a complete nodal temperature distri-
bution throughout the receiver, fluid temperature rise, fluid pressure drop,
cavity efficiency, and energy tabulation. Table l presents the energy book-
keeping summary and cavity efficiency calculation for the design point operating
condition. The cavity efficiency presented is defined as
0 energy . into fluid
	 (5)
ncav - energy into aperture
Cavity efficiency as a function of thermal input energy for three different
aperture sizes is shown in Figure 4. Note that the smallest aperture consistent
with the concentrator optics is the most desirable.
w
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TABLE 1
BRAYTON SOLAR RECEIVER PERFORMANCE
Thermal power level .......... 	 85 kwt (nominal)
Design sun half-angle ........	 09007905 radian (slope error = 0.0573 deg,
track error = 0 deg)
Actual sun half-angle ........ 	 0.00465 radian
Incident solar flux .......... 	 0. 979 kw/m2
Concentrator reflectivity .... 	 0.86
Energy bookkeeping
Total energy into cavity, kwt (percent) 	 .................... 85.0 (100)
Energy to fluid, kwt 	 (percent)
	
............................. 78.6 (92.5)
Energy losses, kwt (percent)
Loss by radiation out aperture ........................... 3.62 (4.26)
Loss by convection out aperture* 	 ......................... 1.70°(2.0)
Loss by radiation and convection from the outer surface .. 1.05 (1.24)
Cavity efficiency, percent 	 ............................... 92.5
*Assumed 2-percent loss due to aperture convection losses.
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Structural Design
The receiver heat exchanger is designed to withstand an operating pressure
of 21159 atm (38 Asia) at a maximum temperature of 843'C (1550 0F) and a proof
pressure of 4.42 atm (65 Asia) at room temperat ure without yielding. The fins
brazed between the inner and outer walls of the heat exchanger react the internal
pressure loads. The predicted life of the prototype heat exchanger unit is
6000 start/stop cycles or approximately 8 to 10 years.
The cavity panel heat exchanger is attached to the outer easing 'by ,four radial
tubee located at two locations along its length. The upper set of support
tubes allows for radial thermal growth and the bottom set allows for bath radial
and axial thermal growth. The aperture cone is suppor lFed From the case with
insulated standofs, as is the circular top plate.
Bellows on the air inlet and exit lines at the top of the receiver limit the
loads that might be imposed on the heat exchanger from this source.
Teat Program
As part of the development effort, one receiver heat exchanger with the appro-
priate ducting will be fabricated and assembled in the test device shown in
Figure 5. A cylindrical electric heater is inserted in the test heat exchanger
cavity. The heater consists of wire resistance elements arranged on the surface
of the cylindrical heater. There are 10 separately controlled heating zones
on the heater surface; this allows the imposition of the same net heat flux
distribution on the heat exchanger wall that will be seen during operation with
solar input. The assembly is installed in a low-pressure chamber that provides
an argon cover gas for the electric heater assembly. Tests will be performed
to obtain heat exchanger performance as well as to subject the heat exchanger
to 500 startup and shutdown cycles.
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STEAM RANKINE SOLAR RECEIVER
Design Requirements
The receiver is designed for two applications, each with a peak solar input of
85 kv. The first application is to supply heat to a steam power system and
the second to supply process heat.
The steam power application is further divided so that in one case the receiver
operates with a system employing reheat. In this case the boiler heats the inlet
water at 17.22 MPa (2500 psi) and 49'C (300`F) to supply heat at 7o4'C (13000F).
The reheat section accepts steam at 1.20 MPa (175 Pisa) and 343 0 C (650 0 F), heating
it to 7o4 6c (1300'F). The total pressure drop is not to exceed 10 percent OP/P.
Flog rate is determined from the energy balance.
The second steam power case eliminates the reheat section. The steam flow is
routed directly from the discharge of the boiling section to the inlet of the
reheat section. The flow rate is rebalanced to supply steam at 17.22 MPa (2500
psij and ',04 *C (1300'F) at a OP/P of 10 percent.
The process steam application considered variable inlet temperatures and pres-
sures without reheat up to the values defined for the steam power condition.
Receiver Description
The steam Rankine receiver is similar to the Brayton receiver in that they
both use a 0.76-m (30-in.)-dia case and the same mounting provisions.. Approxi-
mately 10.1 cm (4 in.) of insulation separates the case from the cavity heat
transfer surfaces. The significant features of this receiver are shown in
Figure 6. Two helical tube coils form the interior cavity walls. The preheat-
boiling coil, located adjacent to the aperture, is a 1.11-cm (0.4375-in.) tube
with a coil diameter of 0.43 m (17 in.) and a coil length of 0.371 m (14.6 in.).
The reheat coil is a 1.8-cm (0.75-in.) tube with a coil diameter of 0.43 m
(17 in.) and a length of 0.175 m (6.9 in.). Both coils are manufactured from
Inconel 625 or type 347 stainless steel. These coils are brazed separately and
mechanically joined together. The aperture assembly is the same as the Brayton
receiver. The top of the receiver cavity is an uncooled ceramic plate, which
is adjustable in the axial direction through the use of an adjustment screw
located on the exterior case.
Thermal Design
The optical and thermal design procedures used for the Rankine receiver are
similar to those of the Brayton receiver. However, a distinct difference
affects this design as the fluid changes phase in the preheat-boiling section
when single-phase heat transfer and basic flow friction data were used to
predict the design heat transfer coefficients for liquid and steam. The cor-
relations of Chen (1), below 70-percent quality, and Lockhart/Martinelli (2),
two-phase flow above 70-percent quality, were used to establish coefficients
of performance in the boiling region.
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The cavity wall and fluid temperature distribution for a steady-state
thermal analysis of the boiling and reheat application is shown in Figure 7.
The steam outlet temperatures from the boiling and reheating sections are
matched. The slope of the temperature curve at this location indicates that
the match is highly dependent on flux distribution. Consequently, a sen-
sitivity analysis was conducted. This has based on relocating the peak flux
7.62 em (3 in.) toward the top and of the cavity and altering the distribution
by reducing the peak flux 20 percent and distributing the energy toward the
top of the cavity. The resulting temperature profile is shown in Figure 8.
Since distribution variations of this magnitude were considered possible, a
movable top end plate was included within the design. Repositioning the plate
toward the aperture 4 em (1.6 in.) rebalances the fluid temperature at 704°C
(1300'F). This is accomplished by a combination of shielding of the reheat
section and reradiation from the top plate to the remainder of the cavity. The
energy bookkeeping summary and cavity efficiency for the boiling-reheat design
requirement is shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
STEAM RANKINE SOLAR RECEIVER THERMAL, PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
0
Solar input ...........................
Aperture radiation Loss.....•..........
Insulation loss ...............•.......
Assumed aperture assembly convection
and radiation loss •...........r.a..^
Thermal power to fluid ..............•.
Receiver efficiency .....,.,..,....Y...
Flow rate • ............^.... ► ...^...••
Pressure drop
Boiler ♦,,.........•........ Y..Y..
Reheat ................. ... ! ..... •
Without reheat
Flow rate ......................
Pressure drop ..................
85 kvth
1.3
1.2
2. 5
80
94 percent
71 kg/hr (157 lb/hr)
2 percent.
10 percent
89 kg/hr (196 lb/hr)
3 percent
Structural Design
The receiver is designed to operate at a maximum pressure of 17 . 57 MPa (2550
Psi) at 704 0 C (1.300°F) and -to withstand a proof pressure of 37.2 MPa (5400 psi)
at room temperature.
By uncoupling the boiling and reheat coils the axial coil bending Loads that
would have occurred at this junction were avoided. The remaining stresses are
the result of pressure and temperature differences acting on the tube cross
section. A computer-tided stress analysis was used to determine the peak com-
bined stresses oc^-jarring in a tube section operating at 371°C (700 0 F)• The
peak combined stress is 154 MPa (22.311 %psi). Paso d, on Inco nel 625 mechanical
properties, the projected life is greater than 1.10 5
 cycles.
Test Program
A test program that is comparable to the one conducted on the Brayton receiver
will be computed on a prototype unit. Operation at the design point will be
verified and a cyclic thermal pressure test will be conducted.
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AN ORGANIC UNKINE RECEIVER FOR THE SCSTPE PROGRAM
by
D. B. Osborn
Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation (FACC)
Aeronutronic Division
Newport Beach, CA 92663
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a brief description of an Organic Rankine Cycle
(ORC) Receiver which is presently being developed for the SCSTPE
Phase II program. The receiver employs an integrated cavity /pool boiler*
which permits the design of a small, lightweight, low cost and efficient
moderate temperature receiver for use in a dish-Ran%ine PFDR system.
INTRODUCTION
Under the SCSTPE (EE#l) Phase II Program, FACC will develop a PFDR
solar thermal electric system employing Rankine-cycle Power Conversion
Assemblies (PCAs) mounted at the focus of Parabolic dish concentrators.
The PCA consists of a receiver, organic Rankine cycle (ORC) engine and
high-speed AC generator (Figure 1). The design of the receiver is a major
technical challenge in the development of this PFDR system. Cavity-type
receivers are generally most efficient for moderate and high-temperature
systems. There are, in general, two types of cavity receivers:
e Direct heated, where the engine working fluid is heated within
the receiver.
• Indirect heated, where a secondary fluid is heated in the
receiver and the primary (engine working) fluid is heated in a
separate heat exchanger.
Each approach has advantages and disadvantages, strongly influenced by
system considerations. For the SCSTPE Phase II Program, FACC has chosen
to try an indirect heated design, based on a concept studied in depth
during the Phase I part of the program. The most important difference
between the Phase I and Phase II efforts, however, is the operating
temperature range. The high temperature (800°C) Stirling engine studied
during Phase I resulted in the selection of sodium for the receiver fluid.
The moderate operating temperature (427°C) of the Phase II ORC requires
the search for a more applicable fluid.
SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A sketch of the baseline receiver configuration is presented in Fig-
ure 2. The cavity receiver is a simple structure consisting of two
cylindrical shells, one cantilevered inside the other from a connecting
toroidal shell. The two ends are capped with spherical heads forming a
*Patent applied for
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sdesign with minimal modifications. For example, canisters of high ther-
mal capacity materials (i.e., eutectic salts) can be inserted within the
receiver annulus, with energy transfer facilitated by the high boiling
heat transfer coefficients of the secondary floi.I. The fully insulated
receiver (12.7 cm of insulation) can accommodate a maximum 104 kWt energy
with.I.Tt ,.t 1 x 1 x 1.2 m envelope at a gross weight of 180 kg including
20 kg of a typical fluid. Based on Phase I vendor quotations, the com-
plete receiver /thermal transport package can be manufactured for under
$2500 when built in production quantities. The operational life of the
optimized, lowest life cycle cost receiver is selected at 15 years,
based on design tradeoffs between material corrosion rate and material
c,:eep-rupture limitations.
BENEFITS OF POOL BOILING RECEIVER
The heat transfer coefficients associated with pool boiling are very
high and generally result in:
• Reduced cavity area (thus, a lighter and lower cost receiver)
• Reduced receiver-to-engine temperature differential (reduces
thermal losses and thus increases system efficiency)
• Reduced sensitivity to the incident flux levels (thus a large
safety factor against temperature overshoot or burnthrough).
Other benefits include a simplified design that does not require
tubes, fins, flux adjusters, pumps or special. controls. By selecting
the right fluid, the vapor pressure at the steady-state operating temp-
erature can be about 1 atmosphere. This virtually eliminates any pres-
sure differential, hence reduces the cavity wall thickness which in turn
reduces the temperature gradients, weight and cost of the receiver. The
thermal inertial of the receiver cavity walls and boiling pool provide
an inherent buffer storage capability during short inclement operating
conditions such as those associated with a cloud passage. The thermo-
syphon also operates at a nearly constant temperature.
The condenser/heat exchanger also has very high film coefficients.
This permits a heat exchanger configuration and surface geometry to
yield a small compact unit without concern about the solar flux distri-
bution and levels.
PRELIMINARY FLUID SELECTION
Some of the more important characteristics of the receiver fluid are
listed below.
• Critical point above the maximum operating conditions of the
engine working fluid.
• High boiling heat transfer coefficients.
• High burnout heat flux.
i
• Statue pool boiling fcr a range of operating conditions.
• Low vapor pressure nt operating temperature.
• Non"corrosive, non-toxic, non-flammable and chemically stable.
• Easy to handle and fill/drain receiver.
• Freeze point below ambient conditions.
• High heat capacity.
• Low cost.
As previously mentioned, sodium was selected for use in the high tem-
perature (N800*C) receiver. At the lower operating temperatures of ORC
engines (^350-425°C), several candidate fluids exist subject to further
investigation. These fluids include the various terphenyls, sulfur,
aluminum bromide, etc.
PERFORMANCE
Figure 3 presents a comparison-of typical boiling and gas -in-tube
heat transfer rates. As shown, the boiling systems have much higher
heat transfer rates than those for forced gas convection; also less
heat transfer surface area is required and lower temperature differen-
tials between the surface and the working fluid are experienced. Refer-
ence 1 indicates that suUur (with a small amount or iodine to reduce
the high viscosity at lower temperatures) has comparable performance to
water in a heat pipe application. In addition, the burnout heat flux
for sulfur is approximately 3000 kW/m2 at a pressure of 1 atm (Reference
2). This gives a safety factor of approximately 3 over the predicted
worst case flux deposition for a typical cavity receiver configuration.
Figure 4 shows the vapor pressures of various heat transfer fluids as
a function of temperature. The vapor pressures of the terphenyls and
sulfur are approximately 1 atm at the upper operating temperature
(-427°C) of ORC engines. The vapor pressure of aluminum bromide is
slightly higher. In the case of the terphenyls and sulfur, the net
pressure loading on the receiver is very low, with obvious structural
and safety advantages.
The temperature gradients throughout the receiver subsystem are pre-
sented in Figure 5. The largest temperature drop occurs through the
receiver wall. The backface wall-to-pool. temperature differential is
typically quite small due to the high beat transfer coefficients charac-
teristic of the pool boiling phenomena.' The temperature drop through
the vapor pipe is predicted to be on t,t, order of a few degrees centi-
grade, due to the pressure difference between the pool and heat
exchanger. A very small temperature drop is also predicted for the
condensation heat transfer to the secondary heat exchanger. The tem-
perature drops through the secondary heat exchanger will be minimized
by utilizing a high performance plate-fin configuration.
Transient Operating Characteristics
An in-depth transient analysis of the receiver./thermal transport sub-
system is necessary in view of the inherent non-steady nature of the
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solar flux. The objective is to characterize the behavior of the sub-
system for all operational modes encountered in a solar application.
During Phase I, a transient thermal model was developed from the basie
equations for conservation of mass, conservation of energy, the equation
of state for vapor, and the vapor pressure equation. It is assumed that
the vapor o saturated (vapor and liquid in quasiequilibrlum), the vapor
volume 15 approximately constant and that the receiver orientation
effects are negligible. The energy balance considered the incoming
solar power, the thermal power to the engine, and the thermal losses
from the subsystem. Pressure drops throughout the entire transport
subsystem were also included. Typical results of the transient analy-
sis are discussed below.
R
NORMAL START-UP. Figure 6 presents the subsystem temperature response
and engine output power during a normal start-up condition. The solar
input power profile is based on the 15 minute Barstow, California solar
insolation data for a typical uncloudy day and includes the effects of
both concentrator size and efficiency, thus representing the total power
entering the receiver. In the morning, after normal operation from the
previous day and nighttime cool down, the receiver pool is still warm.
The receiver lid is opened prior to focusing on the sun. Once the sun
is "on", the pool and heat exchanger temperatures rapidly increase
towards the steady-state operating level. The pool and heat exchanger
temperatures correspond to the saturated vapor pressure at the respec-
tive temperatures. The temperatures, pressures, and vapor mass flow
rate increase as the solar energy continues to enter the system. After
several minutes the engine head temperature has reached the pre-
determined start temperature. The engine is then started and operated
at ,a low or "idle" power level consistent with a previously selected
condition. After several more minutes, the engine working fluid reaches
the steady-state operating temperature (427°C) and the engine tempera-
ture control mode is activated. At this point the temperature control-
ler is modulated to maintain the engine temperature within the control
band as the solar flux varies during the day.
CLOUD PASSAGE. Figure 7 presents
the subsystem temperature response
during a typical cloud passage. As
the cloud passage starts its passage,
the solar input power goes to zero,
the receiver lid closes and the sub-
system temperatures start to decrease.
The engine output power will decrease
until operation is at a low or "idle"
power level. During cloud passage
the receiver pool and engine fluid
temperature decrease while the
engine "idle" power remains rela-
tively constant. When the cloud has
passed, the solar power returns and
the receiver lid is opened allowing
the subsystem temperatures to
increase. Several. minutes are
92
required to heat the subsystem back up to the steady-state operating
temperature.
The results of all of the cases investigated during Phase i of the pro-
gram demonstrate that the performance of the subsystem is stable, well-
behaved, and has long thermal. time constants which facilitate engine
control.
CONCLUSIONS
An ORC receiver utilizing an integrated cavity/pool boiler is techni-
cally feasible at the present time and uses state-of-tbe--art materials.
The use of a pool boiler permits the design of a small, lightweight, low
cost and efficient, moderate temperature receiver for use in a dish-
Rankine PFDR system.
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NON-HEAT PIPE/P-40 STIRLING ENGINE
R. A. Haglund, Senior Project Engineer
Fairchild Stratos Division
Manhattan Beach, California
ABSTRACT
This project will demonstrate the technology for a full-up Hyb .`id
Point-Focus Distributed Dish Stirling Solar Thermal Power system
by the fall of 1980 at JPL's Desert Solar Test Facility near Lan-
caster, California. Hybrid operation is provided by fossil fuel
combustion augmentation, which enables the Stirling engine to
operate continuously at constant speed and power, regardless of
insolation level, thus providing the capability to operate on
cloudy days and at night.
The Non-Heat-Pipe Receiver/P-40 Stirling Engine system will be
installed and operated on the JPL Test Bed Concentrator. A 25-
kW direct-driven induction-type alternator will be mounted di-
rectly to the P-40 engine to produce to a 60-11z, 115/230-volt
output.
NON-HEAT PIPE RECEIVER DESIGN
The Non-Heat-Pipe Receiver design is a cavity-type receiver, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The primary receiver surface is a con-
ical plate with integral passages for the helium working fluid.
The passages are formed by Inconel 617 tubes imbedded in a
copper matrix, which in turn in incapsulated in an Inconel 617
sheet. The cone is heated by solar insolation on the exposed
surface and by combustion gas on the back surface and the re-
generator tubes. The receiver is attached directly to the Stir-
ling engine cylinders and regenerator housings. Simplicity in
design has been emphasized, along with extensive use of parts
and assemblies proven in other applications but under similar
operating conditions, such as normally found in industrial
boilers and gas turbines. Where expensive cobalt alloys are
required, their use has been minimized.
The combustion system design is based on heavy duty industrial
burner technology, sealed to the size and configuration required
to assure reliable cold start, stable combustion over the full
operating range and uniform heating of the heater tubes extending
from the underside of the cone to the engine regenerator mani-
folds. The combustion air, provided by an electric-motor-driven
constant speed blower, is directed through a preheater into the
combustion chamber, which contains eight integrally cast ven-
turies, oriented to produce a swirling flow field inside the
9s	 ^s+ti^ki't
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FIGURE 1. NON-HEAT PIPE/P-40 STIRLING ENGINE
combustion chamber. Fuel is introduced through a ]et located
inside each venture. Electric spark igniters are provided di-
rectly in front of two of the venturies; the igniters also pro-
vide flame sensing, so that the main fuel valve closes auto-
matically in the event of flame-out. Automatic restart is pro-
vided.
Performance Goals
The following performance goals have been identified by JPL for
the Non-Heat-Pipe Receiver design:
Concentrator diameter (active)	 10 m
Geometric concenbrationratio	 2000
Peak insolation (1 kW.m
2
 )	 76.5 kW
Concentrator efficiency (clean)	 0.83
Total error (slope plus pointing)	 3 mr
Fossil fuel combustor peak input to helium 70.0 kWc
Combustor turndown ratio	 10:1
Working fluid temperature (helium)	 1200' to 1500°F
Peak engine pressure (heliurn)	 2500 to 3000 psi
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.,.. ..	 eiver Performance (24 -cm Aperture Diameter)
Losses (kW)
Ra ation	 2.8	 5.2
Reflectance	 0.9	 0.7
Convection	 3.6	 4.4
Efficiency (t)	 0.875	 0.827
Maximum Cavity Temperature ('F)
Center Plug	 1966	 2053
Cone	 1561	 1836
Program Status
The receiver design effort has been completed and a Detailed De-
sign Review was held on September 27, 1979. As shown by the
scherdule in Figure 2, combustion and heat transfer tests are
being conducted at Fairchild Stratos Division in Manhattan
Beach, California and are carried out jointly by JPL, Fairchild
and the Institute of Gas Technology. Test objectives include
evaluation and demonstration of cold start, combustion stability
and energy release at various power levels, combustion air pre-
heat, pressure drop, fuel/air ratios and heat transfer. Reliable
cold start performance, full design output power and turndown
capability have been demonstrated. The general arrangement of
the combustion test rig is illustrated in Figure 3.
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THE SCSTPS ORGANIC RANKINE ENGINE
BY
F. SODA
FORD AEROSPACE b COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION (FACC)
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660
ABSTRACT
This paper describes the Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) engine under con-
sideration for the PFDR solar thermal system being developed for JPL/DOE
by FACC under Contract 955637. Design parameters, method of control:
performance and cost data are provided for engine power levels up to
80 kWe; efficiency is shown as a function of turbine inlet temperature
in the range of 1490C (3000F) to 4270C (8000F).
INTRODUCTION
Under the SCSTPS Program, FACC will develop a solar thermal PFDR, dis-
tributed generation system employing small Rankine-'cycle Power Conversion
Units (PCUs) mounted at the focus of parabolic dish concentrators. The
baseline PCU is comprised of an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) enginer high
speed AC generator and a ground-mounted AC/DC converter (rectifier).
The Rankine cycle was selected for the SCSTPS Program on the basis of
highest performance for least program risk (compared with other heat
engine cycles). The ORC engine was selected over a steam Rankine engine
on the basis of programmatic and technical factors, although a steam
system is currently under consideration for a parallel development effort,.
The PCU has not yet been selected; proposals are currently being solicited
from a number of engine manufacturers, including Sundstrand f Garrett/
AiResearch,, Barber-Nichols, Thermo-Electron and General Eleetric. During
the Phase I Small Power Systems study, however, FACC contracted with
Sundstrand to provide a preliminary high performance ORC design (Ref
0. The design is an outgrowth of Rankine engine studies carried out
by Sundstrand for NASA (Ref 2)'; it currently serves as the baseline
SCSTPS engine until final ORC engine selection and is described below.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The prototype ORC engine is a regenerative, hermetically-sealed 22 kWe
unit with a single-stage axial-flow turbine; supercritical toluene is
the working fluid, with a turbine inlet temperature (TIT) of 427 0C (8000F)
and a maximum system pressure of 4.52 MPa (656 psia). A high-speed,
4-pole homopolar inductor alternator is direct-coupled to the turbine
and cooled by the working fluid; variable-frequency AC power is con-
verted to DC output by means of the solid state rectifier. Figure 1
/.tea
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FIG. 2. BASELINE (22 KWe) ORC
POWER CONVERSION UNIT
is a cutaway view of the power conversion assembly, i.e., the PCU and
the receiver*, showing the arrangement of the major engine components;
the assembly is pallet-mounted for ease of installation/removal. A
cross-section of the PCU is shown in Figure 2; the condenser is con-
figured in a cylindrical shape surrounding the regenerator and the com-
bined rotating unit (CRU), i.e., the hermetically-sealed turbine/
alternator/feed pump components. This makes for a very compact PCU,
measuring 0.87m (34 in.) in diameter by 1.55m (61 in.) in length. Forced
draft cooling of the condenser is accomplished with an electrically-
t?riven fan whose speed is varied (in 3 steps) as a function of cooling
load and ambient air temperature to minimize parasitic losses. A dry-
cooling arrangement was selected because of the lack of water in the
high-insolation regions of the U.S. A PCU system schematic diagram
is shown in Figure 3; note that the working fluid is used to cool the
bearings and the controller as well as the alternator. The pertinent
thermodynamic state points are identified on the figure and specified
in Table 1. A pressure-enthalpy diagram for toluene is given in Figure 4,
*The receiver shown is an alternate Garrett/AiResearch-designed unit of
the direct-heated type, based on a steam receiver design currently under
development for JPL/DOE; in the companion systems paper by Pons and
Grigsby the baseline receiver is shown as the indirect-heated type,
designed by FACC.
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SCHEMATIC
TABLE 1.	 PCU THERMODYNAMIC STATE POINTS
PRESSURE TEMP.
STATE POINT MPa ('PSIA) °C (°F)
1 TURBINE INLET 3.96 (574) 427 (800)
2 REGENERATOR VAPOR INLET 0.014 (2.07) 308 (587)
3 CONDENSER VAPOR INLET 0.013 (1.92) 76 (168)
4 FEED PUMP INLET 0.069 (10) 52 (125)
5 ALTERNATOR COOLING INLET 4.52 ( 656) 58 (136)
6 REGENERATOR LIQUID INLET 4.51 (654) 63 (146)
7 VAPORIZER LIQUID INLET 4.45 (646) 248 (478)
8 VAPORIZER OUTLET 4.06 (589) 427 (800)
6
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also showing the cycle operating path and the aforementioned state points.
Gross weight of the PCU is estimated at 296 kg (653 lb); a weight break-
down of the 22 kWe unit is given in Table 2.
TAME 2. BASELINE (22 kWe) PCU WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
WEIGHT
COMPONENT	 kg	 (lb)
CONDENSER	 96	 (16)
FAN/MOTOR	 44	 (212)
COMBINED ROTATING UNIT 	 85	 (96)
REGENERATOR	 17	 (37)
START PUMP	 16	 (35)
ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER 	 9	 (20)
FLUID (INVENTORY)	 15	 (33)
BOOST PUMP, VALVES, MISC 	 14	 (32)
TOTAL	 296	 (653)
CONTROL
The PCU control scheme is designed both for stable operation under
varying solar input and for high part-load efficiency, a highly desirable
feature in a solar power system. As the solar input to the receiver
varies, the turbine inlet temperature is held constant by varying the
toluene flow rate; this is achieved by slaving an electro-mechanical
flow control valve (which controls the output of the shaft-driven
toluene feed pump) to a turbine inlet temperature sensor. In addition,
a controller located at the power module provides turbine speed (and
power) control by varying the alternator field excitation, thereby regu-
lating output voltage and delivering variable amounts of power into
the grid in direct proportion to the solar input. The local controller
is under supervisory control by the plant central microprocessor, which
contains command look-up functions to permit operation at the optimum
turbine speed for each load value. As mentioned earlier, condenser
fan speed is also varied with load (under central control) to maximize
system efficiency.
PERFORMANCE
4270C (800 0r) is generally considered to be the upper limit for operating
with toluene and was picked as the baseline TIT to maximize PCU efficiency
and reduce overall system energy cost. At the (rated) ambient temperature
of 270C (800F), overall PCU efficiency, i.e., from thermal input to DC
electrical output, is 28.5%. In consideration of the possibility of
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toluene breakdown at elevated temperature } PCU performance was also
determined for lower values of TIT; Table 3 summarizes design point
characteristics f,rr TIT values of 371 0C (7000F) and 3990C (7500F) as
well as for the baseline design. Note that the penalty for operation
at 371 0C is two points in efficiency,	 26.5% compared with 28.5%
baseline value; as shown in the compae %ws systems paper by Pons and
Grigsby, this corresponds to about a 71' inc ,tease in (op rational) system
energy cost. Operation at reduced temiser cure may, of course, not be
necessary. Foi example, it is projected that the rate of toluene
degradation will actually be quite low, since the bulk of the inventory
is not at peak temperature most of time. Sundstrand estimates that
the raluene will have to be changed only about every 30,000 hours, or
abok, t twice in the 30 year life of the solar plant. Note further that
TABLE 3. PCU DESIGN POINT CHARACTERISTICS
PARAMETER
	
3710C (700 F)	 3990C (750 F) 4270C (800 F)
DC POWER OUT kW 22 22 22
THERMAL POWER IN kW 83 79.7 77.2
PCU EFFICIENCY* % 26.5 27.6 28.5
FAN POWER kW 1.7 1.8 1.9
PARASITIC POWER'* kW 0.12 0.12 0.12
RECTIFIER EFF'Y % 97 97 97
ALTERNATOR EFF'Y 7 92 92 92
PUMP EFV Y % 54 53 52
TURBINE EFF'Y % 74 73 73
REGENERATOR EFFY o 95 95 95
BEARING LOSSES kW 0.1 0.1 0.1
FLUID FLOW RATE kg/hr 519 494 461
(Lb/hr) (1144) (1090) (1021)
*PO DC OUTPUT
**INCLUDES CONTROLS AND BOOST PUMP
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the use of a hermetic-sealed system minimizes oxide formation and atten-
dant scale deposition on the plumbing. Figure 5 shows the general trend
in efficiency for small (20-50 We ) ORC power conversion units, over
the range 3000F < TIT < 800°F .
Figure 6 shows the effect of engine size on PCU efficiency for the speci-
fied three values of TIT. There is a substantial drop in efficiency
below about 20 kWe. Figure 7 shows the efficiency of the 22 We PCU as
a function of thermal, input and ambient air temperature. Note the excel-
lent part-load performance, which is the major reason for the system's
high annual capacity factor (ACF = 0.418) at the Barstow, CA site.
COST
For system economic projections, both capital and maintenance costs for
the PCU are essential inputs. Figure 8 is an estimate of these PCU costs
over the power output range of 5.to 80 We, based on annual production
rates of 100 9 000 units/year. At this stage in the development of the
system }
 however, there is considerable uncertainty over the accuracy
of these data; a possible error of +40% is not an unreasonable assumption
at the present time.
CONCLUSIONS
A carefully-designed ORC power conversion unit can achieve good
efficiency at relatively low temperature, i.e., compared with Brayton,
Stirling or steam Rankine cycle engines. The low temperature assures
high solar collection efficiency (which contributes to high overall
system efficiency), lower risk and lower cost, since less critical
materials and lower-stress equipment designs can be used.
Many thousands of operating hours exist on ORC systems/components, albeit
at different sizes than for the components of the baseline system.
Nevertheless, the ORC-PCU should be considered a state-of-the
-art device.
In addition, toluene is a fully characterized substance and its toxicity,
flammability and other environmentally sensitive parameters are quite
well known and safe handling procedures are well established.
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(Experimental System No. 1)" Final Report, No. V-6529, Ford Aerospace
& Communications Corp., Aexonutronic Division, Newport Beach, CA,
5 May 1979.
2) Bland, T., "15 We (Nominal) Solar Thermal Electric Power Conversion
Concept Definition Study - Steam Rankine Turbine,System," Sundstrand
Corp., Report DOE/NASA/0061-79/1, NASA CR-159589, AER 1713.
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A HYBRID BRAYTON ENGINE CONCEPT
L. Six and R. Elkins
AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona
Phoenix, Arizona
ABSTRACT
A first generation open cycle Brayton engine concept for use in full-scale solar
module testing, was defined in NASA/JPL study contract DEN 3-69. This concept
has been extended to include solar/fossil hybrid capability. The combustion
system defined for hybrid operation consists of a wide range combustor liner, a
single airblast atomizer, an ignitor and a high-voltage ignition unit. Elide
range combustor operation would be achieved through combining pilot and primary
zones.
The hybrid control mode and the solar only control mode are both based on the
concept of maintaining constant turbine inlet temperature and varying the
engine speed for part-power operation. In addition, the hybrid control concept
will allow the operator to set a minimum thermal power input to the engine by
setting a corresponding minimum engine speed. When the solar thermal power
input falls below this minimum, fossil fuel would be utilized to augment the
solar thermal power input.
INTRODUCTION
A concept definition study (NASA/JPL Contract Den 3-69) defined a first genera-
tion open cycle Brayton engine for use in full scale solar module testing origi-
nally scheduled to commence late in 1980. The engine concept has been presented
at previous DOE review meetings. It is also described along with other engine
concepts and supporting study results in a final report now being readied for
release (1). This initial engine concept includes the use of an existing turbo-
compressor from the Garrett/AiResearch (Phoenix) GTP36-51 gas turbine engine to
minimize the procurement duration and costs. The engine concept was designed to
operate with solar energy only, using the solar Brayton receiver being built at
Garrett/AiResearch (Torrance) under JPL contract.
Subsequent to initiating the NASA/JPL study contract, a new requirement was
added based on the fact that JPL's Second Engineering Experiment (EE2A) would be
a hybrid system. This required adding a combustor to the engine concept to
provide for solar/fossil hybrid capability. This presentation's purpose is to
describe the combustor and corresponding controls formulated to convert the
initial Brayton engine concept to the current MOD-0 Hybrid Brayton engine con-
cept.
COMBUSTION SYSTEM
The combustion concept is presented in Figure 1 and consists of a wide range
combustion liner, a single airblast atomizer, an ignitor and a high-voltage
ignition unit. This system was chosen because it would provide simple low-cost
design features and a proven wide operation range.
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FIGURE 1. COMBUSTOR CONCEPT
The wide range combustor system is considered a conventional ty ?e because it has
neither fuel staging nor variable geometry. The wide range would be achieved
through a combination of pilot and primary zones. The system would rely on
strong recirculation in the pilot zone for flame stabilization. At low fuel flow
rates, the flame front would be confined to the pilot zone. The flame front
would expand into the primary zone for operation at the higher fuel flow rates.
This burner would also take advantage of the airblast atomizer characteristics to
obtain satisfactory spray quality over an estimated eight to one fuel flow range.
Atomization would be achieved through the use of a high velocity air stream to
shear the fuel film into small droplets. This type of atomizer is currently in
use on several AiResearch gas turbines. Cooling to keep the maximum liner skin
temperature levels below operating limits would be accomplished by using conven-
tional film cooling skirts in the primary and dilution zones, and a combination
of impingement cooling and a thermal barrier in the pilot zone.
Fuel system design must also address the possibility of fuel thermal decom-
position in both the manifold and the atomizer due to the high inlet air
temperature to the burner. Operating temperature of these parts would Se
minimized by routing the fuel in the inner of the two concentric passages
leading to the fuel atomizer.. Low temperature air bled from the compressor
discharge for use by the airblast atomizer would be ducted through the outer
concentric passage. The outer surface of the outer concentric passage which is
exposed to the hot air from the solar receiver would be-treated with a thermal
barrier coating similar to that used in the combustor pilot zone.
The system can be designed to operate on a variety of fuels including unleaded
gasoline, jet-type kerosenes, diesel fuels and natural gas. It is currently
planned to design the first units to use JP-4 fuel.
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CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS
Addition of a fossil fuel combustor will significantly increase the flexibility
of, and the opportunities for utilizing the solar Brayton module. For instance I
prior to installing the module on the concentrator, fuel could be used to start
and check out hybrid power conversion module operation without requiring a solar
receiver and the attendant radiant energy soUrce to supply the input thermal
power. Also, when little or no insolation is available such as for night-time
maintenance or for night-time and cloudy day power generation t
 the combustor
would allow the module to be fully operable. Again f
 the combustor could be used
to prevent module shutdown during cloud passage on an otherwise sunny day, or
the combustor could also be used to provide makeup input energy during periods
of low or intermittent insolation to maintain some pre-selected power delivery
rate. For example f
 the combustor could be used to supplement the energy from
insolation and provide rated power. ,
The control and power conditioning concept is shown in Figure L Dashed lines
indicate the additions to the solar only control concept required to describe
the hybrid control concept. The control concept will maintain the turbine inlet
temperature T 
7 
at a constant value and increase or decrease the engine speed N
as the insolation to the receiver increases or decreases respectively. Thw
engine speed will be varied by commanding the control rectifier to change the
electrical load on the engine generator. The desired engine speed is that speed
at which the engine air flow will be heated to a pre-selected value (15000F) at
the outlet of the receiver. For this control concept to function, the 60 Hz
utility grid or bus bar must be prepared to accept all of the electrical power
generated. If it cannot t
 excess power wasting must be accomplished until the
grid load can be increased, or the solar power module deactivated. A concept
for accomplishing this function is presented in the left side of Figure 2.
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In the hybrid control system concept, fossil fuel would be utilized to augment
solar thermal input. Figure 3 shows an approximate representation of how the
engine rotor speed and pertinent temperatures would behave if subjected to a
simplified insulation schedule shown in Figure 3(a). in this case fossil fuel
is used to complement the insolation during certain periods of the day identi-
fied along the aoscissa by the terms "fossil only", "hybrid" and "solar only".
The fuel use logic input picked for illustration is one in which the solar
module would be adjusted to operate continuously at rated output power starting
before sunrise and continuing at rated power until after sunset except when the
insolation exceeds rated intensity. This selected power level at which the
module would be required to operate when using fossil fuel would be established
by setting an adjustable speed reference called N set shown in Figure 3(b). Ns tin turn would be bounded by a small speed tolerance band in the control mods^t
identified by Nhi h and Nlow . When increased insolation would be experiencedduring hybrid operation it would first tend to cause the receiver outlet temper-
ature to increase and this would cause a fuel flow reduction until some previ-
ously established fuel flow would be reached, as at ►► d" in F$.pure 3. The engine
speed would then increase until it reached Nhi h as at "e" which would slut off
the fuel flow. The control would then behave n the same manner as a solar only
control in the region between "f" and "g".
When the engine speed falls to Nlow because of decreasinq insolation, fuel flow
would be resumed as at " h ►► in Figure 3. The control would be designed to avoid a
requirement for the fuel atomizer to operate over an excessively large fuel flow
range by appropriate choice of a minimum fuel flow. The effect of this minimum
fuel flow value is shown on the three curves of Figure 3 by small perturbations
in the regions identified by I'd-e-f", "h", "i", and "k-1". Figure 3(c) shows
that the turbine inlet temperature stays constant throughout the assumed daily
schedule of input thermal power as a result of the complementary action of the
receiver temperature rise and the combustor temperature rise. Through the
action of N set , the engine can be adjusted to operate at rated power as shown in
Figure 3 1 or it can be set at other values higher or lower, depending on the
application requirements and the fuel consumption economics. Choosing N et at
a value corresponding to maximum power level would involve the use of larger
fuel quantities. Setting N s t at a value slightly above self-sustaining would
minimize fuel consumption and still avoid restarts following cloud passage.
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An isometric view of the hybrid MOD-0 engine is presented in Figure 4 which
shows the combustor assembly installed between the receiver outlet and the
turbine inlet. The combustor addition will cause thermodynamic performance to
drop by about 1.3 efficiency points at the engine shaft because of added pres-
sure drop, and a small percentage of bleed flow which bypasses the recuperator
in order to provide fuel line cooling and fuel atomization.
Features or advantages of adding hybrid capability to the Brayton engine concept
are identified as follows:
•
	
	 Retains constant turbine inlet temperature control for good part load
efficiency
•
	
	
Adds option for continuous operation at rated power independent of insola-
tion
•
	
	 Adds option for operation at turbine inlet temperature higher than the
receiver's capability
•	 Provides operation during cloud passage
•	 Adds option for operation at night for power generation or maintenance
Ill
Al
The combustion system and conti;ol concept deocribed will be subjected to anal-
ysis and design in the NASA/JPL contract for the MOD-0 engine.
FIGURE 4. BRAYTON ENGINE GENERATOR AND CAVITY RBCEIVER ASSEMBLY
REFERENCES
1.	 L. D. Six, et. al., Conq2RL Definition Study of Small Brayton Cycle Enginea
for Dip ersed Solar Electric PowerLems, NASA CR 159592, (Januaryy&
1980.)
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THE UNITED STIRLING P40 ENGINE FOR
SOLAR DISH CONCENTRATOR APPLICATION
L.G. Ortegren, Vice President
United Stirling, Inc.
Alexandria, Virginia
L,,::. Sjostedt, D.Sc., Applications Manager
United Stirling (Sweden)
Malmo, Sweden
ABSTRACT
The United Stirling P40 engine is a key component in a
solar concentrator based energgy conversion system, to be dem-
onstrated and tested during .1980-81. This paper reviews the
inherent characteristics of modern Stirling engines and fo-
cuses on the baseline P40 double-acting engine. This four
cylinder engine is the result of extensive component develop-
ment work at United Stirling in Sweden, and is also playing
key roles in other application programs, notably the DOE/
NASA Automotive Stirling Engine program, The ex .:ent of modi-
fications required for the solar application is reviewed and
performance data are predicted. Finally, the potential of an
advanced solar Stirling engine is briefly dealt with.
INTRODUCTION
Stirling engines distinguish themselves from most other
heat engines by utilizing external heat supply to an internal,
closed cycle with gas 	 normally helium or hydrogen -- as the
working medium. The external heat supply concept and the in
herent high thermal efficiency of Stirling engines, facilitating
a smaller and thus less expensive concentrator, make them a
prime candidate for integration into solar thermal electric
power systems.
United Stirling is involved as a contracting partner in the
JPL Dish Stirling Solar Receiver technology demonstration pro-
ject. The objective of that project is to demonstrate, at the
JPL Edwards Test Station, a first generation prototype system
within one year. The United Stirling contribution to this early
demonstration will be to provide a modified version of an exist-
ing prototype double-acting Stirling engine. The focus of this
paper will be on presenting the P40 engine background and ex-
perience,
iii
I
P 40 Stirling engine
Alternator
	 Receiver / burner
Figure 1, The JPL energy conversion module, to
be tested at Edwards.
THE DISH-STIRLING-ALTERNATOR SYSTEM
The concept selected for the Edwards demonstration project
is based on utilizing a JPL test bed parabolic concentrator in
conjunction with an energy conversion system as shown in Fig-
ure 1. A solar receiver and gas combustor unit, to be supplied
by the Fairchild Stratos Division, will provide for heat apply
to the P4O engine in a hybrid mode, allowing the system co be
operated with a constant power output. The P40 engine inter-
faces with a Genera. Electric induction type alternator, hat
will deliver 60 Hz, 230/460 volt output to the grid.
The P40 engine was selected for this project primarily be-
cause it is a readily available and well proven prototype engine
that has a near-term potential for production and that requires
only limited modifications for integration into the JPL system.
The basic needs for modifications comprise:
provision of dry sump lubrication system to allow the
engine to be operated in an inverted position;
d
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-- adaptation of the cooling system to the test site
external facilities;
-- provision of interfaces with concentrator, receiver,
alternator and system controls.
THE BASELINE P40 ENGINE
United Stirling (Sweden) is a research and development
company that was established in 1968 for the sole purpose of
developing Stirling cycle engines, and to realize their poten-
tial as reliable, economical, energy efficient and tnviron-
mentally acceptable means of energy conversion. The corporate
objective is commercial production of Stirling engines.
Early experience at United Stirling included development
of a four cylinder, single-acting, rhombic drive type of engine.
It turned out, however, that this type of engine was too heavy
and complex for most of its intended applications. Subsequently,
basically all efforts at United Stirling has been concentrated
on development of double-acting engines. This category of
Stirling machines have only one piston per cylinder which re-
duces bulk, weight and number of parts without sacrifice in
performance. After a thorough analysis of alternative con-
figurations, a decision was made, four years ago, to concen-
trate the development on a U-configuration engine, employing
parallell cylinders and twin, interconnected crankshafts.
The U-configuration represents several advantages, affecting
the overall cost and serviceability of the engine:
-- two crankshafts, geared to a common output shaft
reduce installation height in a vehicle;
-- parallell cylinders facilitate the machining of
cylinder faces in one horizontal set of operations;
-- the parallell cylinders and their straight-forward
interfaces with the heater head component, makes
inspection and servicing of reciprocating parts easy;
-- a symmetrical arrangement of key components of the
hot part of the engine is facilitated by the paral-
lell cylinders and results in improved fluid dynamic
conditions.
In its baseline form, and with state-of-the-art gas mean
pressure and temperature, the maximum shaft power of the P40
engine is 40 kW at 4000 rpm. The peak point efficiency (mean-
_	 ured is 32%. Both these data refer to hydrogen  as the working)
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Figure 2. Cross-section of United Stirling's
baseline P40 engine.
A cross-section of the baseline, external combustion type
P40 engine is shown in Figure 2.	 In this case, heat is suF-
plied to the closed cycle from continuous combustion of a li-
quid or gaseous fuel via the engine heater head, which is a
tubs-type heat exchanger. Air is being preheated to some
700 C in a metal plate recuperator.
Several conceptual and desig p features give the P40 engine
s potential for a very long time between overhauls. Such unique
features are for instance:
-- inherent low vibration level;
-- absence of a valve gear;
-- insignificant deterioration of lubricant due to low
temperature and separation of combustion products from
the oil.
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P40 engines have been subject to extensive tests for about
three years, by now. Predominantly, these engines have been
used for successive refinement of key components and subsystems
like heater heads, piston rod seals, power controls and low
emission combustors. More than 5,000 engine hours have been
accumulated on the dynamometer so far. Additionally, about
150,000 hours of separate component testing contribute to
making the P40 engine a well proven and reliable prototype that
is now rapidly approaching the point where extensive .Field tests
is the next logical phase.
The P40 engine is playing a key role as a baseline engine in
the DOE/NASA Automotive Stirling Engine (ASE) program. Six P40
engines are hitherto planned for test cell and vehicle evaluation
withinin the ASE program, and an additional twelve P40 engine deri-
vatives will be forth coming in that program. Another current
role of a P40 engine is to form the basis for an underwater pro-
pulsion system using; liquid oxygen combustion of diesel fuel,
PREDICTED PERFORMANCE IN THE DISH SOLAR SYSTEM
Experience from testing baseline P40 engines show an un-
usually good correlation between calculated and measured per-
formance. Eased on that experience, and on recea fer inner wall
temperatures given below, the following engine performance at
1800 rpm is predicted:
Max.	 power, kW
Max.	 efficiency,	 %
700 o 8000C
He H2 He H2
22.5
35
24.5
37
26.0
39
27.0
40
POTENTIAL OF AN ADVANCED SOLAR STIRLING ENGINE;
Although only few modifications are planned for this first
solar power, demonstration, performance is predicted to be al-
ready competive. The solar application, however, introduces
some new operating parameters and system requirements for the P40
operation and time between overhaul, for instance, justifies
further development- work aiming at prolonging the life of cer-
tain components, notably the piston rings and the piston rod
seals. The introduction of a ceramic receiver/beater head --
although not regarded as essential for achieving competive
performance -- has the potential of substantially reducing the
life cycle cost of the engine.
Thus, based on a relatively low-risk development program,
an engine time between major overhauls of 30,000 hours seems
achievable as a result of a modest advancement program.
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JPL'S PARABOLIC DISH TEST SITE*
T. L. Hagen
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
ABSTRACT
A Parabolic Dish Test Site (PDTS) hnis been established at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) California Institute of Technology's Edwards Test Station (ETS)
in the California Mojave Desert to carry out Department of Energy (DOE)
sponsored work in testing solar point focusing concentrator systems and related
hardware. The site was chosen because of its high solar insolation level and
year around clear sky conditions. A description of the Parabolic Dish Test Site
objectives and capabilities is contained herein. Also described are the various
facilities and equipment at the PDTS, and the concentrator experiments being
performed.
INTRODUCTION
irline miles north of Los Angeles,
2300 feet) with an average rainfall
approximately ten acres of the 600
acreage has'been set aside for future
to provide a site for the testing and
The PDTS is located approximately seventy a
in the California high desert (elevation of
of four inches per year. The site occupies
acre Edwards Test Station. Ample adjoining
growth. The primary purpose of the PDTS is
evaluation of:
1. Concentrator-receiver-power conversion systems
2. Concentrators
3. High flux density receivers
4. Thermal transport
5. Power conversion systems
6. Hybrid systems using point focusing solar concentrators and fossil fuels
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this task are threefold. First, the PDTS will be utilized to
support solar thermal development activities, primarily to test and evaluate DOE
developed hardware. Second, acceptance testing of prototype solar thermal power
systems will be accomplished at the PDTS before committing to fullscale production.
Third, test and evaluation of industry developed point-focusing systems will be
accomplished at the PDTS as time and funding permit and feedback will be provided
to industry on the integrity of these systems.
CAPABILITIES
The JPL ETS was selected as a prime location to perform testing and evaluation
of Point-Focusing Distributed Receivers, at the subsystem, and system level, at
temperatures between 600 F and 3,000 F for the following reasons:
* Sponsored by DOE through an agreement with NASA
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1. ETS based personnel have a large amount of experience in working with
high temperature, high pressure fluids, since ETS is JPL's rocket engine
test facility. This experience is directly applicable to thermal power
system(TPS) projects.
2. A high insolation level exists at ETS which is considered one of the
best in the United States,
3. Excellent meteorological conditions exist at ETS 	 thus minimal down
time because of bad weather.
4. Supporting services include: instrumentation and calibration laboratories;
electric, machine, and weld shops with personnel; office space; and a
cafeteria.
5. All required utilities are readily available.
6. Security as well as easy access for visitors is provided at all times.
7. An Emergency Rescue Crew and Vehicle is available to provide emergency
medical treatment at ETS.
SAFETY
Safety is a first order consideration at the PDTS. As testing progressed from
Precursor Concentrator to the Test Bed Concentrator test phase, the safety aspects
for the PDTS became more involved. Initially, fairly simple safety requirements
were needed, but as solar flux densities increased, stricter safety requirements
were required. The key point of the PDTS safet y practices are:
1. Written test procedures are required prior to the start of any testing
activity.
2. Safe operating limits of critical parameters (temperature, pressure, etc.)
are remotely monitored during subsystem and system testing, and displayed
in the Control Room. Upper and Lower limits are predetermined and set into
the Data Logger so that an alarm will alert the operator in the control room.
3. An emergency override procedure is implemented should a safe operating
limit be exceeded or anticipated.
4. Safety glasses (gas welding goggles) and hard hats are required for
operating personnel in the test area during "on sun" operation of
solar concentrators.
5. Operating personnel are not permitted to work closer than two focal
lengths from the concentrator while tracking the sun.
6. The "buddy system" is used by personnel in the test area during
operation of the solar concentrators.
DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
To obtain the required data formatted for efficient analysis, during performance
testing of the subsystem and system tests, a computer automated Data Gathering and
Processing (DGAP) 'system was designed and implemented at the PDTS. DGAP equipment
is required to periodically make parametric measurements, display the data in real
time, r,;onitor and record data on mass storage. The necessity of a computer processor
system is dictated by toe large volume of data to be processed, the need for real-
time analysis of critical parameters, the requirement for graphical representation
and off-line data analysis with higher mathematical functions, and the requirement
for efficient system flexibility to support a wide range of testing. Operational
experience to date has pointed up the value of real—time printout of data as well
as real-time displays of critical parameters.
e
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Tne computerized data ac q'visition syste . fit the PLTS it ► cluoe: a 'Pigita'I Ecauiprica
Corporation POP 11/10 minicomputer with two RKOS aisle drives, one half inch, nine
tract: magnetic tape transport, high-speed multiplexers, A/D converters, three
Acurex autodata nine data loggers, CRT terminals, alphanumeric and graphic video
monitor, and a printer-plotter. The interface between the computer and its
peripherals is provided by RS 232-C serial data lines.
Each of the three data loggers has the capability of accepting up to 1,000 channels
of data. Input cards are provided for type "K" and "T" thermocouples, voltages up
to 120V DC, 4-10 ma and 10-50 ma current transmitters and RTD's. Programr'ing of
the data loggers may be accomplished manually or by the computer, The data loggers
scan up to 24 channels per second with resolution to 0.01 percent of full scale.
Resolution to 0.001 percent is available at reduced scan rates. The high speed
multiplexers and A/D converter can scan low levels (100-5000 full scale) at rates
up to 200 channels or samples per second. A data logger with high common made
rejection is essential because signals being measured are in the millivolt range.
All data is stored on
reduction is performe
Corporation PDP 1134A
used at the PDTS.
WEATHER STATION
one half inch magnetic tape for retrieval. Final data
i at the JPL Pasadena facility using a Digital Equip"rent
computer. AThil
OF
^&,Vena facility also develops the software
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h QUALITY
Insolation ,measurements were begun in October 1077 at ETS, Building E-22, This
facility is approximately 500 feet from the POTS. The following measurements
are being taken and recorded:
1. Direct component of radiation, using two pyrheliometers
2. Total sky radiation, using a pyranometer
3. Wind speed and direction
4. Temperature and ,der; point	 0T(IIAAO T
5. Barometric pressure	 Ul.+' poOR QUALITY
6. Circumsolar telescope data
The pyrheliometers and the pyranometer, Kendall model Mark III and Kendall model
1-lark VII, respectively, were developed by JPL utilizing the absolute radiometer
concept. These instruments have a range of 0 to well over 1000 watts/m2,
The wind speed instrument, model 1022S, was manufactured by Meteorology Research,
Incorporated. This instrument has a range of 0 to 75 MPH.
The wind direction instrument, model 1022D, was manufactured by Meteorology
Research, Incorporated. This instrument has a range of 0 to 5400.
.
The ambient temperature and dew point measuring instruments are each designated as
model 892-1, manufactured by Meteorology Research, Incorporated. These instruments
each have a range of -30 to +50° C. Humidity is derived frog these measure.^rents.
The barometric pressure measuring instrument, model 751, was manufactured by
Meteorology Research, Incorporated. This instrument has a range o f 24.6 to
31.5 in Hg.
The circumsoiar telescope r,;as developed by Lawrence Lerkeley Laboratory to obtain
solar radiation measurements for accurate prediction of performance of solar thermal
systems utilizing focusing collectors. The instrument measures the effects of
atmospheric conditions on the direct and circumsolar com ponents of solar flux.
In operation the -o-ar guider aligns the instrur^,ent platform at the center of the
sun. The telescope body scans back and forth across the image of the sun: and
circumsolar region, to an angle of -3 (the solar diameter is about 32 minutes of arc).
A small aperture located in the image plane restricts the angular view of the
telescope to solar disc. The light passing through this aperture is chopped,
filtered, detected, digitized and written on a magnetic tape as a function of
the angular position.
Weather Station data is taken at 1 minute intervals, 24 hours a day, One month's
worth of data can be acquired on a single reel of magnetic tape. A small
uninterruptible power system is included to prevent data drop-outs during
commercial power outages.
CONCENTRATORS
Concentrators constructed at the PDTS for the Point-Focusing Distributed Receiver
Technology (PFDRT) Project are described briefly below.
Precursor Concentrator
The precursor concentrator consists of,a backing structure simulating a portion of
a parabolic concentrator together with an hour angle declination mount. Six mirror
facets, (24" x 28 11 ) such as used on the Test Bed Concentrator, are mounted on the
structure. The Precursor was used primarily as a tool to measure mirror performance
and to evaluate alignment techniques.
Omnium-G Module
An Omnium-G (Heliodyne Model MTC-25) solar powered electric generating plant, an
early product of industry, was purchased from the Omnium-G Company and installed
at the PDTS. The Omniurr!-G characteristics are as follows:
CONCENTRATOR
	
TRACKER
6 meter diameter (19.7')
18 petals (mirrors)
25.9 square meter useable reflective area
Electro polished aluminum mirror surface;
Trade name is ALZAC, made by ALCOA
Reflectivity is 81-85%
4 meter focal length (13.1')
Test Bed Concentrator (TBC)
2 axes sun tracker
1.9 0 /sec. slew rate (down to up)
at 24 volts
0.45°/sec. slew rate in azimuth
at 24 volts
Two eleven meter parabolic TBCs supplied by E-Systems, Incorporated, Dallas, Texas,
are installed at the PDTS. The mirror facets, based on a JPL development effort,
for these TBC's are made by bonding a second surface mirror to a spherically contoured
block of Foamglas (Pittsburgh Corning Corporation) and coating the substrate with a
protective sealer and painting it white. Supports for the facets are bonded to the
edges. The TBC characteristics are as follows;
NOMINAL 11M DIA REFLECTOR
70 kWth @ 800 W/M 2 INSOLATION
228 FACETS
- 2ND SURFACE SILVERED GLASS
- 24" x 28" NOMINAL SIZE
- 3 REGIONS OF NOMINALLY DIFFERENT RADII OF CURVATURE
520", 620 41 , 6341"
- INITIAL REFLECTIVITY 95`6 MAX
SLOPE ERPOR 1 MR
6.6 11 FOCAL LENGTH
PARABOLOIDAL MOUNTING STRUCTURE'f/d = 0.6
DESIGN WT AT FOCUS = 1100'
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^- AZIMUTH 2,00 0
 /Hr',
- ELEVATION 200' /Hr,
0" DIAMETER C014CEIITRATED BEAM
1 000 W/CM2 peak flux
3,600" K PEAK EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTATION EQUIPMENT
Types of Tests
The test and evaluation phase of systems and subsystems at the PDTS includes, but
is not limited to, the following tests:
TRACKER MECHANICAL CHECKOUT
	
FLUX MAPPER
CONCENTRATOR MECHANICAL CHECKOUT
	
COLD RATER CALORIMETER TESTS
MIRROR SEGMENT ALIGNMENT
	
RECEIVER THERMAL PERFORMANCE
SOLAR TRACKING ERROR
	
SYSTEM PROOF AIID LEAK. TEST
REFLECTIVITY (18 PANELS)
	
POWER CONVERSION PERFORMANCE
MOONLIGHT FOCAL POINT LOCATION
A dish-Stirling solar experiment is being planned on one TBC to test the feasibility
of the advanced receiver and Stirling engine-alternator subsystem designed by
Fairchild Stratos Division of Fairchild Industries, Inc., and United Stirling of
Sweden. Nhen mounted on the TBC the test module will be capable of generating 20
kilowatts of electricity. Testing will begin in early 1981.
Test E u mene
Three different cold water calorimeters have been designed and built by JPL:
1. Coil tabi ng calorimeter
2. Flat plate calorimeter
3. Cavity calorimeter
The calorimeters are used to measure the integrated thermal flux at the concentrator's
focal point. The coil tubing calorimeter used on the precursor concentrator is for
thermal flux loads up to 2Y,14th. The flat plate calorimeter used on the Omniuln-G is
for thermal flux loads up to 251:141th. The Cavity calorimeter which will be used on
the TBC's is for thermal flux loads up thru 95 Kurth
A flux mapper was fabricated for use in characterizing concentrator flux pattern
and intensity. The flux mapper is a three-axis scan syster for measurement of high
radiant flux levels as might be expected near the focal plane of a high concentration
ratio solar concentrator.
The flux mapper has three modes of operation: 1) pin diode relative, 2) cone
radiometer relative, and 3) cone radiometer absolute. In the pin diode relative
mode, a pin diode probe scans through the concentrated sun beam while a reference
diode is pointed at the sun. The two readings are combined to arrive at a
concentration ratio. Similarly, a cone radiometer probe can be used in conjunction
with the reference diode for a concentration ratio. The cone radiometer probe
may also be used alone to measure flux by calibrating the probe with a small
eletrical resistive type heater thich is built into the probe.
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OMNIUM-G CONCENTRATOR TEST RESULTS*
J. D. Patzold
.Tot Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California	 ORIGINAL PACK IS
OF POUR QUALITY
ABSTRACT
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory Solar Thermal Power Systems Project!
Module Developments conducted a performance evaluation on a commercially
available point-focus solar concentrator manufactured by the Omnium-G
Company. Thermal power test results indicate that slightly more than six
kilowatts of thermal energy is available from a system of this config-
uration using a 10 em ,aperture under the conditiono outlined in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Preliminary results of evaluation Nesting conducted to determine the
thermal performance of a HeliodyneTM model I1TC-25e tracker/concentrator
manufactured by the the Omnium-G Company of Anaheim, California are summarized
in. this paper. The concentrator is pant of the OG-7500 module purchased by
VAT 	 ^.... 10788
This system connists of a two-axis, sun-tracking parabolic dish
concentrator six meters in diameter with a four meter focal length. The dish
structure has 15 pie-shaped elementso or petals, surfaced with anodized
aluminum (Alzak R ).
All tests were conducted with petals that were new, clean, and in an "as
received" condition. Sun-tracking was done in the manual override mode, i.e.,
automatic sun-tracking was not employed. More detailed results of these tests
will appear in an external report.
TESTING
The chronological order of the tests performed on the system is shown in
Table 1. These thermal power tests are part of a more extended series.
A concentrator retrofit is indicated in Table 1. Within that time
interval the Omnium-G Company recovered the original "A"-mold petals and
replaced them with "C"-mold petals; only results for the latter are presented
here.
The system checkout testing was conducted to determine an operational
ready-state and to establish remote control capability of the system on the
Parabolic Dish Test Site (PDTS) at the JPL Edwards Test Station.
'The research described in this paper was carried out at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, and was sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Energy through an agreement with NASA.
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Table 1.	 Chronological Order of Significant Tests
Performed on the Omnium-G System
12-21-78 System Checkout 04-12-79 Convertor (Cold)
01-27-79 Reflectivity Tests 04-20-79 Fluxmapper
02-06-79 Alignment 04-23-79 Concentrator Retrofit
02-06-79 Calorimeter thru
02-22-79 Alignment 05-10-79
02-27-79 Calorimeter 05-15-79 Alignment
03-12-79 Moonlight Focal. Plane Evaluation 05­25-79 Fluxmapper
Plane Evaluation 06-06-79 Calorimeter
03-1:3-79 "Step Testing" Memo 06
-22-79 Convertor (Cold)
08-20-79 Convertor (Hot)
The concentrator is positioned in the azimuth and elevation axes by a null-
seeking sun-tracker system consisting of a sun-sensor photocell box and tracker
electronics module. The sun-sensor photocell determines the error and the
tracker electronics module controls the tracker DC drive motors. The diagram
shown in Figure 1 illustrates the concentrator with the convertor (receiver)
mounted at the fecal point. A hemispherical reflectivity test series was
performed before the first set of concentrator petals was installed. In this
test a light source was used to illuminate a Small area of a concentrator
petal and the refler..ted light intensity was measured. Twenty-two concentrator
petals were measured at nine locations and the average reflectivity was
eighty-four percent.
The concentrates petals were aligned at night to assure that all reflected
images were superimposed at the focal plane. Three different alignment methods
were used. Figure 2 illustrates the method used for the "C"-type petal con-
centrator installation. After positioning the concentrator toward the light
source, an observer views the reflecting surface through the wire hoop
eyepiece. Technicians then adjusted each individual petal manually until full
illumination of the reflective surface was observed. The manufacturer sel-
ected the mirror elements for installation prior to delivery, and no further
provision was made to refocus the petals after delivery to the test. site.
Boresighting, the final alignment operation, requires the manual
repositioning of the sun-sensor photocell box relative to the concentrator
support structure. Repositioning assures that the aggregate group of solar
images is centered on the receiver aperture. This operation, or its
verification, must take place following each changeout of an experiment to
compensate for mass changes at the focal-point end of the support structure.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODS
The thermal performance output of the concentrator was determined by three
different tests. The flat-plate cold-water calorimeter, the fluxmapper, and
the Omnium-G receiver were the devices used in testing. The flat-plate calori-
meter and the fluxmapper yield data as a function of aperture diameter. There
was special interest in the results of the 10 cm (4 inch) dimension because it
was the cavity entrance diameter for the receiver supplied by Omnium-G.
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Figure I. Omnium-G Heliodyne tracking
	
Figure 2 Nighttime alignment
concentrator/collector	 technique
The flat-plate calorimeter was fabricated from two 36 cm by 36 cm square
copper plates. The plates were furnace-brazed together after cooling water
passages were machined into one of them. These parallel passages were
connected to inlet and outlet passages forming manifolds. The calorimeter was
designed to permit a low water temperature rise and a hot-side surface
temperature of less than 3800. The front surface of the calorimeter was
painted with 3M Velvet Black spray paint providing a 0.97 solar absorptivity.
The water temperature rise across the calorimeter- was controlled in the
range 30C to 60C by adjusting flow rate. If the temperature rise is too
low there will be a high degree of uncertainty in the measurement results and
if the temperature rise is too high it will cause an excessive calorimeter
operating temperature.
The calorimeter water flow rate was measured using a turbine- type flow
meter. The absolute inlet temperature of the feed water was measured with a
thermocouple probe near the flow meter. The rise in water temperature was
measured with thermocouples arranged in series (a thermopile) so that a larger
output voltage for the small temperature difference could be measured.
Nominal water flow rate was 38 liter/mina
The calorimeter was mounted approximately 10 cm behind the focal plane
location supplied by the Omnium-G Company. Separate aperture plates (with
various size apertures) were mounted at the focal plane. These plates were
fabricated from 1.9 cm-thick sheets of transite (asbestos), and had a lifetime
of about two hours, sufficient to acquire test information. Aperture size
(diameter) was varied in the range of approximately 8 to 18 cm.
Initial calorimetric data indicated that a problem existed in the original
concentrator petals. As a result of this data, the concentrator system was
realigned so that thermal performance could be improved. Some improvement was
noted but further information was required to evaluate the optical image near
the focal plane.
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6Visual evaluation of focal length and focusing quality of each concen-
trator metal was accomplished by using the !soon as a light source and viewing
the reflected lunar image on a moveable target located at, and near, the focal
plane. Representatives of Omnium-G Company were present for these tests a.ad
they determined that the concentrator petals were not properly focused indi-
viduall y or collectivel y . The recommendation of the manufacturer was to
terminate the evaluation on the original "A" type petals and replace them with
the "C" type. After the concentrator petals were replaced, the final alignment
was performed by
 Omnium-G personnel.
The flu;rmanper wa g then installed and the first thermal performance data
obtained for the "C"-type concentrator assembly. The fluxmapper is a device
that utilizes a water cooled probe that moves in an X-Y plane perpendicular to
the focal axis, or Z-axis. Motion on the 7.-axis, ahead and behind of the focal
plane, facilitates a three-dimensional mapping of the vicinity of the focal
plane. (See paper by W. Owen in these Proceedings.) Figure 3 illustrates the
mounting of the open ring support structure and electronics package.
Figure 3. Fluxmapper mounted at the nominal focal plane
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All controls for the fluxmapper 'were programmed into a microprocessor that
was also used to gather, store, and process the data acquired by the probe.
Output from the processor was displayed on an X-X plotter or line printer for
real-time evaluation of concentrator focal plane shape, and flux intensity.
The third device used to determine thermal performance of the concentrator
was the convertor (receiver) manufactured by the Omnium-G Company„, This
receiver, an early design, incorporated a 10 cm diameter aperture and a steam
coil buried in an aluminum block. Originally this aluminum was to have been
heated to a molten state, but present design limits the aluminum mass
temperature to 638 0C (11800F).
The receiver was tested at two temperature levels: 930C (2000F), called
a "cold” test, and at 2040C (4000F), called a "hot" test. In the first test
series facility tap water was used and no steam was produced. The second series
utilizes: the arrangement shown in Figure 4; sufficient back pressure was
applied to maintain a saturated water condition at the receiver exit. Steam
formed across the expansion valve was condensed and returned to the feed-
water reservoir. During this test, the receiver outlet water temperature was
maintained for an hour to allow the receiver to achieve thermal equilibrium.
TESTING CONDITIONS
The flatplate calorimeter data and the .fluxmapper data were obtained with
new; clean petals. Some of the receiver data were obtained with petals that
were dirty. In all cases, a manual override tracking mode was employed to
assure a continuous on-sun condition, and automatic tracking was not utilized
because of occasional tracker drift.
Data was recovered continuously for each test run but only data taken at
insolation levels greater than 800 W/M2 was analyzed. All data was norm-
alized to a solar insolation value of 1000 W/M 2 . Solar insolation data was
acquired by using three Kendell Mark III, and one Eppley, Pyroheliometers.
Wind speed and direction also were recorded.
Omnium-G personnel were invited and encouraged to observe all tests at the
PDTS. In addition, JPL furnished the Omnium-G Company with various test data
and other results.
THERMAL PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS
A typical flux contour plot obtained for the "C"-type petals is shown in
Figure 5. Superimposed is a hypothetical aperture diameter of 10 cm (4
inches). The peak flux near the center of 700 W/in 2 corresponds approx-
imately to 110 W/cm2 . Fluxmapper data corresponding to.various aperture
sizes as well as flatplate, coldwater calorimeter data is shown in Figure 6.
Flatplate and coldwater calorimeter data had an uncertainty of +400 watts,
which is indicated by bound-bars in Figure 6. Agreement between fluxmapper
data and calorimetric data is excellent.
F;
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Figure 4. Receiver Thermal Performance
	 Figure 5. Typical flux map at
Test Schematic Diagram	 the focal plane
"Cold" and "hot" receiver test data are shown in Figure 7 relative to the
previous data, which is represented in Figure 7 by the cross-hatched region.
Of course, the receiver test results apply only for a 10 cm aperture. The
cold receiver test data agrees well with the previous data.
For the cold receiver tests, the receiver outlet temperature was maintained
at less than 93 0C (2000F) to prevent two-phase flow. A comparison series
of tests was performed during the cold water receiver series to determine the
effect of dirt and dust accumulation on the concentrator. A 16% improvement
in thermal performance was obtained following a mirror cleaning operation
recommended by Omnium-G.
The data plotted for the hot receiver test series was obtained while the
petals were dirty, but assuming the same 16% improvement; could be achieved,
thermal performance very close to the calorimetric, fluxmapper, and cold con-
vertor data might be expected. However, the difference in the cold and hot
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receiver data (Figure 7, dirty petals) cannot be explained solely on the basis
of differences in thermal reradiation.
Uncertainty in data, including the statistical variation of calorimetric
data of +400 watts (approximately 6% of the energy through a 10 cm diameter
aperture'T,
 has been estimated. Thermal reradation received by the flatplate
calorimeter from the heated aperture plates was estimated to be about 420
watts for an aperture plate temperature of 325 0C. This effect, now being
investigated experimentally, is expected to decrease with increasing aperture
size. Estimates of thermal losses from forced convection )
 due to winds of the
magnitude seen during test data acquisition ( 20 mph), indicate about 1 to 2%
wind effect.
CONCLUSIONS
Thermal power test results on an Omnium-G tracking concentrator, purchased
by JPL in the fall of 1978, have been presented. This includes coldwater
calorimeter and fluxmapper data, and some preliminary data using the early
Omnium-G receiver design. The measured thermal power was in the range 6 to 7
thermal kilowatts for new, clean petals, and a 10 cm aperture. Design changes
to increase the receiver aperture diameter to 20 cm have been completed by the
Omnium-G Company in accordance with their continuing development program. A
new receiver design has been delivered to JPL and plans are to test it by the
summer of 1980.
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THE JPL FLUX MAPPER*
W. A. Owen
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
The JPL Flux Mapper is a device that can map the intensity distribution, in
three dimensions of concentrated solar energy at the focus of a concentrator.
Intensities to 10,000 solar constants can be measured. Constructed to assist
in concentrator and receiver development, it consists of a radiometer which is
moved through the concentrated sunlight in a series of planes perpendicular to
the optical axis by means of a mechanical rastering device. Various
radiometer probes can be utilized depending on the time and accuracy
requirements of the program. Energy levels are recorded as a function of
location. Reduction of this data can be in various formats, e.g., contour
maps, digital arrays, isometric visualizations and other displays as the user
requires.
THE FLUX MAPPER
Purpose
While optical theory is quite exact, real optical systems have many
non-idealities that make their precise performance difficult to predict. This
proves to be particularly evident where very large solar energy collection
systems are designed to be produced at low cost. To help overcome this
difficulty, JPL has designed and built a Flux Mapper to gather empirical data
about the concentrated energy at the focal zone of a solar concentrator. This
data is essential to understanding optimum solar receiver design, helps
characterize solar concentrators, provides a means for comparing analysis with
actual hardware, and provides a tool for comparing various systems in the
field.
System
The principal components of the Flux Mapper system (Figure 1) are a radiometer
probe, a mechanical locating device, a data and control processor, and a data
acquisition system.
Probes
Two radiometer probes are currently in use at JPL. The high speed probe
(.Figure 2) consists of a highly reflective, water cooled body and heat
shield. A 0.006 inch diameter aperture limits the amount of energy falling on
the PIN diode detector whose voltage output provides a signal proportional to
the incoming energy. This system has an extremely short time constant
*The research described in this paper was carried out at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, and was sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy through an agreement with NASA.
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(nanoseconds) and when carefully calibrated can provide data with about * 10
accuracy. The second probe (Figure 3) is a Kendall absolute cavity
radiometer. This probe is a ruggedized version of the absolute standard
laboratory instrument. Where the longer time constant of 4 to 6 seconds can
be tolerated, this instrument can provide accuracies of less than + 2%.
Mechanism
The traversing «,echanism (Figure 4) consists of a mounting .frame from which
the probe mounting carriage travels in an x-y plane. This carriage contains a
stepping motor which allows the probe to be indexed in the z direction.
Normal scanning sequence is horizontally (x) from the lower left corner,
stepping upward (y) at the end of each line until an entire x-y plane is
measured. The probe then moves to a new plane (z) and the x-y process is
repeated. 'canning rates are variable but a typical 1250 data point plane
takes about 90 seconds to scan.
Data Acquisition
Data is acquired simultaneously in both a hard copy "quick look" mode and on
magnetic tape. For "quick look" needs, an x-y-y plotter is utilized giving an
intensity trace as a function of position with system parameters displayed or
printed from the CRT. This same data can also be stored on magnetic tape for
later computer reduction.
Data Reduction
Data display can be either full digital, semi-reduced digital (Figure 5) for
rapid utilization or in a variety of graphical displays such as contour plots
of each plane (Figure 6) or isometric displays for visual examination
(Figure 7).
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GUSTING THE OMNIUM-G SYSTEM 7500
H. R. Fortgang
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91102
Abstract
A complete Omnium-G Systc;m 7500 was cost analyzed for annual production
quantities ranging from ?`i to 100,000 units per year. Parts and components
were subjected to in-depth scrutiny to determine optimum manufacturing
processes, coupled with make or buy decisions on materials and small parts.
When production quantities increase -- both labor and material costs reduce
substantially. A redesign of the system that was analyzed could result in
lower costs when annual production runs approach 100,000 units/year.
Objective/Purpose
The principal objective of this study was to determine the production cost of
the complete Omnium-G System 7500 solar collector for various annual
production volumes of 25, 100, 25,000 and 100,000. The purpose of this study
by JPL was to establish a "baseline" to which other designs of point focusing
distributed receiver components, subsystems and systems could be compared for
cost and performance.
Introduction
The Omnium-G System 7500 Parabolic Concentrator (Figure I) is a parabolic
dish, six meters in diameter, composed of 18 reflector petal segments. This
assembly is articulated in both elevation and azimuth, thus enabling it to
track the sun from horizon to horizon. The reflector segments are fabricated
from electrochemically polished (Alzak) aluminum which is bonded to a
polyurethane substrate.
The concentrator focuses the rays of the sun onto a receiver that is 3.9
meters in front of the mirror center, This receiver acts as a heat exchanger,
boiling water which is contained in a helical tube and thereby producing
steam. The steam in turn powers a steam engine which turns a generator
producing electricy.
This study estimated the cost of direct labor and material which results in a
cost number. No attempt was made to estimate the selling price of the system
or its components.
No capital equipment costs were considered. A figure of $10.00/hr was applied
for direct labor.
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Methodology
Each part, component, assembly (major and minor) and the final assembly was
examined and evaluated as to its material cost and method of manufacture based
on the particular annual production volume under review.
The evaluation was performed primarily by carefully examining actual parts and
the manufacturing procedures as performed at the Omnium-G facilities in
Anaheim, California. The original evaluation was based on a production rate
of less than fifty (50) units during the calendar year 1979.
For very low production volumes of 25 to 100 units per year the manufacturing
costs of this Omnium-G 7500 System are extremely labor intensive and
expensive. At the higher annual production) volumes, the labor content is
reduced with an increase in capital equipment.
The JPL cost analysis of the Omnium-G 7500 System required the preparation of
the following:
a. Engineering parts lists
b. Detail drawings
c. Raw material costs
	
ORIGINAL PAGEd.	 Part manufacturing process
e. Labor hours to produce each part estimate 	 OF POOR QUALITY
f. Assembly labor hours estimate
It was assumed that for small production runs of 25 to 100 units per year,
most of the items would be purchased and assembled in an in-house facility.
However, it is important to note that the steam engine is presently being made
by Omnium-G in their own facility.
When production increases to 25,000/year, it was assumed that a make or buy
decision would be made to obtain the lowest cost based on a tradeoff of
capital investment versus direct labor cost. Again the assembly would be
in-house. At this production level, a complete system must be produced every
four (4) minutes with a single shift of 5 hours/day.
As production increases to 100,000/year, it was assumed that most-items would
be made in-house with an investment in the necessary tooling and capital
equipment. Assembly would be in-house and would require a complete system
every minute based on an eight hour wor;ing day..
Results
The cost estimates for the complete Omnium-G System 7500 are shown in Table
1. The table has complete costs for labor and material for each of the four
annual production volumes studied. Figure 2 is a bar chart that graphically
illustrates the System 7500 reduction in cost as the production volume
increases.
As quantity production increases, both labor and material show significant
cost reductions.
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The Omnium-G System 7500 that JPL evaluated was an existing design. No
attempt was made to modify the design with an eye to reducing cost, however,
significant cost reductions could possibly be obtained if the system were
redesigned to take advantage of high volume manufacturing techniques.
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TBC COSTING
H. L. Kaminski, P. B.
Pioneer Engineering & Manu facturing Co.
Warren, Michigan
ABSTRACT
The primary task under this contract is to determine the cost of producing
and installing a Parabolic Dish Concentrator in annual production volumes of
10,000, 50,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000 units. Each individual part will be
evaluated for material cost, the type and number of operations required to work
the raw material into the finished part. Each operation will be costed for
Labor, burden, tooling, gaging, machinery and equipment. Facilities require-
ments will be estimated for each production volume. Suggestions will be made
for design and material alterations that could result in cost reduction.
MANUFACTURING COST ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The cost estimating methodology consists of two primary phases, the "Cost
Procedure" and the "Fabrication Analysis", each of which is explained below.
Cost Procedure
This is the technique for handling the numbers in the estimating process.
The flow of pertinent cost factors is illustrated in Fig. 1. The management
of these factors is greatly assisted by an "Estimating Operation Sheet".
Estimating Operation Sheet
The vehicle for tabulating and processing the cost of each component is the
"Operation Estimating Sheet" (Fig. 'L). Each element of the cost data is
shown on this sheet.
Operation Description
The first column is used to define the specific work to be done on each
component, operation by operation.
Type of Equipment
Here a general listing is made of the type of machine used to perform the work.
M/P
The third column heading is an abbreviation for "Manpower" meaning the number
of men required to perform the operation..
PCS/HR
M IN/PC
Here is listed the estimated work standard for the operation performed, the
floor to floor time factored by productivity. The pieces per hour is a function
of the standard time.
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COST ANALYSIS FLOW
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Labor Cost
Labor Rates
Labor Rate, here in dollars per minute, is the wage paid to the operator for
the skill classification and equipment represented. The Labor Cost is a
product of minutes per piece and the labor rate.
OCC. HRS.
This is an abbreviation for "Occupied Hours". This represents the time during
which a given piece of equipment is occupied to perform its function on the
component under consideration. This may include the time during which the
machine is being loaded and unloaded and is not itself working.
Burden Rate-V
This represents Variable Burden Rate and is given in dollars per hour for a
specific operation and a specific machine. It represents the hourly cost of
all expense directly associated with the production of the component being
considered. If one unit of production is withdrawn this cost is eliminated
for that unit. It is given in dollars per hour.
Burden Rate-M
This represents Manufacturing Burden Rate. It includes the variable rate plus
indirect labor, indirect material, capital amortization, taxes, insurance and
other fixed costs. It is given in dollars per hour.
Variable Cost
This is a product of the "Variable Burden Rate" and the "Occupied Hours".
Manufacturing Cost
This is a product of "Manufacturing Burden Rate" and "Occupied Hours".
Die Model
This is the estimated cost of models required for the production of forming
dies.
Tooling Cost
This is the cost of tools required to perform the operation using the selected
equipment.
Cost Per Lb.
This number is obtained from the material source; when volume justifies,
directly from a mill.
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Total Variable Labor & Burden,/Mfg Labor & Burden
Each of those is the sum of these costs as they appear in the column above.
Materi al
This number is transferred from the left side of the sheet.
Scrap
This factor represents the scrap to be expected from the operations listed
above, based on the material, the equipment, and the tolerances required.
Set-Up
This represents the cost per unit of product to set up the above listed equip-
ment to perform the function for which it was installed.
Other
This is a catch-all line to be used for special costs not ificluded in other
areas.
Mark-Up
This line is used to include profit when the objective is to obtain a cost
including this factor. This factor will vary with the industry and the
product being evaluated.
Total Variable Cost
This is the sum of Variable Costs listed in the column above, including
Material, Scrap. It does not include Set-Up, Other and Mark-up.
Total Transfer Cost
This is the sum of Manufacturing Costs listed in the column above, plus
Material, Scrap, Set-Up, Other and Mark-Up.
Vol.
This is actually "Volume" and used to show the annual production for which
the cost estimate is being produced.
"Key", "Non-Key", "UPC"
These items represent part identification characteristics peculiar to the
automotive industry and are used only when such estimates are made.
Fabrication Analysis
The application of cost factors as illustrated in "Cost Procedure above is
l
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essential in the derivation of product cost. However, the basis for product
cost is the analysis of the part to be produced and the decision of how it
will be produced; the kind and size of machinery, tooling and material handling
equipment.
In the case of the Test Bed Concentrator, every piece in each of the 23 con-
centrator sub-assemblies must be analyzed for its production systerr for each
of the four volumes under consideration. In all, some 12,864 items must be
costed. For the purpose of this discussion we will illustrate one element of
these sub-assemblies, the clevis (Fig. 3) used to join the parabolic dish to
the alidade. There are two such clevises, one on each side of the dish at the
90 1 and 270 1 positions.
As shown in the sketch the clevis is a welded assembly of four parts, having a
total weight of 141 pounds. It is part of a major sub-assembly consisting of
39 different parts. To produce this major sub-assembly it is necessary to
divide it into minor sub-assemblies for the Foake of handling and accessibility.
The clevis is one such sub-assembly.
In low volumes the elements of the clevis are manually loaded into a fixture
and hand welded. In high volume, the parts are manually loaded into a fixture
and automatically welded. The fixture could be on a continuous line with auto-
matic clamping. Automatic loading and unloading could be accomplished by
evaluating the cost effectiveness of the design.
Each operation required to produce the clevis, by component part, is listed on
the Estimating Operation Sheet, after which the cost procedure is used.
COST REDUCTION ANALYSIS
As an element of the costing contract, Pioneer is to make suggestions for the
cost reduction of the production of the TBC. An illustration of such an idea
can be made of the clevis (Fig. 4).
As a weldment of the clevis would require twelve distinct operations from raw
stock to completed sub-assembly.
As a casting the clevis could be completed in as little as three operations,
with its attendant reduction in manpower and equipment costa
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COST ESTIMATING BRAYTON AND STIRLING ENGINES
H. R. Fortgang
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
4600 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91103
Abstract
Brayton and Stirling engines were analyzed for cost and selling price for
production quantities ranging from 1000 to 400,000 units per year. Parts and
components were subjected to indepth scrutiny to determine optimum
manufacturing processes coupled with make or buy decisions on materials and
small parts. Tooling and capital equipment costs were estimated for each
detail and/or assembly. For low annual production volumes, the Brayton engine
appears to have a lower cost and selling price than the Stirling engine. As
annual production quantities increase, the Stirling becomes a lower cost
engine than the Brayton. Both engines could benefit -- cost wise -- if
changes were made in materials, design and manufacturing process as annual
production quantities increase.
Objective/Purpose
The principal objective of this study by JPL was to determine production costs
and selling prices for both Brayton and Stirling engines to be used in solar
energy applications for annual production volumes of 1,000, 25,000, 100,000,
and 400,000. The purpose of the stud y was 'to use the generated numbers to
compare the relative cost and selling price of different engines when they are
used in solar power conversion units.
Introduction
The engines evaluated in this study were the following:
Brayton Engine - As designed by AResearch Manufacturing Company of
California. The engine was updated to 20 KW from a basic subatmospheric
design of 10 KW.
Stirling Engine - As designed by United Stirling (USS) of Malmo, Sweden. The
engine was a P-40 design modified for solar energy application and was rated
at 30 KW.
This study estimated the cost of direct labor and material which results in a
cost number. A figure of $10.00/hr. was applied for direct labor. Estimates
were made of the tooling, capital equipment and factory area required to
assist in determining the selling price of the engines.
The engines evaluated by JPL were existing designs. No attempt was made to
modify the design with an eye to reducing the cost.
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Each of the companies involved - both
indicated that modifications could be
the estimated costs.
AiResearch and United Stirling have
made to their engine designs to reduce
Methodology
Each engine part, component, assembly (major and minor), and its final
assembly was examined and evaluated as to the cost of its material and method
of manufacture based on the particular annual production volume under review.
When estimating the costs of engines produced at the rate of 1000/year, it was
assumed that most of the items would be purchased from small shops and
assembled in an in-house facility.
When the production run increases to 25,000/year, it was assumed that a make
or buy decision would be made to obtain the lowest cost based on a tradeoff of
capital investment versus labor cost. Again, the assembly would be performed
in-house. It should be noted that a.production of 25,000 engines per year
requires an engine every four (4) minutes with an eight (8) hour working day.
As the production increases to 100,000 units/year, it was assumed that most
items would be made in-house with the necessary investment in tooling and
capital equipment. Assembly would be in-house and would require an engine
every minute based on an eight hour working day. With production at 400,000
units per year, multiple and duplicate facilities would be required and they
would have to operate two eight (8) hour working shifts per day.
The evaluation was performed by examining either detailed drawings or actual
parts and in some cases both drawings and parts were available for
examination. The study evaluated the costs of direct labor and direct
material only. Costs were determined for annual production volumes of 1000,
25,000, 100,000 and 400,000.
For low production volumes of 1000 and 25,000 units/year the engine
manufacturing costs are considered to be 'abor in t ensive, whereas the
manufacture of engines at higher production volumes would be capital intensive
which can result in lower unit costs for materials and labor.
Estimates were also made for the probable cost of both the tooling, the
capital equipment and the factory area that would be required for each of the
production volumes under consideration.
Selling prices were determined by using a modified "Interim Price Estimation
Guidelines" (IPEG) which was developed by JPL for use in the LSA progr :=m. The
modified IPEG provides for indirect labor and material, factory area,
amortization of tooling and capital equipment, financing, taxes, inflation,
profit, etc.
Restrictions
In order for JPL to obtain detailed information (drawings, specifications,
etc.), from which cost estimates of engines could be made, manufacturers of
Brayton and Stirling engines were contacted and requested to supply the
154
required information. The manufacturers agreed to supply the nettessary
information provided JPL would execute an Agreement of Confidentiality and/or
a Secrecy Agreement that would preserve the proprietary rights of the
companies involved.
The result of these agreements means that JPL cannot publish detailed cost
information on parts, components or assemblies. The only information that can
be published are the final estimates of cost numbers for a complete engine.
Representatives from both United Stirling (USS) and A3Research Manufacturing
Company of California have reviewed and concurred with the JPL approach to the
manufacturing process selected for each component, etc. Additionally, these
representatives reviewed the costing analysis and the cost numbers generated
by JPL for material, direct labor, tooling and capital equipment.
Results
The cost estimate for the engines in an annual production of 100,000 is shown
in Table 1. A chart showing the cost reductions obtained wih increases in
annual production volumes is illustrated in Figure 1. A chart showing the
selling price of the engines at various annual production quantities is
illustrated in Figure 2.
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SESSION VI
PARABOLIC DISH APPLICATIONS
N80 2478.2
THE DISH-RANKINE SCSTPE PROGRAM
(Engineering Experiment No. 1)
by
R. L. Pons and C. E. Grigsby
Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation (FACC)
Aeronutronic Division
Newport Beach, CA 92663
ABSTRACT
Paper summarizes the activities planned for Phase II of the Small
Community Solar Thermal Power Experiment (SCSTPE) program. A Dish-
Rankine Point Focusing Distributed Receiver (PFDR) solar thermal elec-
tric system will be designed and developed and a single power module
tested at the JPL Solar Thermal Test Facility, Edwards ATB, California.
Major design efforts will include: development of an advanced concept
indirect-heated receiver; development of hardware and software for a
totally unmanned power plant control system; implementation of a hybrid
digital simulator which will validate plant operation prior to field
testing; and the acquisition of an efficient organic Rankine cycle. (ORC)
power conversion unit (PCU). Preliminary performance analyses indicate
that a mass-produced Dash-Rankine PFDR system is potentially capable of
producing electricity at a levelized busbar energy cost of 60 to 70 mills
per KWh and with a capital cost of about $1300 per TW.
INTRODUCTION
FACC will be the Systems Contractor for Phase II of the SCSTPE pro-
gram, under contract to JPL. The Phase III effort, as currently
envisioned, will consist of the fabrics l•fi on, installation and test of
multiple powe?7 modules comprising a complete power plant -- in the range
of 1/4 to 1 MWe - at a site to be selected by DOE.
The phase T studies ;tarried out by FACC considered PFDR solar thermal
electric syatems employ;ng Stirling, Brayton and Rankine cycle engines.
Given the benefits of mass production, all of these concepts were shown
potentially capable of producing electricity at a cost competitive with
the energy cost projected for fossil- and nuclear-fueled plants in the
near future. The Dish/Rankine PFDR concept was chosen for the Phase IT
SCSTPE program primarily because it offered the best performance for the
lowest program risk. In general., Rankine cycle engines represent a
well-developeda technology and should prove to be very reliable equipment.
At the module power levels of interest (-20 We) to the SCSTPE program,
however, there is a lack of data on representative hardware, and an
experimental, program is necessary to obtain operating experience and
provide a valid data base for accurate projections of performance,
reliability and (maintenance) cost of the ultimate commercial systems.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS AND PLANS
The overall milestone schedule for the SCSTPB program is shown in
Figure 1, The major constraint is the customer requirement to hive the
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FIG, 1. OVERALL MILESTONE SCI!EDULE FOR SCSTPE PROGRAM
plant "on-line" by mid-FY83, The critical path for Phase II i,s acquisi-
tion of the organic Rankine PCU during month 15 for integration with
the FACC receiver and subsequent installation inti th y; power ,todule at
the JPL Solar Thermal. Test Facility. This schedule assumes a 12-month
development cycle for the organic Rankine PCU.
The Preliminary Design Review will be held after 4 months; the Sys-
tems Design Review after 12 months, and completion of the Phase 11 pro-
gram after 23 months. In addition to program schedule and cast con-
siderations, subsystem and component selection will be based on economics
of a commercial, mass-produced PFDR system (circa 1990) designed for
1 We rated power without storage. The remote (unmanned) plant will
interconnect with a utility grid network. The Barstow, California,
site will be employed for preliminary design computation, Subsequent
analyses will use the Phase III site currently under source selection.
Effort during design of t'he major subsystems will address the follow-
ing key issues:
Concentrator - The General Electric prototype 12-meter Low Cost
Concentrator (LCC) will be provided by JPL as the baseline. The
JPL/E-System Test Iced Concentrator (TBC) will remain as backup for the
System Verification Tests at the JPL Solar-Thermal. Test Facility.
1.60	 OF 1'0
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Power Conversion Unit - A detailed presentation of this subsystem
has been given previously by Mr. dada. Among the key issues to be
addressed are the rather tight development schedule discussed previously
and the lack of operating experience on toluene at the desired operating
temperature range of 700-800°F. The baseline. PCU will be hermetically
sealed to avoid leakage, oxide contamination, etc. A parallel steam
Rankine engine system is under consideration as program backup.
Receiver - Detaila of this subsystem were given previously by
Mr, Osborn. Key issues relate to the selection of an acceptable second-
ary working fluid within the relatively short time available prior to
the scheduled decision date at PDR. The direct-heated receiver concepts
currently under development as a part of the JPL PFDR program remain as
backups.
Plant Control FACC will design the plant control subsystem for
remote, unmanned operation. The detailed design of the hardware and
software for complete control of a multi-module plant; is a major task
of the Phase 11 program. A complete hardware-in-loop system simulator
will be constructed so that complete dynamic simulation of plant opera-
tion can be achieved; varying solar insolation, start-up, shut--down,
transient cloud cover, forced outages and the like will be simulated
and bhoroughl,y examined. An additional bene i.t e£ this simulator is its
applicability to other PFDR systems, regardless of the type of engine
employed,
Energy Transport - The Energy Transport subsystem is a conventional.
DC electrical. network. The program decision to go DC is based on exten-
sive studies which show no significant difference in system efficiency
between the AC or DC design, whereas the DC network permits an easier
interface Cone point) with the utility grid, and, if storage were
desired, permits a more efficient interface with batteries since the
DC-DC interconnection does not require additional conversions.
BASELINE SYSTEM
The baseline system for SCSTPE has been established consisting of the
collector subsystem, the energy transport subsystem and a central plant
control subsystem. Details of these subsystems are given in the follow-
ing paragraphs.
Collector Subsystem
The collector subsystem consists of multiple power modules. Each
power module contains a 2-axis tracking parabolic dish concentrator, a
cavity receiver and an ORC Power Conversion Unit (ORC engine and elec-
trical generator). The control rectifier is also part of the PCU, but
is mounted at ground level near the base of the dish concentrator. Fig-
ure 2 shows the prototype power module which uses the 12-meter General
Electric Co. Low Cost Concentrator (LCC) currently under development as
a part of the JPL PFDR program. The LCC is a lightweight, advanced
design unit which employs injection-molded plastic dish segments,
161
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integral reflector surface, front structural bracing and a wheel/track
type of azimuth/elevation mount with the unique capability to achieve
an inverted stow position in order to reduce survival wind loads and
provide easy access to the power conversion assembly and the reflecting
surface. The prototype LCC will use an aluminized plastic reflecting
surface; later designs may use silvered glass mirror elements with
substantially higher reflectivity and longer life. Sun tracking is
accomplished by a combination open loop/closed loop system. A more
detailed discussion of the LCC has been given by Mr. Zimmerman of the
General Electric Company,
A cutaway view of the power conversion assembly consisting of the
receiver, ORC engine, alternator and plumbing is shown in Figure 3.
Complete weight of the assembly is 490 'Kg (1078 lb); it is 2.60m
(8.52 ft) long and fits within a 1-meter-diameter circle. The receiver*
is an indirect-heated design based on the pool-boiling or thormosyphon
concept thoroughly studied by FACC during the Phase I program. It is
essentially a double-walled cylindrical. container with a secondary
fluid boiling in the annulus. (The Leading candidates for the secondary
fluid are sulphur mixed with 10-15 percent iodine and a terphenyl
organic compound.) The cylindrical container is connected by a short
pipe to a heat exchanger which contains the circulating toluene. The
vaporized secondary Fluid is transported up the pipe b, natural convec=
Lion, condenses on the toluene heat exchanger surfaces and returns to
the boiler by gravity.
The PCU has not been selected although preliminary designs have been
submitted by a number of firms including Sundstrand, Barber-Nichols,
Garrett/AiResearch, Thermo-Electron and General Electric. Both
Sundstrand and Barber-Nichols have had contracts from FACC to provide
high-performance ORC engine designs. The Barber-Nichols design (Fig-
ure 3) has an electrical, output of about 16 KWe at rated power conditions.
FIG. 2. POWER MODULE INCORPORATING
LOW COST CONCENTRATOR AND
ORC POWER CONVERSION ASSEMBLY
*Patent Applied or
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FIG. 3. ORC POWER CONVERSION ASSEMBLY
An air-cooled condenser is packaged concentrically about its turbine/
alternator/regenerator components as shown in Figure 3. Toluene opera-
ting supercritically is the working fluid with a maximum temperature of
427°C (800°T). Consideration has been given to the effect of the 427%
maximum Qperating temperature on the long-term stability ol toluene.
Estimates have been made which indicate that the working fluid will
have to be changed only about every 30,000 hours or twice during the
30-year life of the plant. It should be noted that the rate of fluid
degradation is low since the bulk of the toluene fluid inventory is at
much lower average temperature than the 427 00 maximum operating tempera-
ture. Note further that the use of a hermetically sealed system mini-
mizes oxide formation and attendant scale deposition on the plumbing.
Energy Transport Subsystem
The overall SCSTPE system schematic shown on Figure 4 illustrates the
major elements of the Energy Transport Subsystem. A DC electrical sys-
tem interconnects the individual power modules and converts the collec-
ted energy into AC power by a central inverter. Standard interface
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FIG. 4. -SCS'fPE SYSTEM SC—HEMATXC
equipment: is used to connect to a utility grid. Overall efficiency of
the SCSTPE Energy Transport Subsystem from PCU output to the utility
grid is estimated at 93.4 percent. All components are off-the-shelf
items with demonstrated performance and minimum risk.
Plant Control. Subsystem
The Plant Control Subsystem is designed to permit remote, unmanned
operation of the SCSTPE. A central microprocessor serves as the
supervisory-level controller and centralized interface for communica-
tions among all plant subsystems and the central plant control room.
The general functions performed by the control subsystem include
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K (1) Automatic/Manual control of all plant subsystems.
(2) Coordinated sequencing of plant subsystems for its various
operating modes such as; start-up, shutdown, normal opera-
tion, intermittent operation and emergency operation.
(3) Plant system protection against failures (grad faults,
environmental conditions, etc.) by means of monitoring key
measurement variables and commanding automatic emergency
sequencing.
(4) Status monitoring of relevant plant variables for control
room terminal display and recording.
Most control functions will be implemented as algorithms in the micro-
processor software; however, in certain cases local analog electronic
control loops may be used and only supervisory level control will be pro-
vided. The microprocessor speed and memory have been sized to permit
sequential communication with each powav module through a serial-
multiplexed da;:a bus.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
A major variable in the ORC system is the working fluid temperature
at the inlet to the engine expander (turbine). Figure 5 shows the influ-
ence of turbine inlet temperature (TIT) on the pertinent component
efficiencies. Note that overall system efficiency (from sun to electric
grid) is maximum ( rQ l%) at 427°C (800"F), which is the upper limit for
the data, corresponding to an upper limit estimated for reliable opera-
tion with toluene. As shown later, it is possible to operate at some-
what lower temperature, if an added safety factor is desired, with only
a small increase in energy cost. The performance data presented herein,
however, have been computed at a temperature of 427°C.
System annual output was determined by calculating performance in
15-minute intervals for a Barstow, CA, site during CY1976; all plant
parasitic losses are included. Figure 6 shows the power budget for an
individual module as a function of time for a typical Barstow day.
Figure 7 showa power delivered to the grid, per module, for three repre-
sentative days of the year. For a I. MWe system, nominally rated at a
solar insolation of 800 W/m2
 and an ambient temperature of 27% (80°F),
approximately 68 power modules are required and annual energy output is
54.5 MWH/Dish, for a total system output of 3706 MWh/year. This corres-
ponds to an Annualized Capacity Factor (ACF) of 0.418 without storage
and adjusted for computed System Availability.
These computations were carried out for a spatial arrangement of
modules corresponding to 25 percent packing fraction, i.e., the ratio
of concentrator aperture area to land area. At 25 percent packing frac-
tion, the annual energy loss due to mutual shading/screening of concen-
trators is negligible (Reference 1) and total system cost, including
electrical cabling and land (at $5000/acre) is minimum.. Corresponding
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land area for a prototype 1 MW e plant is 7.6 acres. Higher packing
fractions are achievable, but with some loss in energy, For example, at
50 percent packing, annual energy loss is about 6 percent, but land costs
would have to exceed about $30,000/acre to achieve minimum system cost
at this density.
SYSTEM ECONOMICS
A generalized economic analysis was carried out for the Dish-Rankine
concept, assuming optimized components* and the benefit of mass
production/installation techniques. Life cycle cost analysis techniques
(Reference 2) were employed to determine System Levelized Busbar
Energy Cost (BBEC), which is used as the sole comparative parameter.
Figure 8 shows the influence of TIT on BBEC for a production rate of
100,000 modules/year. The benefits of high er temperature are obvious,
but very non-linear since the reduction in BBEC for the last 55°C
(100°F) difference in TIT is only about 5 mills/kWh (N7%). Note that
lowest BBEC is on the order of 70 mills/kWh despite use of the relatively
conventional FACC concentrator design. Use of m ore advanced concentra-
tors currently in the design stage could .reduce BBEC below 50 mills/kWh.
Figure 9 shows the effect of power module production rate on BBEC.
Note that modest producti,ii rates (-1000/year) result in energy costs
low enough to be attractt,ve at the present time for certain special
applications, e.g., isla,,zds, military facilities and remote sites.
Figure 3.0 shows the sensitivity of BBEC to plant size. For plant
rated power on the order of 1/2 MWe and above, the maximum variation in
BBEC is only about 10 mills/kWh (-15%). Below 1/2 MWe there is a sub-
stantial increase in energy cost - due primarily to the influence of the
fixed cosh elements.
CONCLUSION
The Dish-Rankine PFDR concept projects excellent performanae; an ACF
of 0.418 without storage reflects the very good part-load performance of
the ORC engine. The concept also projects very good economic potential,
given the benefit of mass-production and the use of optimized components.
The SCSTPE program is a challenge, particularly with regard to schedule,
but will offer many benefits toward development of the ultimate, opera-
tional PFDR small community power system.
REFERENCES
1. Osborn, D. B., "Generalized., Shading Analysis for Parabolic
Concentrator Fields," ASME Paper 80-RET-33, 1980 Energy Source
Technology Conference, New Orleans, 3-7 February 1980.
*An FACC concentrator design was employed since it is the only design for
which suitable parametric performance/cost data are currently available.
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SITING SOLAR THERMAL POWER EXPERIMENTS
H.J. Holbeck
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
Solar thermal power experiments will provide experimental operation data bases
leading to later full.-scale demonstrations. The Small. Community Solar Thermal
Power Experiment will test a point-focusing, distributed receiver system in
a small community, electric utility application. Site participation and system
development for this experiment are being pursued in separate, coordinated
efforts.
Site planning is becoming increasingly important for solar experiments as well
as all kinds of development due to increased competition for desirable sites
and increased complexity of regulatory requirements. Siting issues can be
categorized as:
1) Resources and physical environment at this site
2) Acquisition, permits and regulations
3) Development requirements and costs.
In this paper these issues are addressed with respect to the unique requirements
of solar thermal power experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Solar Thermal Power Applications Experiments
Purpose of Applications Experiments
Point-focusing distributed receiver system technologies and applications are
being developed as part of a program to provide solar thermal power alternatives
for future energy needs. Key elements in this development are system experiments
which test technologies in representative user environments. These experiments
provide realistic data bases for design modifications, user interfaces and
extrapolations of experimental operation which will lead to full--scale demon-
strations and then to commercial applications.
Application Experiment Plans
Applications for point-focusing distributed receiver systems include electric
utilities, isolated loads and industrial thermal and electric power. Two
applications experiments have been defined. The Small Community Solar Thermal
Power Experiment will be on-line in 1983. Preliminary system design is underway,
and site participation proposals are being evaluated by DOE. The Military
Module Power Experiment is a cooperative project with the Navy and will also
be on-line in 1983. The system development procurement is in process for a
100 KWe experiment at the Yuma Marine Air Station. Additional experiments
are planned.
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Small Community Solar Thermal Power Experiment
The first experiment in the electric utility application area will use near-
term point-focusing distributed receiver technologies. The experiment will
be located in a distinct urban or rural community, preferably, with a peak
electric power requirement of less than 20 MWe served by an electric distribu-
tion system owned and operated by its own utility. The construction of the
experimental solar thermal power plant will be accomplished by a system
contractor in a parallel but separate action to site participation. The
site participant as a cooperative partncx will provide support including:
1. A suitable 10 acre site with appropriate zoning and permits for experi-
mental plant activities.
2. Access roads and utility service to the site.
3. An electrical interface to the participant's distributional network.
4. Various data, maintenance and operational support services.
Site Development Trends
Increased competition for the most desirable sites is resulting in higher costs
and the use of marginal sites. Regulatory requirements are also increasing,
and the involvement of more agencies is leading to increased permit acquisi-
tion time. At the same time construction costs are rsing more rapidl y than
general inflation. Further, local authorities are imposing additional
development requirements including peripheral and off-site development.
These trends increase the importance of site planning.
SITING FACTORS
xactoro for any kind of site development can be considered within three cate-
gories. Resource availability includes not only the resources important to
the development, but also those environmental factors which mitigate the
effectiveness of the resources. Site availability includes the actual
acquisition of the site together with the regulatory environment which affects
the timely availability of the site for the intended development. The
remainder of this paper addresses these siting categories as they affect an
experimental solar thermal power plant.
Site Resources
Solar Thermal System Requirements
The most important resource required by a solar thermal power plant is direct
normal insulation. Whl.le this is primarily a regional resource it also varies
with local atmospheric shading conditions. Environmental, factors such as
wind impact the effective utilization of the solar resource while dust and
pollutants can degrade the ability of the system to utilize the solar resource.
Direct .Normal Insolation
The solar resource includes direct and diffuse components. Flat plate, low
temperature technologies utilize both components, and most solar data is
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measured as total insolation on a horizontal surface, Point-focusing solar
thermal systems track the sun and concentrate the solar energy to produce
high temperatures. Since the diffuse insolation component cannot be effec-
tively concentrated, these systems utilize only the direct normal, insolation
component.
Figure 1 illustrates the difference between direct and total insolation for
two winter days in the California desert. On a clear day the direct normal
insolation exceeds the total horizontal insolation because of the cosine
of the sun's inclination angle. On the unclear day the situation reverses.
The total horizontal insolation remains at about half of the clear day levels,
consisting primarily of the diffuse component. However, there is litC; w
effective direct normal insolation. This difference between direct an.
total insolation results in different regional, distributions. There is a
dominant latitudinal variation in total horizontal insolation while there
is a dominant longitudinal variation in direct normal insolation, primarily
due to cloud cover.
Local. Obscuration and Shading
Local available direct insolation may differ significantly from the indicated
regional values. Fog or clouds can reduce the fndieatled regional insolation
while regional insolation may be understated if there are local cloud
conditions at the nearby measuring station. The local insolation resource
can also be reduced by shading from nearby topographic features or buildings
which interrupt the solar view i,n southerly directions above a 10 degree
angle from the horizontal.. North facing slopes on the site require greater
spacing between concentrators to preclude shading from adjacent concentrators.
Future land uses adjacent to the site must be considered, and this may involve
easements for solar access.
Environmental Factors
The effective availability of the insolation resource may be mitigated by
various environmental factors. Concentrator structures are designed to
withstand 100 mph winds when stowed, but they will not operate at full
efficiency in winds exceeding 30 mph. Dust and air pollution require more
frequent concentrator cleaning and may lower the efficiency of concentrator
surfaces.
Site Availability
Site and Permit Acquisition
Competition for land has led to the increased use of sites with some kind of
development problem. Indeed, some land may not be available for development
at any reasonable cost or effort. Additionally, the acquisition of title
is no guarantee that the land will be available for the ,intended development.
Zoning and land use plans are becoming increasingly important factors, and
proposed developments proceed more smoothly if they are compatible with these
plans rather than in opposition. This can mean the difference between a
minimum permitting effort and costly, time-consuming public hearings.
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Environmental Impact
One of the advantages of solar thermal power is the renewable, clean nature
of the solar energy resourceo hence, solar thermal power will have leas
environmental impact than fossil or nuclear power plants. In addition solar
power is perceived by the public to be environmentally desirable. However,
potential environmental impacts cannot be ignored. Any development project
disrupts the env ironment on and around its site. Washing of collectors
and potential spills of heat transfer fluids could affect nearby aquifers.
The visual impact of collectors may be offensive to some. These potentialimpacts
and alternative land uses need to be considered not only with respect to
the permitting of the experimental plant, but also with respect to public
perception of eventual large-scale solar thermal. development.
Site Development
Solar Thermal Land Requirements
The dispersed nature of the solar resource leads to rather large land area
requirements for solar thermal power plants. Land requirements for near term
technologies are approximately lO acres for a plant with a peak power output
of 1 MWe. As system efficiency increases it is expected that this will he
reduced to about 3 acres per MWe, still a large area compared to direct fossil
plant requirements.
Site Preparation Costs
Because of the large area requirements, site preparation is an important
part of the total. cost of a solar thermal power plant, Site preparation
includes clearing, grading, drainage, access and perimeter improvement.
These activities are part of a mature construction technology with little
opportunity for cost reduction through technology improvement.
Site preparation costs are also signiV cantly affected by size. The land
requirements for a plant are non-linear because of the unused area around
the plant perimeter. Unit costs for clearing and grading are fairly constant
with size but perimeter costs vary with the square root of area because
of the geometric relationship. Perimeter development requirements for
architectural walls, landscaping, et cetera cannot be overlooked, particularly
when the plant is located in or near town close to the end user.
Potential Reduction of Site Preparation Costs
As solar thermal system costs are reduced, site preparation and construction
becomes proportionally a more important cost factor. Several approaches to
cost reduction have been considered. Higher system efficiency with the
resulting lower area requirement has an obvious effect as does the selection
of sites with minimum development requirements. Beyond this, cola no.tor
foundation construction similar to that for transmission towers is being
considered to reduce the grading at each collector location and to minimize
access requirements to constru r .tion equipment. Field layouts can be considered
,Yhich utilize a site primarily in situ. This may increase collector spacing
Wt could still considerably reduce site preparation efforts.
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THE dPL ISOLATED APPLICATION EXPERIMENT SERIES
R. R. Levan
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
The goal o the Thermal power System Project's Applications Development element
is to establish the technical, operational, and economic readiness of small power
systems for a variety of applications in the power range belo*4 10 We. Power
Systems are being developed and tested to the paint where commercialization efforts
can lead to successful market penetration. A key element in this strategy Is the
use of experiments to test hardware and assess operational readiness. The dPL
isolated Application Experiments are described and their objectives discussed.
BACKGROUND
The three successive milestones required in the development of a new
technology to the point of commercial readiness are: 1) demonstrating
technical. feasibility, 2) verifying readiness of the technology, and 3)
meeting cost goals required for commercial readiness. The three phases in the
evolution of a new technology can be described as creation, development, and
commercialization. Participation by both government and the private sector
may be necessary, with increasing activity by the latter as the commercial
readiness phase is approached. Potential users are involved early in the
design phase, and to the maximum extent possible.
A key element of the program strategy is first the identification, and later
the penetration, of near--term markets that will provide a stimulus for
establishing a manufacturing industry. This, in turn, will lead to cost
reductions as a result of improved manufacturing methods, coupled with an
increasing volume of production as lower cost markets are penetrated. The
importance of this program element lies in the belief that design improvement
alone will not result in a sufficiently low price to penetrate the utility
market. A combination of mature technologies and mass production, however,
offers the potential for economically competitive power systems with a
significant environmental advantage.
Potential users will be sought that fall into two broad market categories: 1)
the near -to-mid-` ­ m market, which iz smaller, and for which costs are higher;
and 2) the far-t..tm market which largely corresponds to the utility sector for
which a mature solar thermal technology is needed before penetration can be
expected. Application studies and system analyses are being conducted to
develop candidate system conf!;.gurations best inatched to the users in each
category. Selected system design concepts will be developed through contracts
let to private industry.
THE ISOLATED? APPLICATION EXPERIMENTS
The Isolated Applications Experiment Series is the second major activity
within the Applications Development area, The Series will be a set of small
(approximately 60-150 We) solar thermal. power experimenta, each of which is
meant to address a separate isolated load application.
These experiments will employ point focusing distributed receiver technology
with emphasis on electric and possibly some thermal power applications. The
program will, be closely integrated with the Technology Development clement of
the Thermal Power Systems Project with the objective of utilizing the tech-
nologies being developed under that program.
The first experiment in the Series has been initiated and is co-sponsored by
the U,S. Navy under the auspices of the Civil. Engineering Laboratory (CEL).
CEL and JPL have worked together to develop system requirements. The
experiment, designated as the Military Module Power Experiment, will be a
modular system using a hybrid fired Brayton cycle energy conversion.
Subsequent experiments will test different versions of similar hardware in
different applications which are now being selected.
Primary considerations in implementing the series are to:
o	 Test the readiness of suitable solar power technologies at the system
level in a number of different applications.
o	 Economically provide testing of both technologies and markets, thus
meeting principal program objectives without large expenditures.
o	 Involve a large consituency of industrial suppliers and users.
o	 Address the potential for near-to-mid-term market for small power systems
that is needed to provide the initial incentive to manufacture these
systems.
o	 Increase programmatic flexibility by employing a number of small and
varied experiments.
Emphasis will be on:
o	 High reliability and safety.
o	 Early plant deployment.
o	 Low program cost.
o	 Complete test and evaluation.
The engineering experiments will. be designed, installed, and operated to
permit JPL to better understand solar thermal plant applications and technical
feasibility.
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The objective of the engineering experimentsd is not to maximize the kWh of
energy generated by the solar plant or to lower the electric power costs of
the site participants. Rather the objectives are to:
1. Verify that the solar thermal plant can produce power from solar
radiation supplemented by fossil fuel to meet energy requirements for
this application during designated test periods.
2. Vei^ify that the solar hybrid plant concept can ",o considered as a firm
power resource for this application during designated test periods.
3. Characterize the total performance of the plant (site preparation,
components, subsystems, modules, and plant) as a function of load
characteristics, insolation, weather, operations and maintenance
activities, safety regulations, environmental regulations, seismic
factors, and legal and socio-teohnical factors.
4. Identify and understand plant failure modes.
5. Identify and quantify the impact of solar hybrid plant operations on the
daily operations activities of user personnel and on user manning
requirements.
6. Identify and quantify the impact of solar hybrid plant installation and
operations on the local environment:
7. Identify and quantify the impact of solar hybrid plant installation and
operation on the acceptance of solar power plants by local public
officials, local power system officials, and the local public.
Schedule
Tentative schedules have been developed for the series. The MMPE will begin
operation during FY83 with a test and evaluation period of 2 years duration.
Subsequent experiments in the series will begin at approximately 12 month
intervals.
THE MILITARY MODULE POWER EXPERIMENT
The hardware to be employed in the MMPE consists of the General Electric Co.
Low Cost Concentrator plus engine and receiver design by the Garrett Corp.
Control and display systems plus auxilliary equipment will be defined during
plant detail design. A brief description of the major components follows.
The Low Cost Concentrator (LCC) currently being designed by the General
Electric Company is a twelve meter diameter point focus parabolic reflector
which tracks the sun with two-degrees-of-freedom. The reflector is composed
of 24 injection molded plastic panels arranged in three concentric rows,
supported on twelve radial trusswork ribs located inside the reflector dish..
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All panels have the same frontal surface area. The reflective surface is a
second surface metallize) plastic film which is integrally bonded onto the
panel when the panel is injection molded.
The reflector is supporw,dd on trunrlons at the rim of the reflector to provide
motion in elevation, allowing a stowage orientation pointin!X to the ground.
This orientation reduces the wind loads and aids in keeping the reflective
surface clean! The pivots are supported on tripods mounted on the base, which
provides azimuth rotation about a pintle beaLI ng by six whee.,s running on a
steel circular track. Windless-driven cables are used to provide rotation,
the azimuth cable lying in a groove on the circumference of the base and the
elevation cable on an arch running from the receiver/engine at the focus to
the counterweight at the rear.
The internal radial trusses are precisely positioned by tooling during the
reflector buildup. The individual reflective panels are mounted directly on
the trusses with no provisions for focusing adjustments. No field welding
during LCC site assembly is envisioned.
An ephemeris 13enerated by a central computer provides ±1 0
 coarse solar
tracking and each LCC has an active solar tracker for ±1/8 0
 fine solar
tracking. Each prototype concentrator, with a clean plastic film surface ) is
projected to provide 66 kWth into a .283 meter diamter aperture under an
insolation of 0.8 kW/m2.
Glass second surface mirrors as the reflective surface will also be
investigated.
The Brayton cycle solar receiver is currently being designed by the AiResearch
Manufacturing Company of California. The active cavity is 0.5m in diamter and
0.86m in overall height. The aperture is 0.2m in diamter. The plate fin
matrix is 1.3cm in depth and 0.71m long. The matrix and headers are
fabricated of Ineonel 625. The reflector skirt/aperture assembly is
fabricated of silicon carbide as is the cavity back plate. Inside the carbon
steel shell is 13cm of Johns-Manville Cerablanket insulation. The entire
assembly weighs about 193 kg.
This size receiver is designed to accept about 85 kWth through the aperture.
It is designed for use with an open cycle air Brayton power conversion unit.
Maximum operating pressure is about 354 kPA (50 psia) when operating with a
8150C (1500 0C) outlet temparature and a 5650C (10500F) inlet
temperature. Mass flow is about 0.25 kg/sec of air at these conditions.
Pressure drop is about 3% of the inlet pressure. The receiver has been
designed for a 30 year lifetime.
Hybridization of the solar-powered hybrid pov',r conversion unit (PCU) that is
being evaluated for use with point focus distributed receiver electric power
systems permit operation on solar radiation, combustion of liquid fuels or on
combinations of both. The PCU consists of:
1.	 A radial turbine and compressor assembly running on oil bearings which is
the power section of AiResearch Model GTP36-engine.
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2. A 400 Hz, 8000 rpm generator.
3. A gearbox from an AiResearrh production engine to reduce turbine shaft
speed to the required range of generation speeds.
4. A high-effectiveness recuperator using plate-fin construction in a pure
counterflow arrangement.
5. A liquid fuel combustor designed to be compatible with the PCU's solar
thermal configuration and in series with the solar receiver.
6. An engine control system which holds turbine inlet temperature constant
at 8150c (15000F) over'a rt,Ze of thermal energy input to the cycle
of 30 to 72.7 KW. Inputs below 30 KW require the unit to run at constant
speed and at a reduced turbine inlet temperature to avoid recuperator
over-temperature.
The degree of MMPE module self-containment will be driven by both economics
and reliability. Each module will contain (at a minimum) concentrator,
receiver, hybrid combustor, turbine, recuperator, compressor, alternator,
module controls, starter, concentrator drives, tracking devices and sensors,
some fuel storage and necessary exhaust hardware. A completely self-contained
module is desired with only the true plant functions located centrally. These
will be power combination and conditioning equipment, module and plant
performance indicators, grid interconnection equipment, computing and data
recording facilities, instrumentation, plant safety and control equipment.
The normal mode of module operation will be unattended, however each module
will be equipped for safety or emergency shutdown, both manual and automatic.
Although a fixed installation is expected, individual modules must be
transportable, field erectable and field serviceable.
Long terra thermal storage will not be included in the plant. No thermal
buffering will be provided except by the heat capacity of the installed
components and working fluid. The hybrid combustor control system will
provide the desired transient response characteristics.
SITE SELECTION
Site selection for MMPE has been a U.S. Navy responsibility. It will be
conducted in parallel with the system integration control activities and
basically independent of the technical tasks. The Marine Corps Air Station at
Yuma, Arizona, has been tentatively selected as the site for the experiment.
The plant will be operated by the system integrator for the first three months
of its evaluation. The following 21 months will see operation by MCAS Yuma
personnel.
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INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION EXPERIMENT SERIES
S. A. Bluhm
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
This paper presents the objectives and implementation plan for the Industrial
Application Experiment. Series of the Applications Development element of the
Thermal Power Systems Project. The first experiment its the series will be the
Industrial Thermal Module Experiment. The approach to implementing the
experiment is presented and an implementation schedule is provided.
INTRODUCTION
The Industrial Application Experiment Series will accomplish the deployment of
experimental parabolic dish systems into the industrial sector for the purpose
of providing user, supplier, sponsor, and developer with a realistic
assessment of system feasibility in selected near-term industrial
applications. System feasibility, step three in a five step model of the
commercialization process,* is the deployment of technologically-ready
components, properly integrated into working, experimental modules, for
evaluation in user environments. The modules are not mass-produced. However,
the design of the module and components may be compatible with mass production
techniques.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Industrial Application Experiment Series are.
1. Verify that selected parabolic dish systems can produce energy from solar
radiation to meet the energy requirements of selected industrial
applications during designated test periods.
2. Determine to what extent the parabolic dish systems can be considered
firm energy resources for the selected industrial applications during
designated test periods.
*	 An adaptation of the commercialization process of the National
Photovoltaic Program, the five step process suggested here consists of
technical feasibility of components, technical readiness of components,
system feasibility, system readiness, and commercial readiness.
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3. Characterize the total pt3rformance of the plant (site preparation,
components, subsystems, modules, and plant) as a function of load
characteristics, industrial activities at the site, insolation, weather,
operations and maintenance activities, safety regulations, environmental
regulations, seismic Factors, and legal and socio-technical factors.
4. Identify and understand the failure modes of the selected parabolic dish
systems.
5. Identify and quantify the impact of operating the parabolic dish systems
on the daily operations activities of user personnel and on user manning
requirements.
E.	 Identify and quantify the impact of the installation and operation of the
selected parabolic dish systems.on the local environment.
7. Identify and quantify the impact of the installation and operation of the
selected dish systems on potential acceptance of commercial units by
local industrial officials representing labor and management, local
public officials, and the local public.
8. Provide accurate input data to life-cycle energy cost models, based on
required 0&M activities and energy displacement.
9. Provide feedback to the component and system-level hardware and software
design processes.
IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the Industrial Application Experiment Series will be
accomplished initially through the Industrial Thermal. Module Experiment and
later through additional experiments involving thermal, electric, and combined
thermal and electric systems. The approach is to progress through a series of
steps, from single-module to multi-module systems, from thermal-only
applications to more complex combined thermal and electric applications. The
experience of other solar thermal experiments, particularly those involving
parabolic dish hardware, will be utilized to the fullest extent possible in
experiment planning and implementation.
INDUSTRIAL THERMAL MODULE EXPERIMENT
The Industrial Thermal Module Experiment will accomplish the objectives of the
Industrial Application Experiment Series within the limited scope of near-term
thermal applications, small systems size and existing developed hardware. The
experiment will also provide an early stimulus to the collector industry,
primarily through the reduction of risk to potential users and, secondarily,
through the purchasing of hardware by the Government.
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The uav elements of the approach to the Industrial Thermal Module Experiment
are;
o	 Rapid deployment of existing technology
o	 Small, low cost, low risk experiments
o	 Near-term thermal applications
o	 Industrial user and system suA_p li-iir on contractor team
n	 Industrial sites
o	 Developed hardware
n	 Verification testing of systems required prior to deployment
o	 Involvement of small business
To accomplish the rapid deployment required for this Experiment, implementation
is accelerated in each of the five phases of the plan. In the first phase,
proposal preparation, developed hardware is selected by a prospective
Contractor toam for a thermal application at a particular industrial sate.
The second phase, contractor selection, involves identification of site,
system, fiser, and supplier; the level of verification testing required at the
JPL Parabolic Dish Test Site at Edwards Air Force Base, California, is
negotiated. During the design phase, plant design is completed very soon
after contract award in order to permit the placement of orders for hardware
in FY1980. During the fourth phase, verification testing is accomplished at
the Parabolic Dish Test Site, if required. Three levels of testing at the
Parabolic Dish Test Site may be required:
1. None: System-level testing has already been completed.
2. Minimum: A short (two month) test period is needed. No modification to
the hardware is necessary. The hardware is then qualified for system
feasibility evaluation at the user's site.
3. Maximums Two short test periods are required, the second following
modifications to the hardware to correct problems identified as solvable
through minor modifications (requiring two months of downtime).
At the end of verification testing, a go/no-go decision is made by JPL on
deployment of hardware, based on test findings and the recommendation of the
Contractor. During the fifth phase, the system is installed, checked-out,
tested and evaluated at the user's site. Plant installation during FY1981 is
highly desirable.
Early events in the implementation of the Industrial Thermal Module Experiment
are scheduled as follows:
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1. CHD Announcement
	
February 1980
2. P?P Release	 Second Quarter 1980
Organizations interested in receiving an R1P should contact:
Mr. Karl Koch
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
11800 Oak Grove Dr., MIS 506-1401
Pasadena, Ca 91103
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SPS MARKET ANALYSIS	
24786
I1. C. Goff, Program Manager
General Electric Co.
ABSTRACT
Advanced Energy Department of General, Electric is performing a study for aPL on
the Effects of System Factorn on the Economics of and Demand for Small Solar
Thermal Power Systems (S
	 Study goals are to estimate market penetration as
afunction of tune, SPS performance factors, and market/economic
considerations, and to formulate commercialization strategies. A market
analysis task has included personal interviews by GE personnel and supplemental
mail surveys to acquire statistical data and to identify and measure attitudes,
reactions and intentions of prospective SPS users. Over 500 firms were
contacted, including throe ownership classes of electric utilities, industrial
firms in the top SIC codes for energy consumption, and design engineering
firms. A market demand model was developed which utilizes the data base
developed by personal, interviews and surveys, and projected enezqy price and
consumption data to perform sensitivity analyses and estimate potential, markets
for SPS.
INTRODUCTION
This presentation reviews the on-going GE Advanced Energy Department study of
Effects of System Factors on the Economics of and Demand for Small (110 MWe)
Solar Thermal Power stems (SPS). The study goals are to estimate market
penetration rates for t:hesa tyetems as a function of time, SPS performance
factors and market/economic considerations, and to develop cost effective
strategies for accelerating the market penetration rate for promising near-term
applications. Three major tasks comprising this study include; market;
analysts, market penetration sensitivity analysis, and commercialization
strategy formulation. This review summarizes the market analysis tasks, with
emphasis on results obtained from the personal interviews and mail survey
conducted. The market demand model is also presented.
STUDY APPROACH
A nationwide study was conducted among three major classes of utility
ownership, :i.e., investor-owned utilities, rural electric cooperatives, and
municipal systems, among the top eight energy consuming classifications of
industrial firms, and among selected design engineering firms. Types of
industrials contacted in the study included chemicals, paper, food,
transportation equipment, textiles, stone, clay, glass, petroleum refining, and
others. Firms in all fifty states were included in the study sample. The
selection of industrial firms included an equal number of firms with and
without to-plant generation equipment to help remove bias caused by this
variable. Similarly, the electric utility firms contacted included both firms
which generated all or part of their power requirements as well as non-
generators which function as distributors and resellers of electric power.
over 240 industrial, 200 utility and 70 design engineering firms were
contacted. Although there were some firms which declined to ra.rtiotpate in the
study for a variety of reasons, the overall, response rate has been high and is
currently about 60%.
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Personal interviews were conducted by projoct personnel and members of GE
industrial Sales and klectric Utility sales DWistons, In additior to the
market study information provided by the .firms being int~.arviewed, many cif the
GE field sales engineers provided their views and ceawtanta on the SPS and
potential for applications of solar electric systems. Gonftdontirlity of data
provided was stressed with all respondents and was a key factor ir their study
participation, particularly in providing financial and inveatrre±nt criteria
information.
In addition to personal interviews, a supplemental mail survey activity was
conducted A list of firms was carefully compiled to assure tlat it was ac
representative as possible and with minimum biases, All firms were contacted
in advance to verify name; title, and address of they survey respondent. Each
individual was sent a personal letter from the y GE Program Manager soliciting
,participation in the sutdy, material doacribtng the SPS and a comprehensive
questionnaire. After a reaconahle pertod of time, all who had rot responded
were contacted to verify receipt of the survey package. . Duplicate mailings
were sent to anyone who had not received the original mail,lntt. 'telephone
intertvews were conducted by p^ .,fesstonal interviewers in those cases in which
the survey package had beer received, and the respondent preferred such an
interview rather than returning the completed questionna ires. To reduce bias
resulting
 from a dqt&tied technical evaluation of vyetemo, concep to ":r ottiay
participants, only a broad overview of the solar systems retng considered by
dPL was given. System configuration data and cc-st estimates were derived from
data provided. by 4rPL. Both the distributed collection central, generation and
distributed generation concepts were presented to encompass systems with and
without process stream	 output. sufficient detail was given to entiale
respondents to answer questions regarding the possibility that they would
consider an SIPS as a possible power plant option in the 1990 time frame. SPS
land area requirements for three representative solar regions of the country
were developed, as well as projected system and bulbar energy costs for each
region. SPS capacity factor o2 forty percent was used in the system
descriptions.
INITIAL FINDINGS
Industrial Firm Responses
Primary reasons for in--plant generation were determined from responses of
industrial firms which now generate all or some of their electric power
requirements. Reasons stated in descending order of importance includes the
fact that generation is a by-product of steam production, that is is less
expensive than purchased power, that it provides a non-interruptible power
source, or that the firm has an inexpensive fuel source.
Information on plans for dealing with future energy requirements was also
solicited, and provided data on plans for conversion to other fuel types,
adding or replacing existing in-plant generation equipment, or purchasing of
greater proportions of electrical, needs.
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Among the factors which would have the most influence in consideration of
purchase of a BPS in the 1990 time frame, the list included; meeting the
company's financial criteria for capital investmento, lower operating costa
than conventional systems, tax credits, delivered energy costs ()d/kWh), and
ability to fossil fixe the BPS to achieve higher capacity factor. 'rho least
influential factors includedi appearance or aesthetics of the f3yntem sp
modularity and relocatability, loan guarantoos, and the exchange of excess
power with local utilities.
Fifty-six percent of the industrial firms contacted stated that they would
consider the BPS as an option in the 1990--time frame. Of these posttttves
responses, 59W felt that the spS would most: likely be considered as an addition
to their present generating equipment, 27% as a replacement for the generation
equipment now on-Mina, and 21% as a► system to repower existing power plant;.
Due to multiple answers by some firms, these total.. over 100%. Major SPS
benefits perceived included fuel availability, energy price protection, clean
non-polluting system, and availability of steam or process heat. Major
drawbacks were cited as land cast and availability, bulbar energy cast, system
capital, cost, and low capacity factor.
The mean after tax rate of return on investment (ROI) required was 19 percent.
The	 e ric Industrial a
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,600 per acre. hand prices varied from a few hundred dollars to over
$100,000 per acre.
Electric Utility Responses
An overall positive response rate of Fifty-five percent was expressed by
utility firms with regard to whether they would consider an BPS as a power
plant option in the 1990-time frame. Among those responding in the
afftrmative, 76% perceived the BPS as an addition to present generating
capacity,14% as a system for repowering existing power plants, and 16% as a
replacement for generating equipment now on-line.
The most influential factors considered by utilities in the purchase of an BPS
were meeting the firms' capital investment requirements, busbar cost of
electricity, lower operating costs than conventional systems, initial system
price ($ per kilowatt) and demonstrations o r
 BPS in the local area. The least
influential were availability of process steam, usability to power existing
plants, and tax credits. Major benefits perceived included transmission
savings, price protection, fuel availability, and clean non-polluting system.
Major drawbacks to BPS perceived by utilities were low capacity ,factor, land
cost and availability, system capital costs, and non-proven technology.
The average fixed charge rate for utility firms was approximately twenty
,percent, while the required Rol was about twelve percent. The price of
suitable land for BPS utility installations averaged $8,700 per acre.
Design Engineering Respons es
The seventy design engineering firms were contacted for qualitative data and to
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obtain their views and reactions to the two system configurations presented,
The BPS configuration option featuring central generation wa3 preferred 2:1 by
the design engineering firma responding. Most were concerned about solar
onaergy variability and felt that supplemental fossil fuel firing for added
capacity factor was important. The availability of process steam as an output
was a desirable feature. In general, these firms were not as concerned about
land cost and availability as industrial and electrical firms contacted,
perhaps reflecting the fact that they may be somewhat insulated from the
effects of Land costs.
MART DEMAND MODEL
A schematic diagram of the BPS demand model is shown below.
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Principal user inputs to the model include: year for which BPS market
estimate is desired, SPS cost estimate at that time. ^SPS performance -
electrical and thermal. output (including variation with tnsolation level),
applicable economic incentives such as tax credits, either a :future energy
prise scenario or, alternatively, price escalation rates which the model can
apply to current price levels.
Model output is an estimate of BPS total industrial, market at the year of
interest and a breakdown by individual sectors industries and states.
Exercise of the model for a series of years and corresponding system costs will
yield a market penetration scenario. input parameters can be varied to test
the sensitivity of each on the rate of penetration.
The data model input includes Edison Electric institute data on energy prices
and Survey of Manufacturers data on energy prices and energy consumption.
Price and consumption data are augmented with data from the personal interviews
and mail survey.
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Principal interview and survey inputs to the model. include (in approximate
order of importance): economic criteria applicable to investment in equipment
such as SPS, land availability and cost, non-economic influences (such as
pollution problems, energy curtailment protection, etc.), strategies to meet
future energy requirements, and desirable SPS system characteristics.
Actual treatment of these inputs in the model depends on the type and quality
of interview responses. Items si,cb an land costa and economic criteria are
found to be statistically distributed so as to be representable by standard
distribution curves in most sectors. Where this is not the case, tabular data
is utilized.
Within a sector, given Land cost distribution and the input system cost, a
total cost distribution is first computed. Energy price for the sector at the
reference year is obtained either from the input price scenario or from
cvxrent prices and the input escalation rates. The economic criteria
distribution is then employed to determine, based on energy price versus SPS
performance and cost, what portion of the sector will view SPS as economic or
cost effective.
Once economic viability is reached, SPS penetration rate will be assumed to
follow historical patterns typified by the Fisher-Pry substitution model.. The
available market within a sector will be established from current sector
energy requirements and future projections. Interviews and surveys have
identified market diluters, such as land non-avatlabtlity, that reduce the
available SPS market size. Combining the available sector market with the
above determined penetration rates yields the estimated SPS market at the
particular point in time of interest. Combining all sectors yields total SPS
market. Data on product technology substitutions experienced by the General
Electric Company in various power generation equipment fields will be used in
establishing a historical trend data base for the model.. The SPS demand model
is easily expandable to more sectors either to enlarge the scope of the market
assessment or to "fine tune" the results.
CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS
The high response rate from industrial, utility and design engineering firms
achieved during the market analysis task is a strong indication of a high
level of interest in SPS. Data obtained from the personal interviews and mail
survey activities is now on computer files. There are approximately 140
variables associated with each industrial questionnaire and 100 with each
utility questionnaire completed. The data base contains information on
resent and future electrical requirements, electricity purchases and in-plant
generation, process steam use, options for dealing with future energy
requirements, land costs, investment criteria, and factors which would
influence SPS purchase considerations by industrial and utility firms and
other such information. The demand model and this data base provide a means
for performing market penetration rate sensitivity analyses using actual
industrial and electric utility data, and in helping to identify potential SPS
demonstration sites and applications.. Formulation of commercialization
strategies will benefit from and rely heavily on these market analysis
results.
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MILITARY MARKETS FOR SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
J. S. Hauger
Consultant
P.O. Box 2760
Reston, Virginia 22090
ABSTRACT
The Department of Defense (DOD) is the single largest consumer of engine driven
generators. Its procurement is responsive to factors other than first cost,
Its non-combat applications are similar to the general market for non-grid power
systems which is estimated to be over 2,000 MW/year in the U.S, and 28,000 MW/year
worldwi,de.
The DOD maintains an inventory of over 1,800 MW of engine-generators 15 KW and
larger, w3_th an estimated procurement rate of over 140 MW:/year, Most current
systems are diesel driven, but nearly the entire requirement could be met by
advanced heat engines of the types being developed as point-focussing, distributed
receiver power plants. A conceptual system consisting of a heat engine which
efficiently burns liquid fossil or synthetic fuels, with a "solarization kit"
for conversion to hybrid solar operation could meet existing DOD requirements
for new systems which are quieter, lighter, and multi-fueled. An estimated
24 per cent (33 MW/year) or more could operationally benefit from the solar option,
Baseline cost projections indicate levellized energy cost goals of 210 to
120 mills/KWh (15 to 1000 KW systems). Fuel cost escalation is the ruijor factor
affecting the value of the solar option. • A baseline calculation for fuel at
$0.59/gal in spring, 1979, escalating at 8 per cent above general inflation
indicates a value of $2700/KWe for a solarization kit.
INTRODUCTION
The military power market is of interest in and of itself. The Department of
Defense (DOD) is the single largest purchaser of engine driven generators. lts
purchase decisions are based on factors other than Lirst cost, and can be
responsive to national energy goals. Current systems demonstrate recognized
operational deficiencies, providing motives for conversion to a new technology.
The services can provide controlled test beds with the support of the military
laboratories where even secondary impacts such as parts stockage, training,
and reduced fuel transportation can be studied.
The military market is also important because it is a readily defined and
relatively centralized segment. of the general market for non-grid power systems.
According to information developed at the JPL workshop for Potential Military
and Related Civil Users of Small Solar Thermal Technologies, civil applications
resemble military Requirements in duty cycle, environment, and service needs,
The plant requirements imposed by non-combat military power applications can,
as a first approximation,stand for non-grid electric power applications as a
whole. According to a Generals Motors l_,dy, this amounts to over 2000 MW/year
in the U.S. and 28,000 MW/year worldwi,,; ,
 for systems larger than 35 KW,
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MILITARY POWER APPLICATIONS
Application Categories
Military electric power requirements fall into six operational categories. One
of these, electric generators permanently mounted on vehicles, was not considered,
Space limitations would tend to prohibit rte use of a solar collector for such
systems, ;Four operational categories. taet (cal, theater, isolated, and
emergency power requirements, are now w t h- ,I diesel or gas turbine driven
generators. Installation power needs arL virtually all met with purchased power,
The following table summarizes information by category For systems 15 KW and,
larger:
TABLE: INVENTORIES AND PROCUREMENT POTENTIAL
INVENTORY
	 PROCUREMENT SOLAR POTENTL4L CRITICAL aTS
TACTICAL	 650 MW	 81 MW/yr	 16 MW/yr size, weight, RAM*
THEATER
	
330 MW	 17 MW/yr	 7 MW/yr fuel supply, size
ISOLATED	 230 MW	 11 MW/yr	 10 MW/yr RAM, fuel supply
EMERGENCY	 600 MW	 30 MW/yr	 ----	 1st cost, start up
INSTALLATION	 **	 **	 **	 life  cycle cost
*RAM = reliability, availability, maintainability.
**Installations purchase the approximate equivalent of 5,000 MW generating
capability. A theoretkcal potential of 250 MW/yr follows. If self
sufficiency for critical requirements were sought, 30 MW/yr market
potential would result 'based on emergency inventories.
Tactical Power Systems
Tactical power systems are mobile electric power systems which are assigned to
troop units, both combat and rear area. They range in size from 0,5 to 750 KW.
Most systems are smaller than 100 KW. Their standardization, requirements
definition, DOD development, and product improvement are centrally managed by
the DOD Project Manager for Mobile Electric Power. Standard sizes are 15, 30,
60, 100, 200 qnd 500 KW. Requirements are for utility and precise power at
50160 or 400 hertz. All are three phase, four wire systems with voltage connections
for 120/208 and 240/416 volts. They are skid mounted, and designed to operate
at temperatures from -65°F to 125 F. Most are diesel driven. A growing
number are gas turbine driven. Fuel cells are under development for sizes
smaller than those dealt with here (0.5 - 5 KW).
DOD is interested in developing power systems that are lighter and more reliable
than current generators. Lower noise and infrared eokssiona and a multi-fuel
capability are also desired. Advanced Stiling or Brayton engines could meet
these requirements and also be designed to utilize a point focussing solar heat
source, when operationally feasible.
Based on Army holdings, no more than 15 per cent of current inventories (in MW)
are held by units which would operate in the combat area. 22 per cent belong to
non-combat support units or to air defense artillery. 7 per cent are used to
supply power to remote areas in garrison. 16 per cent are estimated to be in
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garrison storage. 48 per cent are not specifically accounted for. 'These include
units stored in depots and non-standard items. These estimates are rough, based
on incomplete data. Marine Corps usage probsLily parallels the Army's,
The Air Force and Navy should have much higher proportions of non-combat
generators.
The average annual DOD procurement for 1979 - 1984 is projected to be 81 MW/yr.
Given the available information, it is a reasonable estimate that not fewer than
20 per cent of military tactical generators could use solar concentrators as
part of a hybrid solar/s ►ultifuel power system. A conceptual system would
burn liquid fuel in its standard configuration. A standard "solarization kit„
would be issued for integration with the standard angine-generator when fuel
saving operation was feasible. The conceptual operational feasibility of
such a system was confirmed by DOD engineers at the dPL workshop. There
exists therefore a potential market of 81 MW/yr for a standard family of heat
engine-generators and perhaps 16 MW/yr for a standard solariztion package.
Theater Power Systems
Theater power systems are large,, prime power plants which are transported to
a theater of operations for use in a semi-permanent locution. Most systems in
th i category are air mobile. All three major services operate theater systems,
They are "owned" by engineer units and are operated for the user under their
control or supervision.
The theater-sized power plants are not standardized. Current holdings include
500, 700, 750, 1500, 2000, 2500 and 4500 KW diesel driven systems and 750 and
2000 KW gas turbine driven generators, Output power for all systems is 2400/4160
volts at 60 hertz with a 5o hertz capability. Approximately 40 per cent of
Army and Navy systems are in peacetime use. These service inventories total
310 MW, Air Force bare base systems which total 20 MW are not used except when
deployed. When in use, these prime power plants have a 24 hour duty cycle,
Transport is the critical requirement for theater power systems, Generators must
be mobile and they must be supplied with fuel. The former characteristic tends
to inhibit the use of solar collectors. The latter favors it, A conceptual
system would consist of hybrid liquid fuel/solar heat engine Senerators which
could be centrally located or dispersed, If the transportability of the engine
generators are compatible with current systems' size and weight, the solar
collection subsystem can legitimately be compared with the logistic fuel burden.
Assuming a 20 per cent fuel displacement, current 750 KW systems would logistically
justify solar conversion if deployment is anticipated for more than 120 days,
Current inventories are 330 MW, A 20 year life cycle implies a replacement: rate
of 17 MW/yr. Peacetime usage rates would justify a solar subsystems stockage of
40 per cent. A reasonable market potential estimate therefore is 7 MW/yr.
Isolated Power Syst!j
Military isolated power systems are remote permanent facilities which generate
their own power. They are typically small (15-1000 KW1, and include radar stations,
communications sites, island installations and remote test facilities,
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A survey was able to identify 88 MW in Air Force installations, 100 MW at Naval
facilities and 40 MW at Army communication sites, The USAF total is most nearly
complete. The Navy survey included only systems larger than 1 MW, The Army
total is incomplete, Possibly twice the tabulated total of 230 MW is in the field.
Military remote facilities may use standard mobile systems or non-standardized
generators to meet power needs. Generators are usually diesel engine driven
with multiple redundant hack up. The key operational requirements for isolated
systems are availability and reliability. The Defense Communications Agency,
for example, requires 99.99 per cent availability, allowing no more than
53 minutes clown-time per year. Reliability requirements drive capital costs
for uninteruptible power systems (UPS) as high as $1400/KW. A second important
factor is the cost of fuel delivery. This is quite variable. It may involve
no more than a 10 mile trip by tank truck or it may involve long, distance supply
by helicopter or tanker.
The higher cost of fueling isolated power systems and their requirement for
multiple back up combine to make them attractive candidates for solar thermal
powering. Unlike tactical and theater operations, isolated applications pose
few requirements which would inhibit solar powering. Only rarely would the
display of a solar concentrator enhance vulnerability. Duty cycles are often
continuous and use rates are high.
A hybr;ld solar thermal power system used in a fuel displacing mode would be
operatai,slly valid in all but special cases, A representative conceptual
system woiAld include a buffer storage subsystem fed by a solar/liquid fueled
heat engine-generator and one or more diesel or heat engine driven back ups.
Such a UPS would have close to 100 per cent operational validity, and the
potential market approximates the estimated procurement rate. Actual market
penetration would be a function of array cost versus annual mean direct
insulation.
Based on a twenty year life cycle and tabulated inventories, the estimated
minimum procurement rate is 11 MW/yr. This implies a solar potential of
10 MW/yr. Because of the known gaps in the survey, the actual potential
market is probably higher,
Emer ency Power Systems
The duty cycle requirements imposed by back-up generators are incompatible with
solar conversion. A large storage subsystem capable of meeting any short term
demand would be required. The storage capacity mtgbt as well be operated off
the prime power plant. Heat engines burning liquid fuels could be used to meet
emergency power needs, but start -up times for such systems would likely be slower
than for diesels.
Military emergency/back-up power inventories are estimated to be some 600 MW.
A twenty year system lifetime would imply an annual replacement rate of 30 MW/yr.
Although the potential market for solar thermal powering is nil, emergency power
system inventories may be taken as a .first approximation of mission critical
power requirements at fisted installations. If self sufficiency of critical
military power requirements is sought, both currently purchased power and existing
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back-up units could be replaced by solar thermal power systems with modular
back up capacity.
Installation Power Systems	 Op, POOR QUALMUALOp, D
U.S. military installations purchase electricity equivalent to approximately 5000
MW generating capacity. Using; current DOD guidelines to project costs over 20
years, the equivalent uniform annual cost of power is 86 mills/KWh in 1979 dollars.
Critical power needs constitute about twelve per cent of total consumption, A
small cost bonus can be realized by replacing both purchased power and back-up.
The question of providing on-site power systems for military installations is
primarily a political one. Congress would have to appropriate the capital funds
required. Two policy questions will be of Importance: 1) Will base self-
sufficiency add to the ability of the armed forces to function in time of
national emergency? 2) Is the national commitment to replace fossil fuel
consumption with alternate energy sources one which warrants using the DOD as
a market leader to achieve this goal? Once a political decision is made, the
technical requirements are no different than those of civil small communities,
Power systems being developed by JPL For the civil sector will meet military
needs as well. The total potential market is approximately 30 MW/yr for critical
requirements and 250 MW/yr overall.
COST GOALS
There are two measures of interest in determining cost goals for military solar
thermal power systems. Ot%L: is the cost of existing systems. The other is the
value of the solar option for a hybrid heat engine. The first value can be
calculated using a standard equivalent uniform annual cost equation, with
measured data for inputs. The latter is calculated by determining the present
value of fuel saved and subtracting out all solarization coats but the first
cost of the solar subsystem. The standards of comparison are existing systems
for the first value and an advanced heat engine burning? liquid fuel for the second.
Cost calculations and sensitivity analyses show that the diEierenti,al fuel price
escalation rate is the critical variable driving costs. The value of the solar
option is also a linear function of mean annual insolation as a first approximation.
Cost goals vary with the assumptions underlying; projections. In springy, 1979,
an 11% discount rate, 10% general inflation rate, and 8% differential fuel
escalation rate were chosen. The base cost of diesel fuel was $0,59/gal.
The resulting base-line cost goals range asymptopically from 210 mills/CtWh for
15 KW systems to 120 :hills/KWh for systems larger than 1000 KW. The value of
the solar option is then $2700/KWe at 1875 hours of annual direct insolation,
It should be noted that the market potentials estimated above are based strictly
on operational considerations. Penetration will be a function of system costs
compared to local insolation and of the costs of competing alternative systems.
Acknowledgement: Research underlying this report was accomplished by the author
while an employee of the BDM Corporation. He was assisted by Mr. Mark Perry.	 t.
Complete results are in BDM/W-79-751-TR, "Military Applications for Point
Focusing Distributed Receiver Solar Thermal Electric Power Systems."
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This paper summarizes progress on a continuing study comprising of ten tasks
directed at defining impact and requirements for solar thermal power systems
(SPS), 1 to 10 MWe each in capacity,. installed during 1985 through year 2000
in a utility or a non-utility load in the United States. The prime emphasis
is on the Point Focus Distributed Receiver (PFDR) solar power systems.
Tasks 1 through 4, completed to-date, include the development of a comprehen-
sive data base on SPS configurations--their performance, cost, availability,
and potential applications; user loads; regional characteristics; and an
analytic methodology that incorporates the generally accepted utility
financial planning methods and several unique modifications to treat the
.	 __ _ _^ n
	 S	 ^... w 
	 . nvn	 a	 nsignificant and specific character istics of ao7lat power sysitemsd leplo,,\{.a^d in
either central or distributed power generation modes.
INTRODUCTION
Solar thermal electric power systems have the potential to supply power for
industrial, commercial, institutional, and utility applications and to
reduce consumption of non-renewable fossil fuels. An analysis of the user
impacts and resulting system requirements is essential prior to commercial
acceptability of solar electric systems by both the user and the manufactur-
ing communities. Even for a single application, this is a complex task when
long range financial decisions must be made while the technology is still
evolving and the uncertainty of economic and related environments faces the
power production industry. As a result, several key steps are essential for
the findings of such a study to be meaningful. It is first necessary to
evaluate the current and the future status of solar thermal electric tech-
nology, to identify promising applications, and characterize important site/
region variables. Moreover, these interrelated data must be developed quan-
ttatively with appropriate sensitivity limits in terms of system cost/
performance models, load models and characterization of user energy and
financial needs, and models for site/region characteristics including hourly
weather tapes. Then it requires the development of a methodology that is
not only currently fully accepted for system planning by the user community,
but with appropriate modifications it also takes into account the signifi-
cant and unique features of solar power systems and the changing economic,
policy, and user environment. Finally, reliance on achieving these objectives
on the basis of system point designs requiring continual change to fit a class
of applications needs to be minimized because it often involves defining
;,
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a priori the system requirements and configuration. The latter, in turn,
imposes a lack of consideration of the complex interaction between solar
plant, application characteristics, and the overall user system. Some key
steps of the study approach by SAI are reflected in Figure 1. This approach
incorporates the essential requirements stated earlier and is based on the
use of a financial methodology recognized by the utilities but modified
appropriately to make it equally applicable to non-utility applications.
Thus the optimal system requirements are anticipated to result at the com-
pletion of this study—around the second and thrid semi-annual reviews.
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FIGURE 1. KEY STEPS OF STUDY APPROACH
To date, the effort has resulted in the development of a data base and a
methodology relevant to SPS plant impact analysis and requirements
def nition. The results of these activities are summarized here.
SOLAR THERMAL. ELECTRIC PLANT DATA BASE
The principal elements include collection, analysis, and screening of
SPS conceputal designs, subsystems, components, and interfaces on the basis
of their technical feasibility and commercial viability; selection of SPS
systems with the potential to produce competitive electric power in the 1985-
1989 and the 1990-2000 time frame; and development of parametric models for
performance, cost, and dispatch strategies.
The emphasis of effort was a priori neither on defining the relative merits
of the different SPS configurations nor on defining optimum systems. Rather,
it was on providing parametric cost and performance models to be used as in-
puts to the overall requirements definition methodology. Such an approach
is germane to execution ofparametric sensitivity analyses deemed to be
essential to definition of the optimum system requirements.
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Much of the data on SPS parametric performance was derived from information
provided by the manufacturers of specific subsystems and related components,
from in-house files of Black and Veatch (B&V) and SAI, and from compilations
developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and project reports com-
pleted under JPL, DOE/ERDA, EPRI, and private industry sponsorships. Certain
contradictions that exist. due to the diversify of objectives that these data
were intended to serve were not resolved. Their resolution will require
further analysis, design, development, and testing studies.
The SPS systems are characterized by several key subsystems. These include
collector (concentrator, receiver), energy conversion, energy transport, and
storage/hybrid subsystems. A variety of technologies, currently under in-
vestigation for each of these subsystems, and each with its own set of design
parameters and cost/performance characteristics, were examined, Moreover,
an SPS plant either consisted of multiple SPS modules, each generating about
15-25 kWe (distributed generation), or a relatively larger heat engine
powered by thermal energy from a single large collector or a field of inter-
connected solar collector modules (central generation), Either mode of gen-
eration may have a dedicated storage, a dedicated hybrid power source, or a
utility hookup.
Specifically, the subsystem aiternati-ves evaluated in this study consisted of
collector (concentrator/receiver) subsystem--point focusing distributed
receiver (parabolic concentrator, circular Fresnel lens); energy conversion
subsystem/thermodynamic cycle—Rankine, Rankine through storage, Brayton
(open and closed), Stirling, and combined cycles; storage/hybrid configura-
tions—no hybrid, no storage to both hybrid and storage; and energy transport
--thermal/chemical (central generation),  electrical (distributed generation).
For these subsystem options, there were possible 24 SRS configurations for dis-
tributed generation and 48 for central generation. To reduce the number of
potential systems, a set of selection criteria were established, which in-
cluded an analysis of the technical feasibility and "component availability"
during the 1985-2000 period for systems in the 1 to 10 MWe range.
Technical Feasibility
The principal considerations for the technical feasibility evaluation of SPS
configurations involved interfacing of the inherent performance characteris-
tics and limitations of the subsystems and components comprising the system.
For example, a given thermodynamic cycle or heat engine has a specific range
of temperature within which it can operate with an acceptable efficiency.
Similarly, temperatures in the relevant range of operation of a given thermo-
dynamic cycle may be obtained in a practical sense with only a specific type
of solar collector. While, in theory, one has various options available in
the energy transport, turbine, storage, and related electric generator and
switchgear to be all centralized or dispersed, the inherent requirements of a
thermodynamic cycle make one or the other mode of generation impractical.
For example, high temperature thermodynamic cycles, such as Brayton and
Stirling, could make centralized generation a more costly alternative with
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the distributed collector system;; when the heat losses, material require-
ments, pumping, and piping for energy transport to a central turbine are con-
sidered. Similarly, certain options, such as thermal storage for an open
Brayton system, are not feasible. The high temperature receiver outlet air
Is not a good heat transfer medium. Any attempt to transfer the heat to
another medium, and to subsequently extract that heat into compressor dis-
charge air would tend to result in a large loss in available energy and a
greatly reduced cycle efficiency.
Component Availabilit
The component availability involved many considerations such as commercial
availability, cost/performance, engineering aspects, reliability, potentia
performance improvements and market penetration, and system lifetime. Of
these, three significant factors were commercial availability, cost, and
engineering aspects that involved potential for future performance
improvements.
Commercial availability for different, subsystems had to be flexible. Some
systems were commercially available today (1-1G I'Ve range), while other: were
at a stage of development; where co rcializa;.ion with available vendors,
was clear cut. Finally, certain systems were considered available if commer-
cial prototypes could be produced under fixed-price contracts. This flexi-
bility in component availability was essential to permit answers to the "what
if" questions for technologies that in theory offerred significant potential
for performance and cost improvements in the future. The major subsystems,
where commercial availability considerations were dominant, are the heat
engines and solar collectors.
Commercial availability for solar collector subsystems has a slightly differ-
ent meaning than for heat engine availability insofar as no large -scale com-
mercial production presently exists. Data on these elements were obtained
from published reports and established performance/cost goals of the DOE for
Solar Systems Components. These were considered available since related
hardwares (i.e., the ground based satellite communications antennas) are
commercial items.
Selected SPS System Configurations
A systematic application of the stated selection criteria to the data base
generated resulted in a reduced but yet substantial number of potential SPS
configurations as shown in Figure 2. Use of data developed for application
and regional classification was then made to arrive at recommended SAS con-
figurations for initial detailed analyses.
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S stem Performance Simulation Cost Models
A computerized model, QAG, was developed by SAI and its subcontractor, B&V,
The model simulates the performance of solar thermal power plants using
hourly meteorological data and subsystem parameters as inputs. The perform-
ance of each subsystem is specified by its efficiency defined as the ratio
of the output energy to the input energy to the subsystem. The interface
between two interacting subsystems is characterized by linking factors which
generally depend on the characteristics of the interacting subsystems, The
off-design efficiency of each subsystem is expressed as a function of the
energy input to it. The product of subsystem efficiencies and linking fac-
tors define the performance of the whole power plant:
Sinc^ the model performs an hour-by-hour performance simulation, hourly
meteorological data are required as provided on SOLMET tapes, The necessary
data includes hourly values of`sun elevation, sun azimuth, direct normal rad-
iation, barometric pressure, dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures, wind speed,
and others. Additional 'inputs consist of system specification parameters
associated with each plant type.
The outputs of the model include hour-by-hour and annual totals of the plant
energy distribution, including energy from concentrator, receiver turbine
generator, and total plant; energy from and to thermal or electrical storage;
fossil fuel consumption for hybrid operation; and efficiencies of the various
subsystems. These results are stored on file for subsequent analysis by
various expansion planning anti/or user load models.
The cost model includes the capital cost and the operations and maintenance
(0&M) cost. The capital cost is the sum of the installed cost of each
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subsystem and interface components. The direct capital cost is multiplied
by a factor which accounts for spares, contingencies, siting, and indirect
costs. O&M consist of costs associated with regular maintenance, forced
maintenance, and component or unit replacement overhaul.
SELECTION AND FORMULATION OF APPLICATION MODELS
Because of the broad range of potential applications for an on-site,
Inherently modular, electric source of power such as solar thermal electric
power (SPS) systems, it was necessary to quickly screen, rank and select
potential applications of 1 . 10 MWe solar thermal electric power (SPS)
systems and formulate a data base characterizing the selected applications
in terms of energy requirements, load models, energy costs, geographic dis-
tribution, and other factors which affect the use of solar thermal electric
power. A broad range of potential applications were investigated in detail,
including manufacturing and industrial business, military installations,
large and small utility systems, agricultural and irrigation applications,
national parks, and minerals and mining industries. In addition, a compre-
hensive data base was developed which provides electrical load profiles,
:electrical consumption and cost data, and geographic distribution data
SPSI w4u l t cv I vt the IIiiElS3^,tJ ana
l
 I,^S i S UT at'J ySLeiils
Total electrical energy consumption in the US was about 2.10 12 kWh in 1977
for approximately 90 million grid-connected customers. From the average use
per customer, it is clear that potential grid-connected applications of 1-10
MWe systems are primarily large commercial/industrial/institutional customers.
However, various classes of applications have quite different energy require-
ments based on their key missior requirements. The profitability orientation
of manufacturing establishments, for example, stands in sharp contrast to the
defense mission of military installations, or the concern of utilities for
reliable power generation. These differing mission requirements imply differ-
ent concerns and issues for solar thermal electric power systems and dictated
different approaches for analyzing the various application categories. An
analysis of a range of applications and user types was completed to identify
key variables affecting the system requirements definition and to develop
representative load profiles. Figure 3 shows an example of a typical load
profile for a generic class of applications.
Utilities provide a majority of US electric energy demands and hence represent
the largest single potential market for SPS systems. Several recent studies
have developed a number of synthetic utility models with typical load pro
files, generation mixes, and transmission networks. These models form the
baseline utility systems used in subsequent analysis.
Industrial applications represent a favorable SPS market because of large size
and energy consumption, familiarity with large equipment characteristics,
availability of maintenance and operating personnel, and access to the large
capital funds required for SPS investment. The key factor determining the
viability of SPS is expected to be cost effectiveness.
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A detailed analysis of industrial applications was performed based on energy
consumption, electricity costs, load shapes, insolation, and representative
solar system performance and costs. For each 3-digit SIC code and state,
the profitability of solar investment was calculated, and the resulting
energy displaced was estimated based on user load shapes and conservative
system sizing (turbine/generator output no more than average daytime demand).
Specific industry-state combinations looked attractive because of high
electricity costs and/or high insolation, with total market size also play-
ing an important role. Land availability, also a key factor, was not
addressed because of insufficient data; nominal land costs were used.
Military installations have large potential for application of SPS because
of the availability of funding if mission requirements are met, the orienta-
tion towards long-term economics, the desire to be independent of utility
outages, and the availability of manpower for operation and maintenance. In
addition, military installations provide requirements that are quite differ-
ent from the profitability orientation of industries.
Other applications which were investigated included national parks,
agriculture and irrigation in particular, and various other potential
applications of 1-10 M;:e SPS systems.
REGIONAL CHARACTERIZATION
The desired properties of a useful regional characterization are homogeneity
among important physical and demographic parameters and ease of use in apply-
ing the categorizations to an assessment of the suitability of generic SPS
types and loads. The diversity of climatology and demography required some
compromises. The dominant parameters were direct insolation and the cost of
electrical energy to industrial users, The basic regional divisions were
structured within the constraint of geographical contiguity of states and yet,
providing the maximum degree of homogeneity for a cost/effectiveness index
defined as the product of the average annual insolation and the industrial
electrical utility cost per kWh. Seven regions were defined to characterize
the United States. In certain of these regions geographically non-contiguous
states had to be included.
Water resources, wet and dry bulb temperatures., and wind velocity were
characterized for the regions, and were found to be reasonably homogeneous
within the boundaries determined by the dominant parameters. Many of the
characterizations in the western states were site-specific because of the ir-
regular topography, but no scheme limited by a small number of regions can
accommodate such irregularities. The characterizations are presented in three
forms--graphic presentation of contours for first order assessments, tabula-
tions of monthly averages by regions and subregions for use in approximation
of system performance, and hourly typical meteorological year (TMY) records
for detailed simulation. The hourly records are SOLMET-TMY tapes for 25 US
sites plus two synthetic tapes developed by SAI to represent major portions
of regions not adequately covered by SOLMET records. Figure 4 shows recom-
mended system configuration/application/site combinations for subsequent
analyses.
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SOLAR ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS IMPACT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
SAX has developed a methodology which evaluates the impacts and economics of
grid-connected solar electric technologies within the overall utility con-
text. The model provides a comprehensive analysis of the impacts of differ-
ent solar electric technologies on the utility, and estimates the economic
value of the solar plants to the utility, dispersed user, and/or third-party
investor. The final output of the model is a set of estimates of the break-
even cost for solar electric technologies under different assumptions about
ownership, payback period, and return on investment. An overview of the
model is shown in Figure 5. The overall assessment methodology involves
five separate model segments--hourly simulation of solar electric system
performance; utility load projection and adjustment for the output of the
solar plants; capacity expansion and.mix adjustment for conventional utility
generation; production costing for the resulting conventional utility mix;
and finally, economic analysis of the solar plant value under different
ownership alternatives. Because of the extensive calculations that are
involved, the models have been implemented with a modular structure so that
analysis runs can be made independently of the others. The various model
segments are described as follows.
Solar Electric System Performance Models
The solar electric performance models, briefly described earlier, simulate
the hourly output of various solar technologies, Separate models are avail-
able for photovoltaic, solar thermal electric, and wind systems. The sim-
ulation model used for solar thermal electric power systems is QAG. At each
hour, QAG computes steady-state energy balances, tracking losses; cosine
losses; blocking and shading; reflectivity (or transmissivity); surface error
losses; receiver intercept factors; receiver absorptivity, re-radiation, and
convection losses; thermal transport losses; storage or hybrid energy flows;
and part-load turbine generator efficiencies. Outputs consist of the annual
energy flows to/from various subsystems, overall plant performance summaries,
thermal energy credits (where applicable), and hourly electric output files
for total generation and energy consumed on-site. The model outputs can be
used directly for systems analysis and design trade studies, or the hourly
output files can be attached for input to subsequent analysis models.
Load Adjustment Model
The load adjustment  model estimates the impact of the solar electric gener-
ation on the overall utility loads. The original loads for the utility are
first projected to the time span of interest, and then the outputs of the
solar electric plants are subtracted on an hourly basis, taking into account
the transmission and distribution benefits of on-site generation. Solar
plant outputs are scaled by the number of units and capacities of the
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FIGURE 5. SOLAR ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS IMPACTS AND INTERACTIONS
various solar systems, and then their hourly outputs are subtracted proba-
bilistically in the sense that various combinations of solar plant outages
are considered at each hour in accordance with the forced outage probabilities.
The hourly results are then accumulated in the form of load duration curves
for each month or season. These load duration curves are stored for both the
original load projection (without solar) as well as for the solar-subtracted'
loads. This provides a non-solar reference case which is carried along with
the solar case throughout the remaining analysis, so that the differential
impacts of the solar generation can be accurately measured.
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Mix Adjustment Model
The mix adjustment model performs a capacity expansion analysis to determine
the 'type and number of conventional generating units which should be added
to the existing utility mix to meet projected electric demands at minimum
total cost. This analysis is performed for both the solar case and the non-
solar reference case. Inputs for the analysis include the existing utility
system generating plants; the available plants for capacity expansion;
characteristics of each plant type, including rated capacity, minimum oper-
ating levels, fuel type, heat rates, forced outage probabilities, mainten-
ance requirements, fixed capital costs, and variable 0&M costs; utility
economic data, such as fuel costs, escalation rates, taxes, discount rate,
insurance, etc.; and projected utility load data in the form of seasonal or
monthly load duration curves both with the without solar.
The usual approach to utility mix optimization is to use a screening curve
analysis which does not account for the previously existing plant mix of the
utility, the discrete sizes of the available plants, the minimum operating
levels of the plants, the spinning reserve requirements to maintain available
capacity for meeting sudden load increases, or the probabilistic forced out-
age characteristics of the various plants. SAI has formulated the basic
capacity expansion problem as a mixed-integer linear programming problem
which is solved using a standard linear programming package with branch and
bound techniques for the integer variables. The objective function of the
linear program is to minimize the present worth of total fixed plus variable
plant costs. The solution of the linear program provides the basic capacity
expansion plan; however, it assumes de-rated plant capacities without
accounting explicitly for the probabilistic nature of plant forced outages.
This is performed in a subsequent analysis step, which estimates loss of load
probability (LOLP) using a Gram Charlier-Fourier transform series expansion
technique to rapidly evaluate convolutions of the demand and plant outage
random variables. Peaking capacity is then added or subtracted from the gen-
eration mix to meet the required LOLP reliability criterion. Finally, a
maintenance schedule is estimated by removing plants according to maintenance
requirements so as to levelize the res^ Nv,,
 margin defined as total available
plant capacity (minus peak demand) over ill months. The final output of the
mix adjustment model is the adjusted capacity mix (both with the without
solar), the estimated annual production costs for each generator type and
fuel type, and an estimate of the present worth of revenue requirements for
the utility.
Detailed Utility Production Costing Model
A detailed probabilistic production costing model, SYSGEN, is used if
necessary to provide a refined estimate of production costs based on the
modified load duration curves and the optimized conventional capacity mix
for both the system with solar generation and the reference system with no
solar generation. SYSGEN uses the standard Booth-Baleriaux algorithm to
account for plant outages, in which the effective load duration curve seen
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by each generator (or valve point) is expressed as the original load duration
Lurve plus the random outages of previous generators in the loading order.
The successive load duration curves are computed using a recursive technique
to perform the required convolutions.
Economic Analysis Model
The outputs of either the mix adjustment model and/or the detailed production
cost model are then used to provide estimates of the breakeven costs of the
solar plants for utility, on-site user, and third-party investor/ownership
alternatives. Additionally, the economic analysis can calculate the net
present worth of the solar systems for various solar plant cost assumptions.
The key assumption of the economic analysis is that the rate structure
applied to solar system investors will reflect the difference in cast of
electric service to this customer class, so that the overall savings provided
by the solar plants are passed on to the investor.
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A STUDY OF MASS PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION
OF SMALL SOLAR ',rHERMAL ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
J. Butterfield
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
One Maritime Plaza
San Francisco, California
ABSTRACT
This study of concentrating collector industrialization included
technological constraints, materials availability, production capacity,
and manufacturing and installations plans and costs at different
production levels. Several constraints were identified.
Cobalt, for the engine and receiver, is supply limited. Alternative
lower temperature alloys and higher temperature materials (ceramics) are
discussed. Economics and production efficiency favor co-location of
cellular and thin glass production for reflectors. Assembly and
installation are expensive for small sites and few alternatives exist to
apply
 mass production techniques to lower these costs for the selected
design. Stepping motors in the size and quantities required are not
commercially available today but could be in the future.
The study concluded that additional development should be concentrated on
design modification to permit industrialization of the assembly and
installation process, the use of alternative materials in the
engine/receiver subsystem, the design'of motors and gearboxes matched to
concentrator requirements, and development of an integrated process for
reflector production.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This project is based on a conceptual design of a concentrating solar
collector system developed by Jet Propulsion Laboratories. The hardware
elements of the system were divided into four basic component packages:
•	 Power Conversion Component	 including the
receiver, engine, and generator units.
•	 Reflector Component -- including second surface
"thin" glass mirrors, cellular glass support gores,
and mounting hardware.
•	 Structure and Foundations Component--- including
receiver and engine support structure, reflector
support ring structure, ballast support structure,
intermediate structure, pedestal, pedestal
foundation, and intermediate structure track and
foundation.
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•	 Drive and Control, Component -- including the
elevation actuator, azimuth drive, two-axis shadow
band sun sensor, on-board controller, and power
communication connections.
Each component was described in terms of the process steps and materials
and equipment needed for the manufacture of 5,000, 50,000, and 500,000
concentrators per year. The transportation requirements from points of
manufacture to installation sites and the on-site assembly and
installation processes and techniques were also developed. Based on the
criteria established for concentrating collector systems, the maximum
size of any one site would be 500 collectors or approximately 10
megawatts electric.
INDUSTRIALIZATION ISSUES
Materials-related Issues
in the course of the analysis two components of the system were found to
be resource limited -- the receiver and buffer storage units of the power
conversion package and the stepping motors and generator of both the
drive and control and power conversion components. In both instances
cobalt was the material in short supply that would tend to limit
industrialization.
The receiver and buffer storage units use cobalt in a high-temperature
superalloy called Haynes 188. At the intermediate volume level, 5Q,000
units per year, the concentrator manufacturer would use 27% of domestic
cobalt consumption; at 500,000 units per year the requirement would be
838 of the world's annual use. Since the dedication of these quantities
of cobalt for concentrator systems is unrealistic in view of the current
priority uses of cobalt, two other high-temperature alloys were
investigated and found to be practical if the design temperature were
lowered by 1000F. These alloys are Inconel 601 and Incoloy 800H.
In addition to being commercially available in the necessary quantities,
these alloys possess two other advantages; they are considerably less
expensive and more workable than the cobalt alloy. In the longer term,
ceramics - particularly sintered silicon carbide and hot pressed silicon
nitride -- offer both cost and higher operating temperature advantages.
However, 10-20 years of research and development will be needed to
develop the strength requirements necessary for solar applications and
the processing technology to obtain net or near net shapes in ceramic
products.
The generator in the power conversion component and both of the stepping
motor drives use cobalt in their permanent magnets. Although the
quantity of cobal.` in any one unit is relatively small, at the higher
volume levels the total material requirement is significant. However,
alternative designs using wound coil units have been designed and
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produced commercially. Although such units carry a premium cost, they
have an offsetting advantage of being capable of higher torque than units
currently produced with permanent magnets. Hither torque driven, in
turn, permit simplification of the gear drive units without significant
degradation in the pointing accuracy of the drives.
Process TechnoloSX Issues
Although the manufacturing technology for all of the components of a
concentrating collector system exists in industry today, two important
developments must still, be made. In the case of the power conversion
component, the majority of the elements, although similar to automotive,
aircraft, or gas turbine technology, contain one or two differences which
will limit volume production. The first is industrial capacity. Vor the
cellular glass gores, the thin glass reflector, the engine recuperator,
receiver, and buffer storage units and stepping motors, industrial
capacity exists to fabricate the units needed for the collector system at
the 5000 unit annual volume but not at the 50,000 unit per year level.
In some instances, such as for reflectors, it can be argued that the
separate locations of existing industrial production are inappropriate
for the process needs of solar collectors. Nevertheless, in virtually
every instance the potential- fabri cators of the units or subsystems would
be drawn into plant and equipment investments based on the growth of
viable collector system business.
A separate problem exists for components such as structures and
foundations. The components of a collector system are by design high
bulk-low value elements. As a result,it is highly desirable, indeed
necessary, to subcontract or otherwise locate the production facilities
for these components on a regional basis to minimize transport costs. At
higher volumes of production this poses little if any problem but at the
Lower end of the volume scale, transportation costs represent an
impediment to industrialization.
Site-specific Issues
The conceptual design of the concentrating collector employs an 11-meter
diameter dish, long and heavy structural components, and components such
as reinforced precast concrete foundations and drive, control, and power
conversion packages that are unlikely to be fabricated in the same
production plants. As a result large concentrator systems are not
transportable when fully assembled; therefore, a site assembly process is
required. in addition, since alignment of the reflector panels, engine,
and sun sensing mechanism is critical, a portion of the assembly process
on site must be conducted in a protected environment. When this factor
is combined with the relatively small number of units to be located at
any one site, the result is not only a relatively costly assembly and
installation charge but also an essentially flat cost curve relative to
increasing annual production volumes.
Concentrator Costs
A summary of the costs associated with an installed collector iv,
contained in Table 1 below.
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF COMPONENT AND PROCESS COSTS FOR
THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OP A CONCENTRATING SOLAR COLLECTOR
Per Unit Costs in
Third Quarter 1979 Dollars
51000	 50,000	 500,000
Concentrator Concentrator Concentrator
	
Units Yr	 Units Yr	 U'nits/Yr^,
;Power Conversion component
	 $25,250	 $12 , 300	 $ 6,925
Reflector Component	 21136	 1,747	 1,747
Structure, Poundat4,on,
Assembly, and Installation	 16,060	 12,706	 12,592
Driv°N and 4lIItLVls 	 S/36F	 4,174	 3,656
«.. -.
Installed Cost/Concentrator	 $0,832	 $30,927	 $24,920
As can be seen, the components which are produced in traditional
manufacturing plants such as the power conversion package, drives and
controls, and reflectors demonstrate cost reductions with increasing
volume. Costs for the structures, foundation, assembly, and
installation, however, are relatively constant at high and intermediate
volumes and are sharply increased at low volumes due to the higher costs
of fabricated structural elements and transportation and limited
applicability oC "mass production" techniques.
AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Since the conceptual design for a concentrating collector system is but
the first in a series of designs, the costs estimated in this study
should be utilized as an indication of where effort should be expended to
achieve cost reductions rather than as absolute or immutable values.
Based on these costs the primary benefits of redesign efforts or of
alternative designs may be experienced by increasing the
industrialization associated with structures, foundations, assembly, and
installation. Three possibilities suggest themselves:
•
	
	 Smaller concentrators which require less field
assembly and installation processing may permit
reductions in cost with increasing volume.
•
	
	 Larger sites of up to and over 50 	 megawatts electric
will favor mechanization and automation of site
processes and tend to drive costs lower.
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r	 Alternative designs that permit subassembly of
component parts of a collector system in the
fabrication planto will permit reductions in
site-related activities and, more importantly, will
tend to retain collector costs on an experience
curve related to volumes produced.
in addition to the points indicated above, other components of the
collector system will either require or benefit from further development
activity. These includes
•	 Directed development of ceramics for the receiver
and buffer storage units.
•	 The involvement in the engine development program of
alternative suppliers to increase the source
availability.
•	 Co-development of drive motor and gearbox packages
matched to meet both the torque and accuracy
requirements of a collector system.
•	 integrated process development for complete
reflector panels. This would include gorse
fabrication and shaping, "thin" glans fabrication
and mirroring, lamination of the two components,
sealing, hardware installation, and environmental
testing.
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ABSTRACT
The occasion of this meeting was a Big Event for the Crosbyton Solar Power
Project. The project both hosted the meeting and used the occasion for the
first test of the ADVS, the largest single solar collector ever built. This
project represents the only American work on the Bowl Concept, which Texas
Tech refers to as the Solar Gridiron Concept. The concept is unique among the
concentrating/tracking concepts in that it employs a stationery mirror to re-
duce cost. Tracking is accomplished by moving the receiver/boiler. The ADVS
gridiron mirror forms a 120° arc of a sphere, surfaced with 430 curved panels,
each about 1 m x 1 m. The aperture diameter of the dish is 65--ft. The pre-
liminary system performance agrees with predictions and expectations. The
mission of the project is to determine the feasibility and utility of building
a 5 MWe solar-fossil fuel hybrid electric power plant employing the Solar
Gridiron Concept, and, should the technical basis warrant construction, then
to establish such a power plant at Crosbyton, Texas.
The Crosbyton Solar Power Project has hosted this meeting for Texas Tech and
the U. S. Department of Energy. This has been a great privilege for several
reasons. In particular, it offered us the opportunity to exhibit our Analog
Design Verification System (ADVS), including the .largest single solar collec-
tor ever built. The only problem with the exhibit was that it was not com-
plete! In parallel with our efforts to make this a meeting that you would
enjoy, we were trying very hard to complete the system and ready it for a
demonstration. Intensive effort went into the site, particularly during the
thirty days immediately preceeding the meeting. Frankly, we wanted to try the
system out in private, before a public demonstration-particularly in front of
a "public" like you fellows.
By nightfall last. Thursday, January 17, 1980 the ADVS had finally reached the
point whereit could be tested to see if it could make steam. The sun passed
into clouds at sunset. There was no sunlight Friday, only clouds. There was
no sunlight Saturday, . . . or Sunday, . . . or Monday. Time had essentially
run out; this meeting would begin Tuesday morning. The meeting, targeted as
an opportunity to show off the world's largest single solar collector, had
come, and the ADVS was untested!
The crowning blow, after the four long days of waiting for the sun, came at
3130 a.m. Tuesday, January 22: the snowfall began. I know well when it
started to snow; I was driving through Crosby County on the way home from the
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site. Tuesday morning and the USDOE meeting began with 6 inches of snow on
the ground and a totally overcast sky.
Several USDOE officials, who could only be away from Washington for the one
day, Tuesday, were driven to the Crosbyton site on Tuesday afternoon to, at
least, see the hardware that they had funded: the largest single solar col-
lector ever built. At that time it had collected only snow, never any solar
power. As the van pulled into the site parking lot, a pale disk of the sun
glimmered through the clouds. There might be an opportunity to test the sys-
tem! Should an untested system be tried under such poor weather conditions,
so late in the day (about 3:30 p.m.), in front of such distinguished visitors?
Who knows what should have been	 it was: Following steps, rehearsed only
mentally, the work force set up to try, not -just for the first hot water ever
produced, but to try for steam.
By 4:15 p.m. the system was ready for the attempt. The sun was doing much
better, but was hazy and low in the sky. A foot of snow covered the bottom of
the giant bowl. Upper mirror panels were caked to a lesser degree with snow
and glittered with ice. Sixteen mirror panels were covered with plastic,
frozen to the glass. The receiver had to be swung up two feet above the rim
of the dish to acquire the sun. (Sometimes, your self-confidence has to be
tested.] At 4:20 p.m. January 22, 1980, the system produced 500°F, 500 psi
steam. The first scrimmage had taken place at the Solar Gridiron. Texas Tech
and its subcontractor E-Systems had done it, had at least brought the system
to operational status.
A second decision was required: should the demonstration, long pre-scheduled
for 3:30 p.m. Wednesday, January 23, be attempted in front of the entire USDOE
meeting attendance? [Your self-confidence will be tested more than once.] The
two Greyhound buses and four vans, bringing you fellows, arrived at the site
a little late. One bus had missed a turn, had gotten stuck in roadside mud,
had been pulled out by former Crosbyton Mayor Snodgrass' son with a tractor,
and arrived somewhat after 3:30 p.m. Somehow the word of a "firat test" had
spread through Crosbyton and Crosby County. The longest parade of pick-up
trucks, vans, cans, ambulances, and school buses in memory, appeared, as if by
magic, and covered every parking place for a quarter of a mile. Two separate,
but well-mixed audiences were present. A crowd of approximately 300 people
had come to the.Solar Gridiron.
All was ready, the sun was bright in a crystal clear sky. [One lady from
Crosbyton has prayed all night for a clear sky so we could have our chance.
She was there, and there were tears in her eyes.] The receiver was swung to
the correct position, the focal region of the dish. The receiver lit up with
incredible brightness for the first time ever and steam came forth. Without
any doubt, steam was produced. Santa Fe Railroad had loaned a steam whistle
to the project. Before 300 witnesses the whistle began to spit and sputter;
then it sounded and released its cloud of steam into the clear air. [At least
it looked like a cloud to us, remember?] The first game had been played at
the Solar Gridiron and you had Complimentary Tickets.
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[Since this is the kind of paper that obvi_ ously could not have been written
before my talk was given on Thursday morning, January 24, I will admit writing
it later by inserting some anachronisms and describing what may appear to be
future history.] Two days later, on Friday, January 25, the project work
force made its first effort at "design condition steam": 1000°F at 1000 psi.
Design condition was easily achieved! The week in review: Tuesday morning,
it might work; Wednesday morning, it will work; Thursday morning, it does
work.
Following the week of the meeting in late January, sixteen of the next eighteen
days brought no useful sun. You fellows were here at the "right" time, as it
turned out. Although our work force was under considerable pressure, it was
a "right" time for us, too. You fellows had a rare experience that you may
never have again: you got to watch somebody else's system being born in pub-
lic. Sure, we were nervous, but you should have be.., also. You were the
first to stand by those lines bearing live steam!
The ADVS is a scaled down (65-ft) version of the ten 200-ft mirror paneled
dishes planned for an electric power plant at Crosbyton. Construction of the
65-ft dish was begun in July of 1979, but the project has been in the works
since 1974. When the City Council of Crosbyton, Texas became alarmed with the
high, and rising, prices of fossil fuels, T. J. Taylor (then mayor pro-tem)
and Norton Barrett (City Secretary), and Bob Rhodes, Chamber of Commerce
President, came to Texas Tech University to find someone interested in Solar
Research. They were directed to me, a Professor of Electrical Engineering.
Several ideas were discussed, and we finally decided on the Solar Gridiron
Concept. The next step was Washington, D. C. Mr. Taylor, Mr. Barrett, Mr.
Rhodes, and Dr. Stan Liberty (also a Professor in E.E.) and I went to Washing-
ton to talk with the ERDA, now USDOE. The project received $2.5 million in
1976 to begin the necessary research to bring this dream to a reality. I have
served as Project Director since the beginning and Dr. Herb J. Carper of the
Department of Mechanical Engineering has been Project Manager since 1977, re-
placing Dr, Liberty. The Administrative Coordinator is Travis L. Simpson,
whom you should all remember.
What makes the Solar Gridiron or Bowl Concept different from most coiicentra-
ting/tracking solar concepts is that the mirror panels are fixed in place, and
the receiver tracks the sun. The ADVS receiver, which is cylindrical in shape
is wrapped with 2 black tubes. Through these tubes flows water, which because
of the sun's concentration on the receiver, is heated to 1000°F steam. In a
full scale system, the steam would then turn a turbine to produce electricity.
If data from the ADVS proves, as expected, that the design is sound, then con-
struction of the 200-ft dishes could begin as early as 1981. The preliminary
optical to thermal conversion efficiency measure is coming in right on the ex-
pected levels. The dream is still there, and you were there!
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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the results of engineering studies for an International Energy Agency (IEA)
project for the design and construction of a 500 kWe (net) solar thermal-electric power generation system
of the Distributed Collector System (DCS) type. The project is part of the IEA Small Solar Power System(SSPS) Project, and is being constructed as a demonstration plant in the province of Almeria in Southern
Spain.
The DCS system design was completed by a 10 nation team headed by Acurex Corporation, a U,S, firm.
Construction is presently underway. The design consists of a mixed field of parbolie trough-type solar
collectors of both German and U,S, design which are used to heat a thermal heat trans,er oil, Heated ail
is delivered to a thermocline storage tank from which heat is extracted and delivered to a boiler by a
second heat transfer loop using the same heat transfer oil, Steam is generated in the boiler, expanded
through a steam turbine, and recirculated through a condenser system cooled by a wet cooling tower,
NOMENCLATURE
S .. bols:
Ac - net collector area, m2
tp - heat transfer oil specific heat at
average temperature
Ati - difference between the inlet and outlet
temperatures of collector heat transfer oil
LT n mean fluid temperature in collector minus
ambient temperature (260 0C - 15.80C -
244.2 0C)
- efficiency of power generation system
m - mass flow rate, kg/second
in - efficiency
w -'hour angle (solar noon is zero)
- latitude (north positive)
Q - rate of heat absorption by
receiver tybe
qi - incident insolation, watts/m 2
 collector
R8 n ratio of beam radiation on the reflector
aperature to that on a surface normal to
the beam
d • declination (north positive)
INTRODUCTION •. THE IEA-SSPS-DCS PROJECT
The Small Solar Power Systems (SSPS)
project is a program of the International Energy
Agency (IEA). The program is intended to provide
a solar-electric design suitable for both
industrialized and developing countries in the
range from 50 W to 5 Mk` through a modular
approach, The demonstration plant is presently
under construction in the province of Almeria in
Southern Spain. The Operating Agent for the IEA
on the project is the Deutsche Forschungs- and
Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- and Rautrfahrt e.Y.
(OFYLR) a scientific and research agency of the
rman government. A consortium of Acurex
Corporation and Tecnicas Reunidas (Spain),
supported by subcontractors from eight other
participating countries, conducted the detail
design studies which are presented in this paper.
The construction phase is being performed by a
consortium of Acurex Corporation, M.A.N. Neue
Technologie (Germany) andTecnicas Reunidas with
the support of firms from other participating
countries.
The essential requirements for the design
were:
1. Net output of $00 kW electrical at an
insolation of 920 watts/m
2. Energy storage capacity of 0.8 M44
3. Variable output from 10 percent to 100
percent of capacity whether
?rid-connected or operating
independently of the electrical power
grid
4. 2000 hours of operation annually at
rated output
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GENERA;, ARRANGEMENT
The major subsystems for the DCS consist of
the following, collector field, energy storage
system, power conversion, system, master
control/data system, electrical system, roads and
buildings, auxiliary equipment.
Two collector fields of approximately equal
size are planned, with a total collector area of
4904 m2 . One field is made up of 10 loo ps of 48
collectors of U.S, design manufactured by Acurex
Corporation and the o!her field is made up of 14
loops of six collectors of Ge rman design
manufactured by M,A.N. Neue Technologie. The
Acurex collector is single-axis tracking with the
rotational axis oriented east-west, The M.A.N.
collector employs two-axis tracking. The entire
plant is fitted into an area 210 m east-west by
168 m north-south, including thermal storage and
equipment. Tile system has been designed with
three heat transfer loops. The first loop
extracts low-temperature heat transfer oil from
the bottom of the thermal storage tank, circulates
it through the collector fields and returns it to
the top of the storage tank. This decouples the
solar fields from the power generation cycle but
the power generation equipment can also be run
directly from the collector fields if desired.
(This connection is not shown on Figure 1.) The
second loop extracts hot oil from the top of the
storage tank, circulates it through the boiler and
returns it to the bottom of the storage tank, The
third loop circulates water through the boiler and
then expands the steam through the turbine to
extract energy for electrical power generation.
The cycle is completed by condensing the expanded
low-enthalpy steam and pumping the condensate back
to the boiler. The thermal energy is converted to
electrical energy by means of the steam turbine
power conversion module (PCM). The process flow
diagram, figure 1, illustrates these loops.
The thermal energy is stored in an
insulated tank 4.2 m inside diameter and
approximately 15 m high,_ located near the power
generation building. Various pumps, valves and
auxiliary tanks are also located in this
•echanical equipment area,
DESIGN MA.YSU
SYsterr Sizing
The system design emphasized minimum
capital cost; life-cycle costing has been
performed but was not the prima ry criterion for
equipment selection, Because of the high
installed cost of solar equipment, the difference
in optimization between a system based on
life-cycle costs and one based on minimum capital
cost is minimal.
The collector field size was calculated on
the basis of parabolic trough concentrating
collectors with glass reflective surfaces, The
collector efficiency parametric equations used
were as follows:
Acurex Collectors:	 n - 0.756 - 0.57 qT
t
M.A.H. Collectors: 	 n - 0.685 - 0.43 Q
The design point was taken as the equinox
noon condition, when the insolation is 920
watts/m2. The incidence factor for both the
Acurex and M.A.N. collectors is unity at the
equinox noon design point. The calculated
efficiencies are.,
Acurex
	
rl - 60.5 percent
M.A.N.	 n - 51.0 percent
From these efficiencies, the field flowrate per
loop is calculated so that the outlet temperature
will be the desired 2950C.
ii w
q i Ac
cht ,
Acurex, area - 267.7 square meters per loop
M.A.N. area • 192 square Meters per loop
The loop flowretes are;
Acurex	 0.778 kg/sec.
M.A.N.	 0.523 kg/sec.
The flow requirement for the entire field
1s determined by the power generation cycle
efficiency. Mith an efficiency of 0.2275 and a
dross electrical output of 570 KW to allow for
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parasitic power,,,input to the power generation
system must be 07 KW, This is assumed to be
accomplished in the %team generator at in
efficiency of 99 percent. Since the temperature
drop frorr the field to the steam generator is
negligible (less than 0.5 degrees), the required
output of the field is 2532 Mo.. The total flow
requirement is computed as
0 . 2632 
X
10011
13.3 kg/second
This requires 9 Acurex loops and 1340,.A,N.
loops when the ficid is equally divided on an
aperture area basis, The total flow Is then 13.8
 loops. to the necessity to install
discrete 	 To ensure adequate design margin,
10 Acurex loops and 14 M.A.W. loops will be
installed.
Investignions were made of the effect of
orienting fllie Acurex collector loop axes in
various Otrections to peak their performance
during different times of the year and thus
tqualizPj the field output over the year. The
direct oormal insolation that each collector
orientation receives daily for the specified
Ilend
-formance
illustrates
days 
the
is 
effec
shown 
t
in Figures 2, 3 and 4
a
To determine the effect of various field
orientations on the energy collected throughout
the year, a tracking correction factor was
derived. The tracking correction factor,  Rb, is
the ratio of beam radiation on the reflector
aperture to that -m t surface normal to the beam.
Since Acurex collectors are one-axis tracking, the
Rg factor is less than one. This factor is
o twined frorr the following relations:
Worth-south orientation-,
Rb
 + [(sin 0 sin 6 4 cos 0 cos 6 cos w)2
1+ COS
2 
6 sin2	
1/2W 1 
East-west crientation:
Rb - U - cos 2 6sino)1/2
The optimum collector orientation is based
on energy collected and compatibility of the
collected energy and annual load distribution. In
general, north-south tracking gives an advantage
for summer peaked-load profiles and east-west
tracking favors the winter.
	 An E-W field
orientation was chosen to provide a more even
output over the year, However, a reduction in
total annual operation time results.
Spacings and field arrangement (number of
rows) of collectors determines their mutual
shading rend field pipe losses which in turn also
affect the required collector field size. The
shading losses for the parabolic trough Acurex
collectors consists of the mutual shading of the
adjacent collector and the shading due to the end
supports for the receiver tube or self shading
contribution due to mutual shading.
•	 boon
Figure 2. Effect of collector orientation.
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The shading of the M.A.N collectors
consists only of the mitual ,shading of adjacent
collectors.	 The shading losses are tabulated
below and shown by month n Figure 5.
POWER LOSS DUE TO SPACING (SNADIhG)
Month A:NS A.,EW MAN
Equinox
w
2.49 0% 3.14%
+Summer 0.989 V. 2.29
Minter 0.94% 0.769 6139
Systelr Performance
Analysis Methods. In evaluating the
system, the
	
A code was utilized. In this
code, a computation scheme making use of the
collector thermal performance curve was the basis
for the steady-state performance calculations,
The SOLTAN code also calculated the transient
performance of the stratified storage tank. The
approach was Legrangian.
Before the simulation of the final design
configuration was performed, the insolation data
file used in the SOLTAN calculation was modified
to make use of the weather data for the actual
site and the specified insolation levels. Making
use of the data required selecting hourly data for
3-day intervals for each of the three months used
in the simulation and inte rpolating these data to
establish monthly insolation values for
calculation of annual performance. The hourly
system. dynamic response was predicted for
representative 3-day intervals during the year.
This approach was adopted because: (1) hov-1y
integration of the system response is required to
represent the system transients properly; (2)
calculations of system response for all 365 days
of the year are prohibitively costly and
unnecessary,; and (3) three consecutive days were
found to be long enough for the system to undergo
many cycles of operation and provide results
independent of the initial conditions for the
Calculations
The final task was that of defining the
parameters which provide the system specification
and corresponding performance. This involved
utilizing the parameters for the power generation
unit to establish the final Collector field size
and layout which necessarily resulted in the
predicted performance of the final design.
To compute the transient behavior of the
system, a different computer code was written, In
this code, a separate subroutine exists for each
component and, in some cases for the different
functions of a component. The system, components
modeled were the collector field, consisting of
the receiver tubes, manifold pipes, #nd connectors
lines, the inlet buffer tank, and finally the
flowrate control system,
Steady State Performance, The choice of
operatingg temperature s closely tied to the
availability of the working fluid and the overall
system efficiency. System efficiency can be
defined as:
nsystem ' r6llector x rV.G.
Although the efficiency of the power generation
cycle increases as a function of the cycle peak
temperature, the collector efficiency drops
significantly because of larger energy losses at
higher temperatures. Therefore, a rather flat
optimum operating temperature curve exists where
the system. efficiency is at its peak, in the range
of operating temperatures from 280 00 to
3160C. The determining factor is the
availability of a suitable working fluid and the
influence of temperature on the receiver tube
coating. Both of these favor the lowest possible
temperature consistent with power generation
efficiency. A Midrange temperature of 295 0C was
selected as the best compromise,
The daily operating hours were calculated
by numerical methods using the diurnal variation
in insolation and the incidence factor appropriate
to the relative sun position. The three given
days-were used to construct a curve of annual
variation in daily o perating hours at $00 kW
electrical. This curve is shown in Figure 6. The
annual operating time is 2144 hours. 0nly at the
equinox design condition does the system operate
entirely from solar insolation. At all other
times, the system operates from a combination of
storage and solar insolation, using the storage
tank as a buffer. The study assumes sufficient
storage is available to avoid collector desteering
end is only an estimate of system output.
The system estimated performance is listed
below. Figure 7 shows the power stair steps and
subsystem efficiencies.
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figure 6. Annual variation in daily operating
hours.
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DESIGN PERFORMANCE
Collector field flow rate 	 13.8 kg/sec
Collector inlet temperature	 225oc
Collector outlet temperature	 2950C
Design insolation	 920
Watts/m s at
equinox noon
Minimum operating insolation	 300 Watts /m2
Nominal storage capacity	 018 R44
Steam generator outlet conditions	 278 0C at 25
BAR
Power conversion cycle efficiency 	 22.75 percent
System overall efficiency
	
11 percent
Net electrical output	 500 KW
Annual operating hours at 500 kWe 	 2144 HR
Transient Analysis. In conside ration of
the thermal ag in thecollector field, studies
were conducted of various strategies for
anticipating the lag so that over- or undershoots
of outlet temperature can be avoided. Figure 8
shows a case when the insolation drops and is then
restored, such as a cloud passage. If only the
field outlet temperature is treasured there is
first a loss in outlet temperature and a cutback
in field flowrate and then later a temperature
overshoot and steady state error if a slaw
response control is used. The some thing occurs
with a fast response control but outlet
temperature oscill tions are more pronounced and
longer lasting. When the insolation is sensed and
used to control the field flowrate, then the
Initial te pperature drop is nearly eliminated but
some oscillations in outlet temperature remain.
When both the outlet temperature (feedback) and
the insolation (feedforward) are sensed, then the
system oscillations are better controlled. It has
been demonstrated at the USDOE/Sandia Solar Total
Energy facility that f eedf orward alone does not
give adequate control, so the feedback element
appears essential. The control system for the
IEA-SSPS-DCS program incorporates the feedforward-
feedback concept, Subsequent analyses of system
transient response were calculated on the basis of
a feedforward-feedback control strategy.f
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Figure 10. Thermal effect of desteering delayed
by 10 seconds.
A number of transient analyses were
conducted in addition to the basic studies
described above;
• Transient thermal response of the
Acurex coll ector to a loss of power$
Figure 9
• Temerature rise in the Acurex
Collector receiver during the
ftn-second startup time of the
emergency generator assuming loss of
pump power during the transient,
Figure 10
• Temperature rise in the Acurex
collector receiver for a static
collector after loss of tracker power
If the sun crosses the focal plane,
Figure 11
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figure 11. Static collector temperature profiles.
• Analysis of the temperature rise in an
Acurex collector field loop whenully
shaded after operation at 631 W/m
insolation, Figure 12
a Analysis of the inlet and outlet
temperature transient for a normal
startup procedure for the Acurex
fields, Figure 13
• Analysis of the cold startup with
10oC fluid in the thermal storage
tank, figure 14
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Figure 12, System transient response -- partial
cloud cover.
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Figure 13. System transient analysis — normal
startup.
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SUM',ARY MD CONCLUSIDhS
TN demonstration plant, when complxted in
1981, will provide a working model for use of All
partscipoting notions in gathering practical
experience in the operation of such s mode s in
both grid-parallel and in stand-alone nodes,
Extrapolation to larger and smaller systems then
con be made from the well established performance
at the nominal 500 kW power level,
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COOLIDGE SOLAR POWERED IRRIGATION PUMPING PROJECT
D.T. Larson
Soila, Water and Engineering Department
University of Arizona
Tucson, Az	 85721
XBSTRACT
Construction of a 150 KW solar thermal-electric power plant on an
irrigated farm near Coolidge was completed in autumn, 1979. The plant,
designed by Acurex Corp., includes over 2100 m 2 of Acurex made parabolic
trough type collectors and an organic Rokine cycle turbine engine built by
Sundstrand Corp. The plant is inter.onnected with the electrical utility
grid. The installation is being operated by the University of Arizona with
Sandia Laboratories direction. Operation is providing, an evaluation of equip-
ment performance and operating and maintenance requirements as well as the
desirability of an on-farm location.
BACKGROUND
Approximately 13 percent of the energy used on 'U.S. farms is used for
pumping to irrigate about 20 million hectares (50 million acres) or 13 percent
of the total cropland (5,9). About 85 percent of the irrigated cropland is
located in 17 western states. On farms with deep subsurface water sources,
70-90 percent of the crop production energy may be used for pumping (8). The
magnitude of irrigation energy requirements, potential natural gas shortages
and greatly increased energy costs motivated a request to examine the use of
solar energy to drive irrigation pumps by Arizona farmers after the oil em-
bargo of 1974.
A University of Arizona feasibility study in 1975-76 listed a r,"riber of
engineering and economic factors to be considered and conditions to ,b , met for
successful marketing and use of solar powered pumping plants (7). These included
development of lower cost solar devices, improved energy use management and
availability of capital at a modest price. During the past three years, four
known solar power plants have been constructed to evaluate the use of solar
energy to drive irrigation pumps. The first three units began operation in
1977; construction of the fourth was completed in autumn, 1979.
Photovoltaic cells are used to provide up to 25 kilowatts (KW) of elec-
trical energy to drive irrigation pumps at the University of Nebraska farm near
Meade (10). Parabolic trough type solar collectors and Rankine cycle turbine
engines are the principal components of the other earlier systems (1,3). The
two plants, a 50 KW installation located on a farm near Gila Bend, Arizona
and a 25 KW plant on a Willard, New Mexico farm, are directly coupled to
pumps with electric motor backups. The Willard installation includes consider-
able thermal energy storage capacity for nighttime operation while the Gila
Bend plant has none.
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COOLIDGE PLANT
The fourth experiment encompasses design, construction, operation, and
evaluation of a 150 KW solar power plant. Plant size was selected to meet
the energy requirements of deep well pumping to provide irrigation water for
a quarter section or 65 hectares (160 acres) of Arizona cropland. The plant
generates electricity since existing pumps were electrically driven and the
power can be readily used in other applications.
The 150 KW plant is located on the D41ton Cole farm southwest of Coolidge
in central Arizona. The cooperator was selected from among a group of volun-
teer farmers by a governor-appointed committee. An important factor in site
selection was cooperation of the local utility company.. "ae'kup energy is re-
quired to assure pump operation; full , utilization of so'-^ plant output is
economically desirable. Electric District Dumber Two, the local, utility com-
pany, is supplying or purchasing energy as required.
The Arizona experiment is funded by the U.S. Department of Energy and
technically supervised by Sandia Laboratories. Additional funding and technical
support have been furnished by the Arizona Solar Energy Commission and the
University of Arizona, respectively. In the first phase of the project con-
ducted in 1977, competing conceptual designs were developed by three firms:
Honeywell, Black and Veatch, and Acurex. Honeywell proposed use of several
lartre parabolic dish collectors. A Brayton cycle turbine engine and electri-
cal generator, set were to be mounted adjacent to each collector receiver. Black
and Veatch proposed a field of heliostats or individually tracking reflectors,
central receiver type collector, and Rankine cycle engine. Acurex proposed
use of a field of single axis tracking, parabolic trough type collectors and
Rankine cycle turbine engine.
The Acurex Corporation concept was selected for design and construction
in late 1977, appearing to have the fewest technical unknowns and be most
economical. The solar power plant plans consisted of collector, energy storage
and energy conversion sub-systems, Figure 1.
THERMAL STORAGE
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FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the 150 KWe solar
powered pumping facility (2).
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The collectors, 1.83m wide by 3.05m long (6 feet by 10 feet), have
reflective parabolic surfaces of aluminum (Coilzak) and concentration ration
of about 36 to 1. Collector receiver tube is coated with a selective black
chrome surface and surrounded by a pyrex tube. The collectors, manufactured
by Acurex, are arranged in a series of north-south oriented rows. Solar col-
lector area is greater than 2100 square meters (23,000 square feet). An addi-
tion is being planned which will nearly double the collector area.
A heat transfer oil, Caloria HT43, is being used as the collector fluid.
This oil remains stable and in fluid state at the 288 0C (550 0F) temperature to
which it will be heated permitting low pressure flow. Energy storage is a 113
cubic meter (30,000 gallon) tank of hot oil. Initial collector area permits
only daytime operation. The planned collector addition will permit about 20
hours of operation on a sunny June day.
Energy conversion is accomplished by a Rankine cycle turbine engine through
expansion of the organic fluid toluene. The engine, made by Sundstrand Corpora-
tion, is a scaled down version of one developed for other relatively low temp-
erature applications such as conversion of power plant waste heat. Net  engine
efficiency is expected to be 17 percent; overall system energy collection and
conversion efficiency is expected to average seven percent annually..
EVALUATION ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OI+' POOR QUALM
The Arizona experiment is providing an evaluation of a relatively small
sized power plant located on a farm in Arizona and interconnected with the
electrical utility company grid. The economies of scale for solar power plants
are not well known; different designs might be more appropriate with different
sized plants. This experiment is evaluating a design using distributed, para-
bolic trough type, concentrating solar collectors and Rankine cycle, turbine
engine to generate 150 KW of electrical energy.
Location on a farm in central Arizona provides an evaluation in that
environment; some of the characteristics being sunny,hot, and dusty. Solar
plant operating and maintenance requirements, competing land uses and energy
use management all affect the desirability of an on-farm location. Land is
available in agricultural areas in central Arizona. However, operation and
maintenance of a power plant is a new and additional farm task. Minimum atten-
tion was a solar plant design objective; amount and type of attention will be
determined.
Since solar power plants are capital intensive, complete utilization of
output is desirable to minimize energy production costs. More complete solar
powered pumping plant utilization may be obtained through energy or water
storage or use of alternative energy sources during peak demand periods (7,11).
Crop residues and animal wastes are two potential energy sources. However,
pumping energy costs will not necessarily be reduced by the use of other energy
sources or storage. Interconnection with the electrical utility system could
require less management and perhaps be most cost effective. Mutually beneficial
operation might involve purchase of off-peak supplemental energy from the
utility company and controlled period generation and sale of energy to the utility.
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The backup and utilization problem has been resolved in the Arizona experi-
ment since the local utility company is providing energy when solar plant output
is insufficient and purchasing energy not needed on the farri. Plant output and
farm use will be recorded and conservation and load shifting measures will be
examined to determine methods for improved matching of energy supply and demand.
The University of Arizona is operating the Coolidge solar plant with tech-
nical assistance from Sandia Laboratories and the manufacturers. This opera-
tion is evaluating new solar power plant components and determining operating
and maintenance requirements. A number of experiments also are being conducted
to evaluate solar collector, thermal storage and turbine generator operation.
Performance and operating and maintenance requirements data will be used to
suggest methods to improve performance, reduce servicing and increase reliability.
To date, the solar plant has been operated almost daily for over two months
and storage Yank thermocline stability and winter solstice energy collection
tests have been conducted.
Solar power plant production cost estimates are high, tentative and variable-
from less than $3,000 to over $10,000 per kilowatt of output (2,4). Prelimi-
nary analyses have indicated some necessary conditions for cost competitiveness
with alternative energy sources (6). These include low capital and operating
costs and high utilization. This experiment will provide additional information
on future capital and operating costs and plant utilization. Economic analyses
will be updated as information becomes available.
CONCLUSIONS
The Arizona 150 KW ;solar powered pumping experiment is providing an evalua-
tion of a medium sized solar power plant using distributed collectors and much
new technology. The application appears appropriate since irrigation demand
reaches a peak during the period of maximum insolati,on, a farm can provide a
good environment for solar devices including adequate land area, and farmers are
seeking alternative energy sources.
The experiment is expected to provide information on design, operation,
and maintenance which will lead to equipment improvements. The experiment also
is expected to indicate the practicality of locating a solar power plant on
a farm and provide comparative cost data. Thus, the experiment is an important
step in the development of solar power plants.
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THE SO-HORSEPOWER SOLAR-POWERED IRRIGATION
FACILITY LOCATED NEAR GILA BEND, ARIZONA
W. A. Smith
G. Alexander
D. F. Busch
BATTELLE, Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio
ABSTRACT
The operation of the 50-horsepower solar-powered irrigation facility near Gila Bend, Arizona over three years
demonstrates the technical feasibility of solar-powered. pumping, The Rankine cycle facility was built using
1976 technology, The requirement now is to use the'technology that has been developed over the last four years
to design a facility specifically for the irrigation farmer. Considerations to meet his needs and to demonstrate
whether solar thermal conversion Is a potentially viable application for pumping Irrigation water in the United
States are suggested.
INTRODUCTION
The initial program to develop the 50-horsepower solar-powered irrigation facility was funded at Battelle Memorial
Institute by The Northwestern Mutual I,ife Insurance Company as one of several programs undertaken to accelerate
the development of practical applications of solar energy.
The installation is on a 76,000-acre ranch west of Gila Bend, Arizona. The ranch represents an agricultural invest-
ment in one of this country's most arid regions where intensive irrigation is required to produce crops on the 25,000
acres that are irrigated.
The solar irrigation pumping system serves to return tail water from a collection sump to concrete lined distribution
ditches. Water supplied to the irrigation system from a number of deep wells is applied to the fields from the distri-
bution ditches by siphons in an amount approximately 10 percent in excess of that required by the crop; the result-
ing 10 percent runoff is recovered from the graded fields in a network of tail water ditches. The solar irrigation pump
returns the tail water, which collects in a sump, to irrigation ditches servicing an area of approximately 5000 acres.
The lift from the tail water sump to the distribution ditches varies daily, ranging from 7 to 12 feet.
In 1975 when the design of the facility was initiated, the following were guidelines:
(1) Select off-the-shelf equipment or equipment that was as near to off-the-shelf as possible
(2) Take every advantage of available technical information with proper exercise of experience and judgment
(3) Design a system to produce 50 horsepower but include the potential for applying the same design practices to
scale up to 250 horsepower
(4) Include in the design the potential for operating the system in remote locations with only minor modification.
The thrust of these guidelines was that our program was not to be a research effort; it was a development and appli-
cation effort.
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System definition, design work, component selection, procurement, assembly, testing, and Installation were com-
pleted In about 18 months; the system was dedicated In April,1977. The basic components of the system are
shown In Figure 1,
72,000 L//HR
A
002 F
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SOLAR COLLECTOR
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274 F
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^11,700 LO/HR
.	 Y
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-12.6  ^^
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FIGURE 1. A SCHEMATIC OF THE SOLAR-POWERED
IRRIGATION SYSTEM: 1977
7lle figures are design values.
The collector field (5785 sq ft) heats the water, which in turn is used to flash the working fluid (R-113) to drive
the Rankine cycle turbine at a maximum speed of 30,500 rpm; this is then geared down to 1755 rpm. The SO-
horsepower system can deliver a maximum of 10,000 gpm.
In this paper, there is no attempt to cover all of the activities In the three years of operating the facility and mak-
ing modifications to it, The purpose is to highlight some observations dealing with the pragmatic use of solar
power in a particular agricultural application,
x
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OPERATIONS
The system was operated for a total of 800 hours during part of the 1977, 1978, and 1979 irrigation seasons,
On several occasions the water pumped exceeded 9000 gpm over short periods and an average of 7000 gpm for
several entire solar days.
Collectors
When the collectors were new, well-focused, and tracking under bright sun conditions, they regularly delivered
48-52 perc^;nt average efficiency (design was 55 percent). After several months, and several ,problems which In-
eluded the over tempo raturing of two absorber tubes, typical efficiency dropped to 46 percent.
To reduce convection losses, the absorber tube/receiver assembly was originally fitted with halt-round, sections of
glass set into a seal. Dirt and dust which built up on the outer surface, though serious on its effect on operations,
could be readily removed. However, within one month, the dust buildup on the interior surface of the glass was
such that the covers had to be removed to be cleaned. The a. lendant problems with cleaning the glass n- removal,
replacement, seal alignment, breakage -- Immediately created an incentive to operate without the glass. We ran
some tests comparing adjacent rows with and without clean glass covers; we were not able to measure individual
flow rates. On the basis of our tests we found there was actually an Increase In AT without the glass covers, The
results would have been even more significant If the glass covers had been lust a little bit dirt y on the Inside or the
outside. We discontinued the use of the glass because In our system --- operating around 300 F Av It was far from
cost effective to operate with them.
Dust is a normal environmental feature In Gila Bend. The dust, whether from dust storms, dust devils, or agricul-
tural operations will collect on reflector surfaces. From a practical viewpoint the dust 4„ at least our dust - did not
reduce performance nearly as much as one would think. In the first year of operation the reflecting surface ap-
peared very dusty after about one month - particularly when viewed from a flat angle. The reflectors were im-
mediately washed, There was no noticeable difference in the energy output of the field before and after wash-
ing. The field was washed twice more during 1977 with the principal difference still being aestlnctic, From August
1977 through the five months of operation In 1978 and until August 1979 the collectors were not washed again,
By this time the dust accumulation was such that performance was Improved by washing. It will be significant to
the farmer to know what the washing requirements are for his application. Washing is expensive; "excess" dirt
accumulation will affect output. The farmer will want a definition of "excess" that lie can use.
During 1978 a number of changes were made in the receiver assemblies. Some of the coatings on the receiver
tubes appeared to have degraded; powdering and flaking were evident, A new receiver assembly design was avail-
able which had overall system Improvement as well as Improved thermal features. Combinations of old coatings,
new coatings, black chrome, old housing, and new housings were a part of the 11778 and 1979 system. The per-
formance of the various combinations of components does not appear to be markedly different, but detailed
examination would have to be made to evaluate tile efficiencies of the individual rows. If, as we suspect, there
are only modest differences in efficiencies, the long-term effect of this in terms of initial costs and maintenance
costs is significant.
Generally, the collectors appear to be holding up fairly well, There is one place on the reflector side where the
metal backing is breaking away from tine honeycomb core material, The manufacturer has looked at the separa-
tion; it is his judgment it is the result of a manufacturing error rather than degradation, Additionally, there are
several places where the aluminized reflector surface is not adhering to the substrate as it should. Most of this,
which is new tlus year, is occurring at seams but there are several places where there is some delamination in the
middle of a. panel. Tills degradation does not represent a large percentage of the total surface area, It does, how-
ever, represent a potential maintenance cost either in terms of repair or replacement.
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The remaining components of the collectors do not appear to be degrading In any way that affect performance
or require maintenance.
Tracklot
The subsystem that has caused the greatest problem Is row tracking. It was, and still is, difficult to maintain
consistently accurate tracking in conditions of changing cloud cover and hate. We have made modifications to
our On/Off switching to incorporate serniproportlonal control on the motor speed and have replaced the mechani-
cal relays with solid-state switching devices. Other Improvements can be made and systems newer than ours offer
substantial improvements. One problem with the newer systems Is that the costs are going In the wrong direction.
Meat Exchangers
There Is one feature of the Gila Bend facility on which we have little information. Data is available to calculate
the performance of the heat exchangers — boiler condenser, regenerator, and preltcater; the calculations made In
1977 and for part of 1978 indicated design or near design performance. information Is not available, however, on
what is happening to the Inside surfaces of the heat exchangers. This information must be developed to determine
the maintenance requirements and to provide a design for the components that will enable the maintenance to be
carried out.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Gila Bend facility is basically a 1976 design. It was designed to demonstrate an application using state-of--the-
art equipment. It has demonstrated that application, What is required now is an update to use the current state
of the ,art (which is significantly advanced over 1976) and design an overall facility whch will best fit the needs
of the Irrigation farmer.
It has yet to be demonstrated for the United States market whether the use of solar thermal conversion is (or Is
not) a viable application when the principal use is for pumping water. To date, most, If not all, of the demonstra-
tion systems have been built by engineers to be run by engineers. The real, world need will be to deliver a system
that is acceptable to the farmer In terms of meeting his operating and maintenance requirements .
	 . and parti-
cularly because of today's interest rates — first cost, A demonstration unit should be built with the following
in mind.
(A) Components used must have the potential for significant cost reduction.
(B) The farmer wants water "on demand" day or night. The primary pumping will be by electric motor (or
gas or diesel engine). Solar power, when available, will be used to reduce other forms of power consumed.
This approach is equally applicable to low lift, shallow well, and deep well requirements. Furthermore,
the potential solar output does not need to match the power requirements of the pump motor; the solar
power portion can be substantially smaller and still be effective.
(C) The collector operating temperature needs to be examined carefully, The pros and cons of temperatures
requiring glass covers for absorber tubes need to be examined in terms of field use by the farmer, not
laboratory use by the engineer.
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(D) A sump application, such as the one at GilaBond, Is less desirable than an application on a well. The water
from a well which will be diverted for the condensor cooling water Is better than the water from a sump for
two reasons.,
(1) The temperature of the well water Is lower and does not have the temperature variation over time
that is characteristic of sump water,
(2) The well water does not have the solid debris characteristic of sump water,
(E) Tracking systems must provide the capability to follow the sun accurately when It can provide thermal In-
puts to the system. As mentioned before, systems are Improving but costs are not. There have been many
advances In the last four years In control technology and timing devices, for this specific application, a
detailed examination should be made of the relative advantages of tracking the sun on the basis of where
It actually Is and where it is calculated to be.
(P) The master control system needs not only to start and stop the system under normal conditions but also
to provide diagnostic Information to the user for causes of shutdown or preventable falloff in performance.
This suggests a well-conceived instrumentation and signaling system,
(G) In the design process, consideration must be given to how the farmer wants to operate and maintain his water
pumping systbrn.
(1) When the pump is running, the solar portion of the unit should start automatically when there Is
sufficient energy from the sun; conversely, it should shut itself off automatically.
(2) The system should run automatically and reliably without the need for an operator in attendance,
One or two checks a day by the farmer (similar to the checks he currently makes on Iris motor
driven pumps) should be sufficient,
(3) The levels of skills required to operate and maintain the system should be little different than
those currently employed. It is reasonable to assume that one week or less of training would provide
the level of skills required for maintenance,
The foregoing does not necessarily define a large-scale system. In fact, quite the opposite may be true. For demon-
stration purposes, a 25 to 50-horsepower system could be used, coupled with a well-tread pt,mp.
The two existing systems that have any similarity to the system suggested are circa 1976 technology, With the ad-
vances that have taken place since, then, not only In solar technology but also In control technology, there Is now
the opportunity to really test the viability of solar thermal conversion for pumping water In U.S. Irrigation
operations.
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PRELIMINARY OPERATIONAL RESULTS FROM THE
WILLARD SOLAR POWER SYSTEM
D. L. Fenton, C. Ii. Aberoathy, G. Krivokapich, Do L Ellibee, and V. Chilton
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico
ABSTRACT
The solar--powered system located near Willard, Now Mexico, generates
mechanical or electrical power at a capacity of l9kw (25 1P). The
solar collection system incorporates east/west tracking parabolic
trough collectors with a total aperture area of 1275m2 (13724 ft2)
The hot oil type thermal energy storage is sufficient for approximately
20 hours of power system operation. The system utilizaa a reaction-
type turbine in conjunction with an organic Rankine cycle engine.
Total collector field efficiency reaches a maximum of 20 percent near
the winter solstice and about 50 percent during the summor. During
the month of July, 1979, the system pumped 60 percent of the 35,300m3
(28.6 acre-feet) of water delivered. Operating efficiencies for the
turbine ccmpo ne nt, organic pink na eyrl e ani e and the complete now-
er system are respectively 65-75 percent, 12-15 percent and 5-6 percent.
Significant maintenance time was expended on both the collector and
power systems throughout the operational period.
INTRODUCTION
The Willard solar power system provides both mechanical and electrical
power with a capacity of 19kw (25 UP). The major application of the
power system is the operation of a shallow-well irrigation system and
the production of electrical power when pumping is not required. The
power system is located near Willard, New Mexico on a commercial farm
in the Be-tancia Valley.
Estimates indicate that irrigation farmers in New Mexico use 430,000m3
(15 million ft3) of natural gas per year for pumping water (1). Arizona
uses an equal amount and Texas about four times as much. These three
states also use large quantities of electrical power where a large por-
tion is generated from natural gas. Although the short-term supply ap-
pears adequate, the cost has escalated fivefold in the past six years
and h4,s consequently imposed an extreme cost "squeeze" on irrigation
farmers. In the near future, the supply of natural gas to farmers is
expected to dwindle to the point that the fuel will undergo curtailment
for power applications. With this event,, solar power systems under
development now will provide one of several, available alternatives.
POWER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Willard power `system generates a power output (mechanical or elec-
trical) of 19kw. A belt-driven induction generator provides electrical
power when mechanical power for irrigation is not required, Table 1
summarizes the basic specifications and figure 1 is n schematic diagram
of the system showing the major components.
Table 1
WIUAUD POWER SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Location: gstancia Valley, near Willard, New Mexico
latitude, 34.2 °; elevation, 1835m (6019 ft)
Irrigation: Well depth, 32 m (105 ft); holding pond ca-
pacity, 5,560m 3 (4.5 acre. ft);  area, 1500
C00m2 (120 acres).
Solar Enemy Collection: Parabolic trough, north-south axis, east/west
Cracking; Solar Kinetics collector field area,
651m2 (7000 f t2); aperture width 2.1 m (7 ft);
Accurex collector field area, 625m2 (6720
f t2; aperture width 1.8m (6 ft) heat trans-
f
o
r fluid, Caloria HT 43; maximum collector
recirculation temperature, 216% (420°F);
storage tank volume, 51.9m 3 (13720 gal).
"_---
	 System:rower S o fluid, Rl l . peatc boi 1 er sand	 ions.:,.,.,:...:3c+
	 ^	 r	 -	 '-__	 -----
163% (32$°P) and 1550 kPa (255 -psia); con-
densing water, leas than 16 00 (60°F); con-
denser conditions ) 30°C (86°F) and 55kPa
(8 psia turbine); turbine, single-stage,radial-
inLlow, reaction-type, 99m (3.9 in) diameter,
36,300 RPM rotational speed; gearbox, two-
stage, 1800 RPM rotational speed.
The system can be operated in three modes:
* Solar energy to storage
*Solar erengy to power system
°Energy from storage to power system
FIGURE 1. scmu= DIAGRAM OF TILE WILLARD
•	 SOLAR BAKER SYSTEM
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FIGURE 2. AYAILAP.I;LITY OF TURBINE ASSEMBLY
FOR SYSTEM OPERATION
The greatest stability in power, system operation occurs when drawing
energy from storage -- the high temperature is relatively stable. Op-
erating the power system from the solar collector field presents varying
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conditions in addition to the possibility of shut-down as a function of
weather conditions. Automatic switching exists within the control system
but requi7ree refinement as significant temperature excursions occur at
the boiler (pool.-type) once a mode change is made. Power system shut-
down is also automatic when energy (sufficiently high oil temperature)
is unavailable.
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
The Willard power system was operated during the 1979 growing season to
provide irrigation water. Figure 2 shows the operational times to date
of the turbine assembly and the complete power system. Those times when
the turbine assembly is under repair, an orifice plate substitutes in
place of the turbine. In this way, the remainder of the power system
functions in the usual way. The times within the "bars" on Figure 2 are
the system hours with the turbine assembly and those times outside the
hours on the system witbout the turbine.
The solar fraction (pumped water divided by total water pumped) is given
in Figure 3 for the operational period through .duly where the turbine was
installed in the system. The thickness of the lines on the plot incor-
porate the experimental uncertainties associated with the calculation.
Also, as the data is :Largely based on manually recorded data, the time in-
tervals are resolved to the point where both water flow and power system
data correspond. The average solar fraction for this time period is 0.6
relative to the total water pumped of 35,3000 (28.6 acre-feet).
Reviewing the operation of specific components, the collection system will
first be presented. Figure 4 shows the ratio of the actual time the col-
lectors were in operation to that of the maximum time possible on an aver-
age monthly basis. These operational times are based on clocks installed
within the electrical control system of the collectors. Therefore, the
control pyranometer indicating when collection is possible yields the max-
imum time aad the actual time is measured from the tracking circuitry.
This ratio is less than unity for several reasons including abnormally
high wind speeds and maintenance. The value calculated for August is based
only on approximately 20 hours of operating time and thus not representative.
The remaining months are based, however, on the total hours for that spe-
cific month. For the total hours of collector operation thus far, the time
ratio is 0.73.
Figure 5 shows the normalized direct beam component of solar insolation re-
salved in the plane of the collector aperture au east/west tracking occurs.
Separate curves are shown for the winter and summer solstice (2). Clear
days are assumed in the calculation. Because of the collector orientation,
the winter: solar insolation collected decreases in the vi3inity of solar
noon. As the summer solstice is approached, the beam component of the
solar insolation striking the collector becomes nearly uniform throughout
the day as well as increasing in magnitude.
Typical operation of the Willard collector field results in efficiencies
such as those giver in Figure 6 for January 4, 1980. Between the times
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1400 and 1410, the collector field changed from the re-circulation mode to
the storage mode (introducing hot oil to storage). Note that during the
re-circulation mode, the collector efficiencies are low while for storage,
the efficiencies greatly Increase. The cause of this increase is the rel-
atively low temperature difference across the respective collector fields
when in the re-circulation mode. The total field efficiency falls between
the two extremes established by the Accurex and Solar Kinetics collector
fields. During summer operation, the total field efficiency routinely
approached 50 percent.
A partial explanation for the disparity in collector efficiency for the two
collector fields is given in Figure 7. The total reflectivity of the
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FIGURE S. TURBINE AND RANKINE EFFICIENCIES FOR
THE WTLLARD POWER SYSTEM DURING JULY
1974
collector's reflective surface is shown as a a function of time. These
measurements must be considered approximate and appropriate error limits
I
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are indicated on each cf the measurement points (3). The actual measure-
ment involves a portable Instrument incorporating a light source varying
between 350-750 nanometers where the illuminated portion is visually ob-
served at an angle of 20°. The reduced reflectivity of the Accurex pol-
ished aluminum surface appears to account for part of the reduced perfor-
mance of the collector.
For the duly operational period, Figure 8 shows the turbine component and
Rankine cycle efficiency. The turbine efficiency is based on the ideal
case cf isentropic flow whl.le the Rankine cycle efficiency is based on
the measured output power. While the turbine efficiency bounces in the
lower 70's the Rankine efficiency varies between about 12 to 15 percent..
The overall system efficiency for this time period is thus in the
vicinity of 5 to 6 percent (output power is divided by direct beam
solar insolation input).
A summary of the maintenance performed on the system is given in Fig-
ure 9. The major items are the non-routine activities associated with
the collection system and the organic Rankine cycle engine. These ac-
tivities include such things as. modification of collector control
equipment, receiver tube and glass shroud replacement, removal and in-
stallation of turbine assembly, repair and replacement of the R-113
feed pump and the replenishment of the R-113 inventory subsequent to
significant leaks. As improvements are made with the equipment, the
non-routine maintenance will decrease.
The crops planted and harvested over the 1979 growing season were al-
falfa and timothy hay approximately 50,000m 2 (40 acres) each. Yields
were normal for the location and weather conditions.
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FIGURE 9. MAINTENANCE SU14(ARY of WILLARD
POWER SYSTEM FOR 1979
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SOLAR TOTAL ENERGY-LARGE SCALE EWERIMRNT 	 7 9 5
SHENANDOAH, GEORGIA
Walter R. Hensley
ABSTRACT
The first industrial application of the Solar Total. Energy concept has
been initiated as a cooperative venture of the United States Department of
Energy (DOE) and Georgia Power Company.
A part of the National Solar Total Energy Program (STEP), this large-
scale experiment is the outgrowth of research started in 1972 by Sandia
Laboratories. This effort seeks to evaluate a solar energy system which will
provide electrical power and process heat, along with heating, cooling and
domestic hot water supplies.
This "total energy" idea is not new, having been used commercially for
years. Simply defined, it is a system which uses "waste heat" from electrical
power generation to serve other useful functions. Combined with a solar energy
system it offers these attractive features:
Provides energy from a renewable resource
Adaptable to applications in a wide range of types and sizes
Makes maximum use of energy collected
Has a closed loop system which does not pollute
Compatible with existing utility systems
After research projects confirmed the feasibility of the solar total
energy concept, an actual working system was designed and installed at Sandia
Laboratories. Successful from the beginning, the Solar Total Energy Test
Facility operation has provided the technology and operating experience which
make the Shenandoah, Georgia large-scale experiment feasible.
The project objectives are to:
Develop within industry, the engineering and development
experience on large scale solar total energy systems as
preparation for subsequent commercial size demonstrations.
. Acquire additional data to reduce the uncertainties of cost
and performance predictions.
Insure dissemination of technical data to provide a basis
for expanded growth of solar total energy.
Progress to date covers activities through a final definitive design phase.
Major accomplishments include the legal recording of a solar easement and
development of a parabolic dish solar collector.
. td^h
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Now being completed is the Phase IV Definitive Design of a sips-phase
Project for conducting a Solar Total Energy Large Scale Experiment in late
1981. General, Electric Company is designing the Solar Total. Energy System
(STES) with capacity to supply 60% of the total electric and thermal require-
ments of the 42,000 square foot Bleyle of America knitwear plant to be served
at the Shenandoah Site. The system will provide 400 kilowatts electrical and
3.5 megawatts thermal energy.
The STES has a classical, cascaded total energy system configuration. It
utilizes parabolic dish collectors, trickle oil thermal energy storage and a
steam turbine-generator. The electrical load peak shaving system is being
desigized.for interconnected operation with the Georgia Power system.
An account will be given of the technical considerations and interactions
among the parties during the development of the Solar Easement Agreement
applicable to the Solar Total Energy-Large Scale Experiment. Although the
agreement is specifically tailored to the Shenandoah Project Site, the review
of the key technical results and practical resolutions of the different
interests of the several parties involved in the Shenandoah Project will be
of benefit to anyone involved in present and future solar projects where the
sun rights must be established and protected.
This paper also discusses the design and development of a 7-meter diameter
parabolic dash solar collector. Each of the four main subsystems of the
collector; (1) reflector, (2) mount and drives (3) receiver and (4) the controls
is discussed briefly with the major emphasis on the receiver design.
To minimize development risks and production costs, a dish design based on
use of sta&^,ped aluminum petals (sectors) was chosen. This design is similar
to the design of a communication antenna already commercially produced. The
reflective surface of the petals has a total reflectance of .86 and a specularity
(dispersion) of 8 mrd. This performance is obtained by mechanical polishing and
chemical brightening of the petal surface, followed by application of a clear RTV
silicone protective coating. Selection of the material and weather proofing
coating are discussed. Results from performance tests on an engineering develop-
ment dish collector will be presented. Test results will be compared with pre-
test predictions.
At the completion of the preliminary design in September 1978, the engineering
specifications for major equipment was as given in the following table 1. Final
design now being completed, is only nominally different due to programmatic
and technical considerations.
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bOLAIt TlY1Al. ENENI ; I' PN(i.IECT AT ;AA NAhI ►()A11,
GEORG IA SYS1 EM DESI(.N
oRIGINAL PAVE; 1t)
A. J. I'ucht, ' .enerel Electric Company, King of Prussia, Pa. 194ob OF Y(x)i{ QUALITY
A Flt T RA CT
The U . S. Department of V nergN , with Saxila libura-
torles providing technical support and management, Is
near completion of the I)eflmtive IHesign Phase of the
Solar Total Energy Project to be constructed at Men-
andosh, Georgia, General Electric Company dsoalgntd
the Solar Total Energy System (814,11) with the eapbelty
to provide, 50`17 of the total electrical +uui thermal ener-
gy requirements of the 25,000-square-font tileyle of
America knitwear plant located at the Shenandoah mts.
The sy stem w Ill provide 400 kilowatts electrical and ;i
megawatts of thermal energy,
The STEli has a classical, cascaded total enurgy sys-
tum configuration, it utilizes one hundred twonty ( 120),
parabolic dish olltelors, high tenynerature (7500f)
trickle oil thermal energy storage and a steam turbine-
generator. The electrical load peak shaving system
has Iwen designed for intercunnec •ted up ersuon with the
Georgia Power system and for tp,tration to a stand a-
lone mode.
INTRODUCTION
The Solar Total Energy bystem at Shenandoah, Geonstia,
will be a large scale prototype of a classical cascaded
system utilizing solar energy. Definitive performance
and cost data for a solar system will be obla,med during
the operation of the system and an Industrial solar total
energy capability established.
F lgure 1 is an Illustration of the Project Site after In-
stallation of the STES. A high temperature silicone
heat transfer fluid in used to transport solar energy
from the parabolic dish collectors to thermal storage
or a steam generator. Thermal encrgy :ntorage is ac-
complished by use of a low cost, trickle nil system
using an iron ore storage media. The power conver-
sion enstein employs a steam IlaiJcine cycle and high
speed (42, 500 rpm) turbine.
r	 ^^
FIG, 1, SOLAR TOTAI. ENERGY sYSTEbt
SHENANDOAH, CA
'I he STLh has the fitxihlilty to uprrste In either a
stand alone us peal. shming mode whlie satisfying
electrical power, piocebs steam, stating and cooling
requlrennents of the knitwear fabrication plaint adiscunt
4n the STES site.
Sheonandoah Is near Newman. Georgia aocl Is an Indus-
trial-residential planned community. Sun right uaae-
ments have been obtalntd on the land Ixxir,dlcy t the
5.74-acre 1f Lb site to prevunt ulatruutlon of the field
msolationn.
SYS'I'bM DESC u1P11'101%
Figure ;: depicts the three major loops of the STES;
solar collection anti etotage, power conversion snd
thermal utilization.
A leak energy delivery rate of 10 x lob
 litu/hr Is obtain-
ed from the solar collector fluid.
The solar cwile-tor field consists of twt.-.c parallel
branches with ten paraolic dish collectors In each
branch. Energy is transported from the sc%vral col-
lectors to thetrnal storage or the steam generator by a
high temperature silicone ( Sylthr. rm irm Ji0o) heat trans-
fer fluid, which 1s stable over the operating temperature
range cif the solar collector field (bunu F' Inlet, 750o1'
gullet). During periods of low Insulation or inclement
woather, the system can be operating with energy from
the thcrnnal energy storage system or a fossil fired
heater.
The power conversion loop whicn includes the steain
generator, turbine-generator and condennor is located
in the mechanical building shown In Figure 1. Process
steam ( 1380 lha/hr) for the knitwear facility is extracted
at an internedlate turbine stage. Thermal energy fron;
the turbine exhaust steam Is extracted via condensor and
trr.neforred to the thermal utilization loop fur heating
and cooling ( by,
 chilled water from an absorption unit) of
the fileyle Plant and the STES Muchanlcal Building. The
major components of the thermal utilization loop (Figure
2) are the low temperature storage tank, cooling towtra
and the absorption air conditioner.
In the peak s"vlug mode, the STES operatea wlth a 50 to
75 Me
 baneioad provided by the local utility. A sum-
mary of the system eapabllitlee Cld load requirements is
presented In Table 1. Fifty percent ( 50%) of the annual
energy requirements of the bleyle knitwear plant will be
satisfied li) solar energy conversion.
When operating in the automatic male, start - up and op-
erattun of the STES will be bastd or a rcai time clock,
as well as measurements of sy bton, status, demand and
environmental cond;ttons. A typical Operating Timeline
for the systeir, is shown I n Figure 3.
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FIG. 3. WEEKDAY STES OPERATING TIMELINE
CASE: APRIL 13TH SSMY
Is initiated by solar clock (with a measured isolation
permissive) for startup, and operation continues through
the dal as long an sufficient Insulation is avallal.le•
Lined on solar availability, thermal storage status, and
demands, a backup fossil heater is activated, so that the
Bleyle plant loads are always AILIPPIted.
For the case shown in Figure :1, which was abstracted
fro	 , annual system simulation using Shenandoah
Solar Model Year climatology, the storage tanks were
depletod u1 the early morning. The fossil heater was
zetivated, the Power conversion s y stem aril thermal
utilization were :+farted, and the turbine -generator syn-
c • hroniTad with the utility. All this occurred prior to the
Blevle lot shift startup. The collector field started up
at approximately 6 o'clock and solar energy w • as pro-
idrd to the system at 8 o'clock,
Solar collector (SC
The solar collector is a 7-meter diameter, paraholoidai
dish with a cavity receiver. Reflected solar energy is
focused onto a cylindrical coil of blackened stainless
steel tubing ( 1/2-inch diameter) within the receiver. As
the collectors are hydraulicall y connected in parallel,
the total field temperature rise occurs in each receiver
(2500 F). The reflector assembly consists of 21 die-
stamped aluminum petals with a highly reflective lamirl-
ated surface (FEK 244).
Each collector tracks the sun through its / laily and sea-
The solar collector field operates independently of the	 sonal variations by use of a polar - declination gimisl
electrical and thermal load supply equipment. Operation 	 arrary,ement. A hybrid swi tracking technique is em
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ployed: course trackinA of the run JQ o, g") Is computer
controlled; and fine trackliam Irf the sum (+ 1/4y is ub-
taired by nulling the output of optical sensors. The
optical tracker ompluys a pair of sensors on each axis.
Sensors of each pair are Icx • atud on opposite sides of the
revolver apiertuir plate, and the collector is p ositlutted
by balancing the Intensity of the "tails" on the refle"ted,
focused Image straddlH4 the ape • rlure. I he use of a , fiu
computer limit preitentM wa.: leruig of the collector Ie-
cause of extraneous reflections, i.e. , cloud ichi.l.
Four full site prolotvI)v solar collections (Figure 4)
were built and tested In the saitdla laboratories' (load-
rant facility to verify the performance and design ad-
egwvy of the Shenandoah Solar Collector. Tae It-at pro-
grant 	 that excellent performance can be ob-
tained from a high temperature (7.5o0 l fluid outlet
tempiersture) paralrulle dish collector fahric •atcd with
existing Industrial processes, On a ciear day, a col-
lector thermal efflclenty of 61' was reallivd, Figure fl,
ulg. lit addition, the Ip/acy used to sliffon the cups of the
fiber olNle sensor hurdles (k•grakd and distorted the
Mcnsur measurement, lhir As* eliminated to) rel4sc•un;
the olttic• bwldle ends with a build cast& design tha • IS
compatible with the With temperatures ucc •urriog during
acquisition and Liefcxus of tae collector. subsequent
tracking experimentation showed that the olllic•al track-
Ing system focused the re•culter within the Resign toler-
uice L 1/4c).
A major design cor(vrn sou the slolie error of the dish
and Its a►,Ilit) to concentrate the solar er►e• i'p(♦ to selish,
the design Intercept factor requirement (bb i , A
nucro drositometer u%aluatlon ws* made of the re-
fluctud itlumitetiun front 	 dishes while lrackitig the
moon and while focused on a Itores ►ghl light. 'I here
measurements cotdlrmed that the de,.ign intercept factor
war satisfied.
Ilitth-Tymtx• raturc 'I hcrinal Frienn m o ragg- SUIT l •Mtem
(Ills)
Excess collected enerpq' will I* stored for use duritig
pierlods when the collector field cannot pro%ide suf-
ficient energy l u operate the P) stern. To minimize the
capital in%estment lit 	 transfer fluid, the STVs
utilizes a trickle oil storage s) stem, I Ip,ure I;,
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FIG. S, QUADRANT TEST SOLAR COLLECTORS
I %oral required design mo.lifications were identified
and Implemented during the tent program. As a result
of the high heating rate imposed on the receiver Ic•on-
centration ratio of 23•1), it was necceAary to acid a
quartz cloth covering to the receiver aperture plate.
This layer reduced the stainless steel aperture plate
temperature leccl sufficsetitk to eliminate plate %Narp-
I he,
 heat transfer fluid Is introduced at the top of the
taro. bN u distribution manifold and allowed to trickle
through a loft cost, Iron ore storage media, lit both tae
charging m(Kie and discharging mode, energy is tearis-
ferred betuven the storage media and a thin film of the
heat transfer fluid, fur ths. STtCS, three storage tanks
%Ttil be emploied with a combined tapucit% of 6 41 nlsilulti
Btu. Maximum charge and discharge requirements for
the thermal storage subsystem.- arc In million Btu, hr.
To %alidate the trickle oil concept, u column test rep-
resentati%c of the S'1 LS opierational conditions, %%as per-
formed. It was shown that uruforni heating and cooling
of the tied, during charging and discharging , occurred
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it tho iluld wus distributed uniformly at the top of the
tank, Figure 7, and that sharp thormocitnos resulted,
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FIG, 7. TAICKLI OIL COLUMN TEST,
CltAMING MOUE
Its addition, the test showed that the temperature gradl-
ant in a partially charged or discharged tank would not
Warlonce significant axial heat flow during normal
operation, which would degrade ilia temperature of the
storod energy in ilia charged portion of the tank, fig-
ure S.
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PoNyer Conversion Subsystem (PCS).
Major elements of the power =verslon subsystem are
a drum-type steam generator with preheat and super-
bear sections, a high-speed steam turbine-gonerator
set rated at 400 16Ve, a condenser, a condensate stor-
age tank, a make-up demineri:lizor, a deacrator, re-
quired pumps and local controls,
The recirculating heat transfer flulo 1. nm the solar
collector field can deliver 10 million utu/hr to the
steam generator and provide up to 10, 000 lb/hr super-
heated steam at 700 psig/7200I' to the steam turbine,
AItornately, in tho event of turbine outage or no elec-
tric power demand, the steart turbino run provide
saturated steam at 110 pant for process and other
thermal uses. `1'o avoid particulate erosion of the high-
speed turbine Wading (42,500 rpm), the steam flow is
filtered to reduce the contaminate level to + ► ,1 ppm,
with 95,"a of the parUclos less than 4 microns,
The steam turbine gonorator produces electric power in
the range of 100-400 MV at 480 volts, a phase, 00 Ilz.
The steam turbine to it hetgh specific epeed/ldp;h of-
ficlency design, high pressure stake efficiency is 00;_'j
and low pressure stage efficiency is 761% Controlled
extraction of superheated steam (110 psi g) front the
turbine provides process steam for the Bloylo plant
and doacrator,
The turbine exhaust Is condensed at 0 psis; acid the con-
denser cooling water (2100F) ft; used as the cnargy
transport to the Thermal Utilization tiubsystcm.
'thermal Utilization Subsystom (Tti:)
The thermal utilization subsystom consists of a 10
million Btu low temperature wator (210 011 storage sys-
tem, a 250-ton absorption air conditioner do-rated to
130 tons with Inlet water at 210 0,V, and two cooling
towers for heat rejection from the absorption air con-
ditioner aiid excess ermrgy 11-Mm tho 111CS,
On an annual basis, the thermal utilization subsystem
will provide 78;' and OiIMI of the combined STES Mech-
anical Building and Moyle Plant cooling and heating
loads, respectively.
Controls and Instrumentation Subsystem (CAM
The control and instrumentation subsystem Initiates,
regulates and terminates collector tracking, enemy
storage, power generation and thermal utilization for
heating and cooling of the Bleyle plant and the STES
Mochanical Building. Whon operating in the peak shav-
ing mode, the control and instrumentation subsystem
monitors and regulates the generation of power to sat-
Isfy system requirements.
The control and instrumentation subsystem includes a
central control console, a central minicomputer and
romote microprocessor control units. The control sys-
tom has the flexibility to by operated in a manual or
automatic mode, and permits the operator to monitor
or wntrol the system functions from the control panel,
Both mimics And color graphic CRT l s are omployed for
data display, Data archiving is performed with mag-
netic storage tapes, and real time data In hard copy
form Is available via the computer line printer.
SUMMARY
A solar total energy system utilizing parabolic E116h
collectors has been designed that has the capability to
provide greater than 00;i) of the. energy requirements of
a knitwear fabrication plant with 2"t, 000 square feet of
floor space.
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The polar collector test program performed at the
	
Q .
Sandia Laboratories toot facility in Albuquotquo has
demonstrated that high thermal officlencies (Wo moa-
ourod) can be obtained from a parabolic dish built with
existing tabrivation technology, 'thermal efficiency and
optical moasurontonta have voriflod that the Shenandoah
solar collector design will satisfy design criteria and
performance requirements.
Column tests havo demonstrated that the trickle oil
thermal energy otorago system will provide an efficient
and cost-effective moans of storing thermal energy,
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